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CYANOBACTERIAL TAXONOMY : TRANSFORMATION 
EROM THE TRADITIONAL TO THE MODERN 

CANDEEP CHAKRABORTY AND JOYDEEP MUKHERJEE 

Introduction 

The existence of cyanobacteria, phylogenetically an old group of 

phototrophic organisms, was found in the early Precambrian and the 

wide diversity up to the present time signify their extraordinary and 

continual biologically and ecologically successful life strategies, with 

repeated rapid adaptations to various environmental conditions in 

different ecosystems which makes them phenotypically plastic in 

nature. The evolution of cyanobacteria without any sexual phase in 

their life cycle is due to the cause of horizontal gene transfer, which 

is a continual process (static evolution). The combination of these 

features along with the changes in their genomes to acclimate with 

the environmental conditions causes the diversification in their 

structural and molecular parameters. This leads to the discovery of 

new ecotypes and morphotypes. However these features cause their 

classification and taxonomic study much difficult. 

It is estimnated that there are approximately 40,000 species of algae 

have been reported out of which 1500 species belongs to 150 genera 

of cyanobacteria (Norton et al. 1996). Multiple approaches have been 

carried out for the classification of cyanobacteria by various 

Tesearchers. Mainly these organisms were classified following the 

Dacteriological approach and the botanical approach. The 

acteriological approach put forward by Stanier et al. (1971) has been 

further Supported by Rippka et al. (1979), Castenholz and Waterbury 
(1989), and Oren (2004). Botanical approach to classify cyanobacteria 

along with the other algae and plants supported by Desikachary 
was 

1959) and Anagnostidis and Komárek (1985). 

Botanical approach for Cyanobacterial Taxonomy 

Traditionally blue-green algae have been classified in the phylum 

aophyta consisting of the class Cyanophyceae. Geitler (1932) was 
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Preface 
 

This book is intended to serve as a rich collection of current research 

areas/topics of natural science for the students who have already 

completed their masters level in various disciplines and are about to 

start their research career. A variety of active research areas starting 

from atoms to galaxies, from biology to philosophy, from earth science 

to physical science have been covered up with specific applications. 

This book is not expected to provide basic text materials; rather, we 

think it may potentially serve as  a vibrant source of ideas for new 

researchers. A student may not be interested in all these different fields 

but (s)he would  surely find considerable overlaps with own areas of 

interests. This is particularly useful in motivating a student towards 

selecting a suitable reserach problem.  

  

 Emphasis has been given on simplicity of the underlying 

concepts and presentations. Mathematical symbols used are standard in 

scientific literature. The complex mathematical models and related 

calculations have been excluded as much as possible to make the book 

easy going for common students other than pure science origin. 

 

 Finally, the editors warmly welcome any kind of constructive 

criticism and suggestion for the improvement of the overall design of 

the book for possible modifications in future edition(s). 

 

                                                                                       Subrata Sarkar 

                                                                              Soma Mitra (Banerjee) 
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Liquid Capillary Waves 
Tarun Kumar Barik 

Dept. of Physics, A.M.College, Purulia, 723202, W.B.  
tarun.barik2003@gmail.com 

 
Abstract: In this chapter, a single capillary wave, which can be produced by 

throwing a pebble in water, is discussed. Now, imagine dropping of two such 

pebbles simultaneously at two nearby locations in a lake. Circular ripples, 

which propagate radially outward from each source point, would result in 

interfering waves on the water surface. Most textbooks [1, 2] on waves and 

optics include photographs of such interfering water waves while introducing 

superposition of waves but not discussing more about capillary waves and its 

characteristics. Hence, the aim of this chapter is to inform the readers the 

details about liquid capillary waves and its different recent research progress 

using diffraction of monochromatic light. 

 

Keywords: Capillary waves; Rayleigh waves; Gravity waves; 

diffraction of light. 

 

Introduction: 
Suppose a marble is dropped on a liquid surface, say, in water. 

Transverse waves are produced, which travel outward along the radial 

direction (see Fig. 1) [3]. The phase velocity of the transverse wave on 

the liquid surface mainly depends on (a) the acceleration due to gravity 

(g) and (b) the surface tension     of the liquid.  
 

 

                         

 

  

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Capillary waves on the water surface. 

 

Due to incompressibility of liquids, there is a high compression at the 

position of a trough and a hollow space under a crest. The continuity of 
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the liquid can only be maintained by the longitudinal vibration of the 

liquid molecules in the direction of propagation of the wave. Thus, the 

transverse vibration of the liquid molecules is always accompanied by 

the longitudinal vibration. The resultant of these two orthogonal 

vibrations (transverse and longitudinal) makes the molecule move in a 

circle, in an anticlockwise direction, if the wave propagates along the 

positive X-axis (see Figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 2: A schematic diagram of the propagation of surface capillary 
wave along the positive X-direction: K,   and h are wavevector, 
wavelength and amplitude of the wave. 
 

The phase velocity of the transverse waves on the liquid surface is 

given by, 

 

                                                                                        (1) 

 

Where, g is the acceleration due to gravity,   is the wavelength of the 

transverse waves (see Figure 2),   and   are the surface tension and the 

density of the liquid, respectively. In the above Eqn. 1, when   = 0 or 

 ,    = ∞. There exists a critical wavelength for which the velocity of 

the transverse wave is minimum, which is given by, 

           .                                                                       (2) 

For example, the critical wavelength of the surface capillary wave for 

water is 1.73 cm. If (  >   ), the second term in Eqn. 1 is negligibly 

small and phase velocity becomes  
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                                                                                                  (3) 

These waves of longer wavelength are only controlled by gravity and 

appropriately termed as gravity waves. The amplitude of the gravity 

wave is extremely small as compared to its wavelength. For the gravity 

wave, its phase velocity increases with wavelength – a behavior known 

as normal dispersion. On the other hand, when       ), the first term 

in Eqn. 1 can be neglected and velocity becomes 

                                                                                       (4) 

 Such waves are of shorter wavelength and dominated by the effect of 

surface tension -commonly known as ripples or capillary waves or 

Rayleigh waves [4]. The phase velocity of capillary waves decreases 

with the increase in wavelength – a behavior known as anomalous 

dispersion. In this chapter, I shall concentrate on capillary waves. 

 

 Different reported works:           
 It is worth summarizing some of the earlier work on capillary waves. 

The investigation began in 1871 when Lord Kelvin observed that the 

propagation of ripples depends on the surface tension of liquids [5]. 

Lord Rayleigh was the first to develop the stroboscopic method for the 

measurement of the surface tension of a liquid. The basic principle 

behind this technique was the following: the surface of water was 

periodically excited and then viewed by means of interrupted light. The 

flashes of light were isoperiodic with the waves [6]. Later, Dorsey, 

Smith and others used Rayleigh’s method with more perfected 
apparatus [7-9] for the same measurement. Recent advances in related 

areas have been reported in literature. As for example, an introduction 

to light scattering by surface capillary waves is available in [10]. The 

quasielastic light scattering has been used to study thermally excited 

capillary waves on free liquid surfaces over a considerably wide range 

of wavenumbers: from 190 cm-1 to 2000 cm-1. Using a typical photon 

correlation function, surface tension and viscosity of ethanol, water and 

aqueous solutions of both ethanol and tertiary-butyl alcohol are 

measured [11]. The coupling between capillary and dilational modes on 

the surface of dilute aqueous solutions of cetyltrimethyl ammonium 
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bromide and liquid gallium has been investigated using the above 

technique [12, 13]. Quasielastic light scattering spectroscopy has also 

been used to study the high frequency capillary waves at the surface of 

liquid gallium and the mercury liquid-vapor interface [13, 14]. Direct 

analysis of the spectra of the scattered light reveals the high sensitivity 

of this technique for the measurement of the viscoelastic modulus of 

liquid gallium [13]. The surface tension and viscosity of thermally 

excited liquid surface waves have been investigated in Ref. [15]. The 

spatial damping coefficient of low-frequency surface waves at air-water 

interfaces, using a heterodyne light-scattering technique (which has a 

wide dynamic range), has been measured [16]. For pure water, the 

measured value of the spatial damping coefficient agrees well with that 

obtained from linear hydrodynamic theory. Measurements, based on 

circular field of the capillary waves, have been reported to determine 

the decay coefficient of capillary waves in liquids covered with 

monolayers of stearic acid, oleyl alcohol and hemicyanine [17]. Martin 

et al. have measured the pressure-area compression isotherm in 

Langmuir monolayer films using the laser light diffraction from surface 

capillary waves [18]. The introduction of a Langmuir monomolecular 

layer to the water-air interface perturbed the surface tension and 

therefore the diffraction pattern. Analysis of the resulting diffraction 

pattern has been used to calculate the interfacial tension. A technique to 

study low-frequency liquid surface acoustic waves by means of optical 

diffraction and a real time characterization of amplitude and 

wavelength of circular ripples is available in [19]. Related works also 

can be found in [10]. If the wavelength of the surface capillary wave is 

small (say a fraction of a centimeter), it is not easy to see such waves 

with the naked eye. Sophisticated modern-day cameras can obviously 

detect these small-wavelength waves. But such cameras are expensive 

and not readily available. Therefore, to detect these capillary waves we 

need to find other ways, which also could provide valuable physical 

insight. Monochromatic laser light falling on the vibrating liquid 

surface gets diffracted and results in an intensity distribution with 

crucial characteristic features. In the simple single slit or grating 

experiments with a He-Ne laser we can infer the nature of the 

diffracting object from the intensity variation of the diffraction pattern. 
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Similarly, here, we can learn about the surface wave profile (which is 

the diffracting object). 
 
Conclusion:  
In this chapter, recent research and developmental works about liquid 

capillary waves is reviewed. Simple optics-based experimental 

technique is used with the necessary background theoretical 

formulation, to study the characteristics of surface capillary waves on 

liquids and also to measure the amplitude, wavelength and phase 

velocity of the interfering liquid capillary waves [20]. It is noted how 

the intensity of the diffraction pattern varies with the amplitude and 

also experimentally located the zeros of the Bessel function from the 

vanishing of various diffraction orders. This experimental method is 

used in International Physics Olympiad (IPHO-2015) examinations in 

2015 as experimental question. On the whole, the experimental and 

theoretical results seem to demonstrate the capability of the setup in 

carrying out studies pertaining to capillary wave profile, liquid 

properties (i.e. surface tension and viscosity) and waves on liquid films 

on liquids [21].  Despite its limitations, the wide variety of information 

which can be obtained from such a simple setup makes it a tool worth 

improving upon for further investigations. The simulated surface 

capillary wave profiles using mathematica software for (a) single 

exciter and (b) two nearby exciters are shown in figure-3. If, anyone is 

interested to know more about capillary waves, then he/she can follow 

the references specially [20, 21] given below. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Simulated surface capillary wave profiles for (a) single 
exciter and (b) two exciters. 
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Fundamentals of Raman Spectroscopy 
Tarun Kumar Barik 
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Abstract: Raman spectroscopy is a powerful noninvasive tool to probe the 

structure and dynamics of a system at the molecular level. This technique can 

be used to study the molecular structure and stability on the basis of 

deformation/stretching of different vibrational bonds of molecules. The basic 

principle of Raman scattering and also the basic structure of spectrometer for 

the Raman measurements are discussed with a simple example. Raman 

spectroscopy is a unique tool, using which, the effect of drainage of water 

molecules and the amount of bound water phase present in Gillette shaving 

foam are detected by analyzing the characteristic spectral line profile. 

 
Keywords: Raman scattering; Raman spectrometer; Stokes and anti-Stokes 

scattering; Raman spectrum; Foam; Water clusters; Water drainage. 

 

Introduction: 
When a beam of light interacts with a material, some part of the light is 

reflected, some part of the light is transmitted and the remaining part is 

scattered. In the scattered radiation most photons are elastically 

scattered and have the same energy (frequency) as that of the incident 

photons. This elastic scattering of light is known as Rayleigh scattering. 

However, a small fraction of light is inelastically scattered at optical 

frequencies different from the frequency of the incident photons. 

Raman scattering is the example of inelastic scattering of light. The 

inelastic scattering of light was first predicted in 1923 by A. Smekal 

[1]. However, it was not until 1928 that Sir C.V. Raman did the first set 

of experiments that confirmed Smekal's prediction and led to the Nobel 

Prize in 1930 [2].  

Let us consider inelastic scattering of an incident photon of energy hνi 
by a molecule in the initial energy state Ei. After scattering, the 

molecule is found in a final energy state Ef and a photon of energy hνf   

is scattered. The difference in energy between the incident photon and 

the Raman scattered photon can be expressed as 

                                                                                (1) 
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The energy difference, ΔE, appears due to quasi-excitations. These 

excitations, for example, can be vibrational modes or rotational modes 

in a molecule. For Rayleigh scattering ΔE = 0. If ΔE > 0, the scattering 

is known as Stokes scattering. For anti-Stokes scattering, ΔE < 0. A 

plot of intensity of the scattered light vs. the energy difference, ΔE, is 

known as Raman spectrum. A semi-phenomenological treatment using 

quantum mechanics can be given if the incident electromagnetic wave 

is treated as a perturbation of the eigenstates of a molecule. The 

perturbation due to the incident radiation produces a time-dependent 

virtual state, as shown in Figure-1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  Figure 1: A schematic for the virtual state description of Raman and     
                Rayleigh scattering. 
 
The unperturbed states, which contribute most strongly to the Raman 

scattering efficiency, are those closest to the virtual state with the 

highest transition moments with both the initial and final states. 

Rayleigh scattering can occur from any stationary state and results in 

no net change in energy of the molecule. As shown in Figure-1, the 

Stokes scattering, with scattered frequency νst, is a result of a net 

energy gain by the molecule, whereas the anti-Stokes process, with the 

scattered frequency υas, the scattering carries away excess energy lost 

by the molecule. At room temperature, the thermal population of 

vibrational excited state is low, although not zero. Thus, the relative 

intensities of anti-Stokes lines are less than that of the Stokes lines. In 
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this chapter, all reported Raman spectra correspond to the Stokes 

scattering.                  

 

Classically, in vibrational Raman scattering the incident photon 

interacts with the electric dipole of the molecule and the molecular 

vibrations alter the polarizability of the molecule. When a molecule is 

subjected to the electric field amplitude                of the incident 

electromagnetic radiation, the dipole moment P of the molecule is 

given by equation no.-2 [3] -               ,                                                                                (2) 

where,         represents a possible permanent dipole moment, while       
is the induced dipole moment. The polarizability of a molecule is a 

tensor of rank two (   ). The structure of this tensor depends on the 

molecular symmetry. For small vibrational amplitudes, the normal 

coordinates (qn(t)) of the vibrating molecule can be approximated as –  n       n                                                                              (3) 

where, qn(0) is the amplitude and    is the vibrational frequency of the 

normal mode. Using the Taylor series expansion (only upto the first 

term) of the permanent dipole moment and polarizability, the total 

dipole moment can be expressed as -                                               n                                                                                
                                                                                                            (4) 
The second term in Equation -4 describes Rayleigh scattering, the third 

term represents the infrared spectrum and the fourth term represents the 

Raman scattering process. Thus, for a mode of vibration of a molecule 

to be Raman active, the necessary criterion is 
           . Inelastically 

scattered component with frequency (    ) corresponds to the 

Stokes scattering and the one with frequency (    ) corresponds to 

the anti-Stokes scattering component. 

 

Basic Structure of Raman Spectrometer: 
The Raman spectra are recoded foam a back-scattering geometry using 

TRIAX550 single monochromator equipped with a notch filter and a 
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CCD detector. An Argon-ion laser of wavelength 488 nm and of power 
30 mW on sample head have been used as an excitation source. The 
spot size of the excitation source is    500 µm. Schematic of our Raman 

apparatus is shown in Figure -2. The collection optics is shown in the 

lower left. Using a mirror A, light from the laser is steered to the 

plasma filter B and then to a tiny right angle prism (C), where it bends 

by 90o. The light is then focussed on a quartz cell holder by a Nikon 

camera lens (D) of the focal length 55 mm. The actual size of the prism 

C is much smaller. The scattered light is then collected by the same 

lens and passed through a holographic notch filter (E), which cuts off 

the Rayleigh line from the scattered light. The output of the notch filter 

is then imaged on the entrance slit S of the monochromator using a 

collecting and focusing lens (F) of focal length 55 mm. The slit S is 

placed in the focal plane of the concave mirror M1. Mirrors M1 and 

M2 image the entrance slit on a CCD detector. The dispersive unit (G) 

uses a 76 76 mm2 holographic grating (1200 rulings/mm) for 

dispersion of the spectral line. The CCD detector is interfaced with a 

computer (PC). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                      

Figure 2: A schematic of the Raman apparatus. 
 
Example of Raman spectra:      
As for example of Raman measurements, a study of various –OH 

phases in Gillette shaving foam is shown here. This foam consists of a 

collection of gas bubbles surrounded by thin liquid films. The adjacent 
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bubbles coalesce if the liquid film becomes too thin. Foam evolves 

toward thermodynamic equilibrium by the coarsening process, which 

involves (i) rupturing of liquid films between bubbles and also (ii) 

growth of the bubbles through diffusive exchange of gas [4]. 

Characteristic Raman spectra, exhibiting the time evolution of -OH 

vibrational modes of water in foam, are shown in Figure-3. The spectra 

exhibit: (a) a broad band between 3100 and 3600 cm-1 (at    3350 cm-1) 

and (b) relatively sharp features at 3330, 3450, 3504, 3670 and 3708 

cm-1. While the spectral line profile in (a) is the fingerprint of free 

water molecules, connected in a network of higher density with a 

weaker hydrogen bond, the sharp features in (b) indicate the presence 

of bound water molecules – either in the form a cluster connected by 

strong hydrogen bonds or in the form of a complex with surfactant 

molecules in foam [5]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Characteristic Raman spectra, showing the variation in –OH 
vibrational modes with time in Gillette foam. The intensity scale of all 
spectra is same. Horizontal line on the right of each spectrum shows zero 
intensity scale. 
 
Surfactant molecules possess hydrophilic heads and hydrophobic tails. 

Water molecules can be attracted to the hydrophilic heads of the 

surfactant and form a complex. It is to be noted that these sharp 

features are too intense to be overtones of low wavenumber Raman 

lines in foam.  
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Figure 4: The deconvoluted components (dashed lines) and net fitted 
spectrum (solid line) for the Raman spectrum recorded after 10 mins. 
(scattered points).  
 
Each Raman spectrum has been fitted with six Lorentzian line shapes 

(five sharp Raman lines + one broad Raman line) keeping peak 

position, width and intensity of each component as free fitting 

parameters. This procedure ensures the proper estimation of these 

quantities. In Figure-4 we have shown the deconvoluted components 

(dashed lines) of the spectrum taken at 10 mins. The solid line is the net 

fitted spectrum to the data points (scattered points). The decrease in 

intensity of the broad feature in Figure-3, due to free –OH stretching 

vibration, indicates the drainage of free water molecules in foamy 

structure with ageing. It is interesting to note that the intensity of the 

sharp features do not get affected within the time-scale of our 

experiment.  It is shown from the analysis of Raman spectrum ( see 

Figure-3 & Figure-4) in different time scale that along with free water 

molecules connected by weak hydrogen bonds, bound water clusters (in 

particular [H2O]4 clusters) are also present in the system [4,6]. 
 

Conclusion: 
In this article, the fundamental knowledge about the Raman 

spectroscopy is discussed with a sample of Raman spectrometer and 

Raman spectrum of Gillette shaving foam.  From this study, it is 
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concluded that if macroscopic and microscopic properties of any 

material are related, then the Raman line profiles can be used to probe 

the different properties of that material, indirectly, by studying its 

molecular behavior.  In addition to free water molecules, which drain 

out with aging of foam, water clusters of only a few water molecules 

are also present in Gillette shaving foam [6].  
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1. Introduction

A major challenge in therapeutics is finding
pathways for efficient delivery of therapeutic
agents to the affected organs, tissues, or cells.
For certain diseases (such as cancer), it is impor-
tant to ensure all the cells affected by a condition
are treated in order to avoid relapses [1,2]. Over
the years, many techniques have been studied
for drug delivery into cells based on various
backgrounds. Viral and chemical vectors have
developed extensively and many of them are
undergoing clinical trials. Great interest has
been shown in the application of viral vectors
as gene-delivery agents, but their adverse effects
pose significant safety risks to the host due to

their immunogenicity and toxicity [3]. Chemical
methods such as liposome-mediated delivery are
cell-specific and suffer from instability, uncon-
trolled delivery, and low transfection efficiency
[4]. In the last few decades, physical methods
for drug delivery have emerged due to their min-
imal adverse effects and controlled uniform
delivery. Electroporation [5,6], mechanoporation
[7], optoporation [8], and magnetoporation [9]
are the main techniques that come under phys-
ical methods for drug delivery. Each of these
techniques employs different physical energies
to permeabilize cell membrane for intracellular
cargo. As an advantage over current chemical
methods for cell membrane permeabilization
by using detergents, physical methods can
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control the pore size, number of pores, and den-
sity of pores on the cell membrane by means of
physical energies and deliver cargo in a different
cell type with high transfection efficiency and
high cell viability [5,10]. Chemical agents can
permeabilize cell membrane uniformly
throughout the membrane surface, but in higher
concentration they might create larger pores,
leading to cell death by leakage of cytosol [11].
Using physical techniques, membrane pores
could be created on localized or small regions
of the cell membrane to avoid cell death after
delivery [12]. Also, their size can be controlled
based on the molecular size needed to be deliv-
ered into cells. Such precise control of the cell
permeabilization parameters can be enabled by
single-cell technology [13e17].

The main principle behind electroporation is
using strong external electric fields to disrupt
the cell membrane and create transient hydro-
philic membrane pores to deliver cargo into cells
[5]. Similarly, mechanoporation uses physical
forces to create stresses on the cell membrane
to form transient pores and deliver cargo into
cells by a simple diffusion process [7]. In photo-
poration, the physical energy, such as laser, is
exposed on metallic nanoparticles resulting in
the formation of cavitation bubbles surrounding
nanoparticles and thus cell membrane deforms
and creates transient membrane pores to deliver
cargo into cells [18].

This chapter begins by discussing a few key
viral and chemical methods for drug delivery,
highlighting their advantages with certain car-
gos and their drawbacks. This is followed by
individual discussions on the major physical
methods used for intracellular delivery with
their potential clinical applications. We elaborate
on the comparison between different physical
techniques and their variations with cell types
have been highlighted and special attention has
been given to studies showing in vivo results.
Following this, strategies employing a combina-
tion of two or more physical methods, termed
“hybrid techniques,” are discussed due to their

promising results in terms of drug-delivery
efficiency and cell viability after treatment.
Finally, the various advantages and future pros-
pects of different physical methods for drug
delivery are highlighted.

2. Overview of viral and chemical methods
for drug delivery

2.1 Viral methods
Viral methods involve delivery of drugs or

genes using a virus as a vehicle (viral vectors)
to transport nucleic acid coding for specific
enzyme complexes into the targeted cell. The
reliability of this procedure depends on the
delivery of a substantial amount of therapeutic
gene into the target cell without toxicity. Each
viral vector is specified by a set of properties
which is suitable for targeting specific cell types
[19]. For converting a virus into a viral vector,
a packaging consisting of a vector genome and
viral genome is used. The viral genome is
derived from the parental virus which encodes
for a specific protein, whereas the vector genome
contains a transgenic expression cassette and a
cis acting element to help in gene encapsidation.
Replication and expression of vector DNA
happen from the packaging construct, which is
incorporated into virus particles [20]. Fig. 7.1
depicts the engineering of a viral vector from
wild-type virus [21]. The commonly used viral
vectors in the clinical trials encompass retrovi-
ruses, adenoviruses, herpes simplex viruses
(HSV), lentiviruses, and adeno-associated
viruses (AAV). These viruses vary in the type
of genetic material they use and their mechanism
of attacking target cells. In some situations, the
properties of these vectors are combined by
developing hybrid viral vectors [20,22].

Retroviruses are lipid-enveloped particles
consisting of homodimers of 7e11 kb of RNA
genome. Their main advantage is the ability to
integrate into the chromatin of target cells, hence
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effectively maintaining genetic information in
the clonal outgrowth of stem cells and in self-
renewing tissues [21]. Retroviral vectors have
been successfully implemented for the treatment
of leukodystrophies, immunodeficiencies, and
globinopathies [23]. Adenoviruses have been
used in clinical trials in targeting the epithelium
of respiratory system, specifically to treat cystic
fibrosis. If the adenovirus is taken intravenously,
it aggregates in the liver, and if injected, it can
transduce tissues such as skeletal muscle, liver,
heart, lung, brain, tumors, and pancreas [21].
The targeting cells for lentiviral vectors include
lymphocytes and they have been used to treat

immunodeficiencies and neurodegenerative dis-
orders [24]. AAV and HSV vectors have been
widely used in manipulation of gene expression
in the brain [25]. Despite success in in vivo
studies in treating diseases such as cancer, there
are several issues with viral-based drugs. While
transferring to the target location, unfavorable
immune responses may arise or infections may
occur due to targeting of healthy cells along
with the lesion area. Transfer to the wrong
location may also eventually cause mutation.
Further, it possesses adverse effects such as carci-
nogenesis, broad tropism, immunogenicity, high
toxicity, and inadequate DNA packaging [22].
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FIGURE 7.1 The act of turning a virus into a vector; viral genes and viral noncoding genes are separated to form helper
DNA and vector DNA, respectively. Separation is essential for the safety and efficiency of the viral method. The vector
DNA contains a therapeutic expression cassette, cis-acting element, and packaging domain apart from noncoding genes.
Once it enters into the cell, it leads to viral replication proteins and transducing of genetic information. Reprinted with permission
from Kay MA, Glorioso JC, Naldini L. Viral vectors for gene therapy: the art of turning infectious agents into vehicles of therapeutics. Nat
Med. January 1, 2001;7(1):33e40. Available from: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11135613. Copyright© 2001, Springer Nature.
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Nonviral-based delivery using chemical
methods has evolved to overcome these issues.

2.2 Chemical methods
Chemical-based drug delivery includes use of

nonviral nanoparticles as vehicles for the
purpose of drug delivery. In this approach, a
gene or drug is adsorbed onto the surface of
nanoparticles or it is encapsulated within the
nanoparticle in a coreeshell arrangement to
form nanovectors. These nanovectors are modi-
fied by treating with targeting factors in such a
way that they can bind to the target cell surface.
During the process of cell granulation or endocy-
tosis, gene or drug enters into the cell. These
nanovectors are degraded due to cell lysosome
enzymatic action to release the gene or drug,
which then escapes into the cytosol by disrup-
tion of lysosomal membrane using chemical or
physical means such as optical, electric, or
magnetic fields. This enables targeted intracel-
lular delivery of the desired cargo. The steps in
gene editing using a chemical approach are
presented in Fig. 7.2. Different nanoparticles
have different sites of action, different release
rates, and different biofilm permeabilities
in vivo. Nanoparticles for drug delivery include
inorganic nanoparticles, lipid-based nanopar-
ticles, carbon nanotubes, quantum dots, silica
nanoparticles, magnetic nanoparticles,
polymer-based nanoparticles, and many others.
Compared to viral methods, nanoparticle-based
methods have shown better performance
regarding improved gene stability, less immune
issues, controlled chemical structure, mass
production, and shielding of cargo from
nuclease degradation [22].

Multifunctional nanovectors are implemented
by conjugating multiple targeting components to
meet the results satisfactorily which prove to be
a significant improvement over single-functional
nanovectors. With this approach, fluorescence
and magnetic resonance imaging of drug deliv-
ery are possible. For cancer therapy, the most

commonly used combinational approach is
delivery of small interfering RNA (siRNA) and
chemotherapeutic drug along with nanopar-
ticles. Cationic trimethyl chitosan nanoparticles
loaded with pDNA can treat infectious diseases.
Tunable characteristics of nanoparticles can
overcome the protective barriers in brain and
deliver drugs into specific locations. Bio-
conjugated CdSe/CdS/ZnS quantum dots can
be used in treating brain dysfunctional diseases
[22]. Silica peptide conjugation facilitates tar-
geted delivery by controlling environmental
parameters such as pH, temperature, hypoxia,
etc. [26]. Lipids, lipid materials, and polymers
have been used in delivery of mRNA, pDNA,
and oligonucleotides into cells. A multicompo-
nent delivery system approach has been adapted
for gene editing using polymeric materials [19].
Major applications of nanovehicles in biomedi-
cine include treatment of infectious and brain
dysfunctional diseases and cancers [22]. The ma-
jor concern in designing nanovectors for drug
delivery is to maintain a viable balance between
safety and delivery efficiency. Nanoparticles
should degrade after their action to avoid accu-
mulation in organs which might be harmful
toward vital body functions. Many nanoparticles
have been reported to cause adverse effects such
as hepatotoxicity, neurotoxicity, renal toxicity,
reproductive dysfunction, and pulmonary injury
[22]. In spite of advances in chemical methods
for intracellular delivery, they face limitations
such as low delivery efficiency (10%), nonuni-
form in vivo delivery, and uncontrolled uptake
of cargo by cells. Physical methods for delivery
offer an avenue for overcoming these limitations.

3. Physical methods for drug delivery

3.1 Electroporation
Electroporation is a process in which an elec-

tric field is applied to change the permeability
of the cell membrane. In 1754, electrical sparks
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were applied across human and animal cells [5].
Later several experiments were conducted over
different cells and bio-systems by employing an
electric field. Finally, in 1982, electroporation was
used to transfect mouse lyoma cells, thus estab-
lishing it as a successful poration technique [27].

On application of electric field higher than the
transmembrane potential barrier of cell mem-
brane, the phospholipid structure of the mem-
brane can be disrupted. This can create
temporary hydrophilic openings which allow
transport of molecules across the membrane
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FIGURE 7.2 Pictorial representation of the sequence of events in gene editing in tissues of liver or kidneys using nanopar-
ticles: (1) nanovectors are formed by encapsulating protein or nucleic acid with nanoparticles, (2) entry of encapsulated cargo
through endocytosis, (3) escape from endolysosomal part of intracellular region, (4a) mRNA release in cytosol in order to occur
(5a) protein synthesis/translation in ribosomes, (5a) delivery of plasmid DNA cargo after nuclear localization for successful
(5b) DNA transcription, (6b) mRNA moves into cytosol for protein synthesis, and (6b), (7b) synthesized protein enters into
the nucleus for gene editing. Reprinted with permission from Rui Y, Wilson DR, Green JJ. Non-viral delivery to enable genome editing.
Trends Biotechnol March 2019;37(3):281e93. Available from: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/30278987 © 2018 Elsevier Ltd.
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(Fig. 7.3). The size of the pore created as well as
its density are dependent on the amplitude, time
and frequency of the electric field applied,
electrode design, extracellular medium, and
presence of different molecules in the surround-
ing area [5].

Initially, the electroporation technique was
called bulk electroporation (BEP), and employed
electrodes placed millimeters to centimeters
apart to apply a very high electric field (kV/
cm) across millions of suspended cells. This tech-
nique was replaced by single-cell electroporation
(SCEP) to achieve uniform drug delivery,
increased cell viability, and to maintain the cell
lineage. These factors prove beneficial in

downstream omics studies and ex vivo gene
therapy applications. With the developments
observed due to SCEP, localized single-cell elec-
troporation (LSCEP) was introduced. This tech-
nique focuses on engineering the device design
to fabricate nanoelectrodes that can locally per-
meabilize the cell membrane. Cell death due to
a resistive heating effect, creation of cavitation
bubbles, and generation of metal ions at
electrodes can be minimized in LSCEP [29].

3.1.1 Bulk electroporation (BEP)
BEP can be involved in transfection to multi-

ple cells simultaneously. However, there is no
control on the uniformity of delivery as well as

FIGURE 7.3 Schematic showing the mechanism of electroporation. Reprinted with permission from Lakshmanan S, Gupta GK,
Avci P, Chandran R, SadasivamM, Jorge AES, et al. Physical energy for drug delivery; poration, concentration and activation. Adv Drug
Deliv Rev 2014;71:98e114. Copyright © 2013 Elsevier.
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the efficiency being low. The pore generation on
each individual cell is a function of its location in
the cell suspension. Fig. 7.4 shows a cell suspen-
sion inside an electroporation cuvette with elec-
trodes placed along the walls. Reduced
electrode gap (bottom part of the cuvette) can
decrease electric field nonuniformity. This
results in spatial variation of electric field inten-
sity in the cell suspension. The cells in the central
zone of the electroporation cuvette show better
delivery efficiency compared to the cells near
the electrode. On increasing the applied voltage
across the suspension, the delivery rate can be
increased at the cost of decreased cell viability
due to irreversible electroporation.

3.1.2 Single-cell electroporation (SCEP)
For SCEP, the electrode is scaled down to a

size comparable to the dimension of a single
cell. This can attain a uniform electric field across
each single cell, which can be further tuned to
control pore density and pore size. A single cell
is positioned between each pair of electrodes
using dielectrophoretic force or microfluidic
channels. Microfluidic device-based single-cell
isolation can be used for almost all cell types,

whereas dielectrophoretic single-cell isolation
depends on the electrical properties of the cell,
which vary from cell to cell [14,27].

In a design proposed by Xiaoliang Guo et al.
the cells can be positioned with quadruple elec-
trodes by applying dielectrophoretic force and
a pair of electrodes in the center is used for elec-
troporation (Fig. 7.5). The quadruple electrodes
are connected to out-of-phase alternating current
sinusoidal dielectrophoretic voltage sources
with the same amplitude and frequency used
for positioning the cells on top of the center elec-
trodes. The electrical properties of the cell and
the medium govern the strength of the dielectric
force acting upon the cell. This varies from cell to
cell, resulting in a varying motility rate for the
same intensity of electric field. Once the cells
are aligned to be seeded on the top of the central
electrodes, voltage is applied in particular com-
bination to electroporate an individual cell.
Using this technique different cell types can be
selectively aligned and hence delivered, due to
their varying dielectric constants and other elec-
tric properties. Although electroporation
efficiency is greater than 90%, the device
throughput is low [30].

Electroporation can deliver drugs with high
efficiency, however, to attain higher throughput
and cell viability, modifications in device design
are required. One such device fabricated by
Santra et al. can transfect 10 million cells/min
using a 1 cm2 size massively parallel single-cell
electroporation platform (MSEP). MSEP is based
onmicrofluidic isolation of individual cells using
an array of through holes that can allow passage
of only a single cell at a time. Each hole is lined
with Au electrodes on parallel edges (Fig. 7.6)
that can create an electric field across the micro-
hole. An optimized concentration of cell and
cargo mixture is pumped from the reservoir
with an appropriate flow rate to achieve a trans-
fection efficiency greater than 90% [31]. Based on
the device design, suspended cells can be deliv-
ered, which has a direct application in gene
therapy.

FIGURE 7.4 Schematic showing bulk electroporation.
Reproduced from Santra T, Tseng F, Santra TS, Tseng FG. Recent
trends on micro/nanofluidic single cell electroporation. Microma-
chines September 6, 2013;4(3):333e56. Available from: http://
www.mdpi.com/2072-666X/4/3/333.
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3.1.3 Localized single-cell electroporation
(LSCEP)

LSCEP is a technology used for locally electro-
porating the cell membrane in a nano-scale re-
gion, by reducing the gap between the
electrodes to a few tens of nanometers [32e34].
Thus, only a small region of the cell membrane
experiences an intense electric field and un-
dergoes poration. In SCEP, the entire cell is
placed in the electric field, as a result, the pores
created are nonuniformly distributed all over
the cell membrane. In order to deliver larger
molecules, the pore size has to be increased.
This cannot be achieved if the pore density is
higher, which would lead to cytosol leakage
and in turn cell death, on increasing the pore
diameter [35].

LSCEP can give better control of cell mem-
brane poration and uniform drug delivery.
Santra et al. designed an LSCEP device that can
successfully electroporate the cells seeded on
an electrode gap. The electrodes are made from
indium tin oxide (ITO), a transparent conductive
material, to allow better visualization of the elec-
troporation process [36]. The device proposed
was first fabricated with a 500 nm gap, which
was later reduced to 60 nm.

The device structure shown in Fig. 7.7 uses
SiO2 as a passivation layer upon ITO electrodes
in order to prevent direct contact between cells
and electrodes to avoid undesired poration in
the cell membrane [38]. Furthermore, the passiv-
ation layer imposes better control over bubble
generation and joule heating [10]. To construct
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FIGURE 7.5 (A) Electrode array. (B) Schematic representation of the quadruple electrodes used for cell positioning and pair
of electroporation electrodes. (C) Schematic of pulse application connections to the central electrodes for controlling single cell
electroporation. (D) Image of the final device prototype.Reproduced from Guo X, Zhu R. Controllable in-situ cell electroporation with
cell positioning and impedance monitoring using micro electrode array. Sci Rep November 10, 2016;6(1):31392. Available from: http://
www.nature.com/articles/srep31392. Copyright © 2016.
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the final submicron range channel-focused ion
beam (FIB) technology is used to cut both ITO
electrodes and the SiO2 layer. The chip enables
biomolecule delivery through the holes in the
submicron-channel from the base of the device.
The triangular edge electrode design generated
a more confined electric field for achieving
ultra-localized electroporation where cell
viability was found to be around 90%e95% for
plasmid delivery [37,39].

Although electroporation can achieve efficient
delivery, use of intense electric fields in combina-
tion with using nanoelectrodes can cause elec-
trode degradation, forming nanoparticles that
can enter cells. Also, metal ions and oxides are
formed in the presence of high electric fields,
which can be toxic and reduce cell viability. Se-
lection of electrode material and optimization
of electric parameters is essential in successful
delivery of chemotherapeutic agent to viable
cells.

3.2 Optoporation
Optoporation is the phenomenon of using

light energy to induce nano/micropores in the
cell membrane. In the initial development, an
objective lens was used to focus a laser beam
on the cell membrane. The concentrated laser en-
ergy displaced cell membrane phospholipids,
thus creating a passage for extracellular mole-
cules to enter the cell. This was termed as optoin-
jection and was a contactless controlled single-
cell delivery technique. It can also be used to
deliver cargo into cells in transparent microflui-
dic chambers. Despite its advantages, the optoin-
jection technique suffers from low throughput.
In order to overcome this limitation, a technique
named optoporation was introduced. This tech-
nique enables simultaneous drug delivery into
a large number of cells in the presence of a
photosensitizer to harness laser energy. The
photosensitizer can convert or amplify laser

FIGURE 7.6 Massively parallel single-cell electroporation platform (MSEP). (A) Schematic representation of the MSEP
showing cells and cargo are pumped with a syringe through the MSEP connected to the power supply and transfected cells
are collected at the top. (B) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the MSEP. (C) SEM image of the microhole with par-
allel Au electrodes along its edges. Reproduced from Device for massively parallel high throughput single cell electroporation and uses
there of. August 9, 2017; Available from: https://patents.google.com/patent/US20180066222A1/en.
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energy to create shock waves in the surrounding
medium. These shock waves create transient
pores in the cell membrane.

3.2.1 Mechanism of optoinjection
In optoinjection, the laser beam is tightly

focused over a very small region of diameter

about 5e8 mm. An objective lens is used for
focusing the beam to obtain an energy density
as high as 2 ! 107 W/cm2. The minimum dis-
tance between the cell and objective lens can
cause cell apoptosis whereas, for distances above
a threshold value, no pores are formed [40].
Further, a pulsed laser is used to reduce the

FIGURE 7.7 (A) Schematic of LSCEP technique with a single cell seeded on electrode gap. (B) SEM image of the ITO elec-
trodes with 60 nm electrode gap. (C) Fluorescence image showing uniform delivery of propidium iodide (PI) dye into single cell.
(A) Reproduced from Santra TS,Wang PC, Chang HY, Tseng FG. Tuning nano electric field to affect restrictive membrane area on localized
single cell nano-electroporation. Appl Phys Lett December 2, 2013;103(23):233701. Available from: http://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.
4833535. (B) Reprinted with permission from Santra TS, Borana J, Wang PC, Tseng FG. Nanoelectroporation and controllable intracellular
delivery into localized single cell with high transfection and cell viability. In: 2014 IEEE 27th International Conference on micro Electro
mechanical systems (MEMS) IEEE; 2014 865e8. Available from: http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/6765778/. Copyright © 2014,
IEEE. (C) Reprinted with permission from Santra TS, Kar S, Borana J, Wang PC, Tseng FG. Nanolocalized single-cell-membrane nano-
electroporation: for higher efficiency with high cell viability. IEEE Nanotechnol Mag 2014;8(1):30e4. Copyright © 2014, IEEE.
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exposure time to tens of nanoseconds. When a
spatially and temporally compressed laser
beam is irradiated on water, it exhibits nonlinear
optical absorption resulting in the creation of
atomic ions. The laser beam further accelerates
the ions and free electrons, causing collision
with other atoms to create a plasma of tempera-
ture w104 K in order. This can instantaneously
vaporize the surrounding media forming plas-
monic microbubbles lasting for about a few hun-
dred nanoseconds. The microbubbles expand
and collapse to create very strong shock waves
in the medium, causing displacement of the cell
membrane phospholipids, creating a membrane
pore [41].

3.2.2 Mechanism of optoporation
In optoporation, usually metal nanoparticles

or carbon nanoparticles are used as light sensi-
tizers. When these nanoparticles are irradiated
with a laser beam of a wavelength correspond-
ing to their respective peak absorption wave-
lengths, surface plasmon polariton (SPP) is
created. SPP formation induces oscillatory mo-
tion to the free surface electrons of the nanopar-
ticles. This oscillatory motion generates lattice
heat. The rate at which heat is generated is
very high, causing a sudden rise in temperature
of the nanoparticle. The metal nanoparticle has
lower specific heat capacity causing sudden
(within a few picoseconds) and continuous dissi-
pation of high energy to the surrounding me-
dium. This causes the formation of cavitation
bubbles in the surrounding medium. The expan-
sion and collapse of these cavitation bubbles
create shock waves. In this case, a highly focused
beam is not required. A laser beam of diameter
2e5 mm can be used to produce this phenome-
non. However, based on the pulse duration of
the laser beam, the sizes of the cavitation bubbles
formed vary, which in turn affects the spatial
extent and strength of its impact [18]. The effect
can also be optimized by tuning the shape and

structure of the nanoparticles used, such as
corrugated gold nanoparticles [42].

The above-mentioned phenomena can be
broadly classified as the photoporation tech-
nique. The photoporation experiments are car-
ried out with four different types of laser
sources, including continuous wave, nano-,
pico-, and femtosecond pulsed lasers.

3.2.3 Continuous wave (CW) laser irradiation
The laser source emits a tightly focused high-

intensity beam continuously for a given time in-
terval, causing localized heating of the cell mem-
brane. This phenomenon is used in
optoinjection. Besides optoinjection, CW lasers
can also be used for optoporation. However,
due to very low absorption coefficient of water
for the visible spectrum of light, CW laser sour-
ces that emit a visible spectrum of light need
appropriate photosensitizers for cell poration.
In the case of near-infrared (NIR) wavelength
sources, for which water shows a higher absorp-
tion coefficient, the laser power has to be opti-
mized to avoid a boiling effect causing cell
apoptosis. Also, heating of media and cells can
cause cell stress due to hyperthermia decreasing
the cell viability after exposure.

3.2.4 Pulsed laser irradiation
The pulsed laser irradiation can be of three

typesdnano-, pico-, and femtoseconddbased
on the individual pulse width. The nano- and
pico-second pulsed lasers induce the formation
of cavitation bubbles in the presence of a plas-
monic photosensitizer or at a specific tempera-
ture and pressure conditions. The femtosecond
pulsed laser can induce plasma formation in me-
dium by a nonlinear absorption phenomenon
which leads to cavitation bubble formation.
Femtosecond pulsed lasers induce the least me-
dium heating effect due to the process of heat
transfer taking longer than the duration of
single-pulse irradiation [43].
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3.2.5 Nanoparticle (NP)-based delivery
3.2.5.1 Bioconjugated NPs

Bioconjugation is a chemical process of attach-
ing a biomolecule to another molecule by form-
ing a stable covalent link between them.
Bioconjugation of NPs is done for multiple rea-
sons, such as to avoid clustering of NPs, to
load drug molecules on the NP, to interface
DNA or RNA on the NP, to interface targeting
antibody, or as a protective coating to avoid
chemical action on the NP. In an in vivo study
on rats reported by Wilson et al., antibody bind-
ing to surface receptors of target cells was conju-
gated with gold (Au) nanoparticles (AUNPs) to
deliver siRNA or dextran by optoporating
retinal ganglion cells (RGCs) using a femto-
second pulsed laser. The AuNPs were intravi-
treally injected along with siRNA or dextran
molecules after administering anesthesia. The
intravitreal administration provides the highest
access to the retinal cells due to its close prox-
imity to the vitreous humor. After 3 h of settling
time, the NIR (800 nm) femtosecond pulsed laser
was irradiated on the RGCs with a pulse width
of 100 fs and 80 MHz repetition rate. Fig. 7.8
shows a schematic of the drug-delivery mecha-
nism using bioconjugated AuNPs. Upon
observing the cells for toxicity after irradiation,
there was no significant loss of cell viability in
RGCs, thus proving the nontoxic nature of the
process. Thus, this technique can be used for
therapeutic applications [44].

3.2.5.2 Upconverter nanoparticles (UCNPs)

UCNPs have become popular due to their
photon upconverting property. They have multi-
ple metastable states that allow absorption of
multiple lower energy photons from an NIR
laser source to obtain higher energy photons in
the visible range. The UCNPs are composed of
lanthanide ions doped in a transition metal
lattice, which allows them to attain multiple
metastable states. The energy obtained from

the multiple photons is summed up and a higher
energy photon is emitted. This phenomenon is
distinct from other multiphoton excitation or
second harmonic generation as it shows a
much higher shift in the excitation-emission
wavelengths. In a recent study, Cho et al.
demonstrated the use of UCNPs in delivering
drugs to urinary bladder cancer cells. The
UCNPs are conjugated with gold nanorods
(AuNR) and are collectively bioconjugated with
antibodies targeting the overexpressed epithelial
growth factor receptors (EGFRs) in bladder
cancer cells. This forms a nanocluster of UCNP-
AuNR highly specific in targeting bladder cancer
cells. NIR radiation has higher tissue penetration
as compared to visible light. Also, it is less harm-
ful to cells as compared to visible light. This
makes the use of UCNPs advantageous over
other metal NPs. The antibodies are used for
actively targeting the cancer cells. The UCNP-
AuNR nanocluster selectively gets attached to
the cancer cell plasma membrane. After irradia-
tion with femtosecond pulsed laser, AuNR
creates cavitation bubbles to disrupt the cell
membrane. Cisplatin (a chemotherapy drug)
enters the cell by diffusion through the pores
formed. The UCNPeAuNP nanoclusters also
exhibit a photoluminescence phenomenon on
irradiation with NIR laser. This is useful in
bioimaging to distinguish cancerous cells from
noncancerous cells, thus allowing targeted deliv-
ery to cancerous cells. As a result, a much
lower dosage of cisplatin was required for treat-
ment [45].

3.2.6 Device-based optoporation
Device-based optoporation techniques are

used for ex vivo drug-delivery applications.
They consist of immobilized metal nanostruc-
tures on a substrate. Cells are usually cultured
on these substrates and then irradiated with
laser for optoporation experiments.
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3.2.6.1 Gold nanotube (AuNT)-embedded
microfluidic platform

G. Messina et al. developed a microfluidic
platform for targeted delivery of individual cells
using pulsed laser irradiation on AuNTs. The
device consists of a 3 ! 3 array of AuNTs fabri-
cated periodically with through holes (180 nm)
on a silicon nitride surface (Fig. 7.9A,B). A micro-
fluidic channel is connected to the AuNTs to
carry the drug. Cells are cultured on top of
AuNTs. Irradiation of NIR pico-second pulsed
laser resulted in generation of optical hotspots
at the top edges of the AuNTs, forming cavita-
tion bubbles in the surroundings that locally
disrupted the cell membrane. Following laser
exposure, the drug loaded in the AuNT through
a microfluidic channel diffuses into the cells
(Fig. 7.9CeF). The pores formed on the cell mem-
brane resealed completely within 5e10 min.
Based on the flow rate of the drug molecules
and the time for which they are being taken
up, the exact amount of drug delivered into the
cell can be calculated. Another important feature
of the device is that it does not allow the contents
of the medium to enter the cell. This is possible as
the cell membrane creates an envelope over the
nanotube during its attachment to the surface
to segregate the nanotube opening from the cul-
ture medium. Thus, it allows only the drug from

the microfluidic channel to enter the cell cyto-
plasm after pore creation. This technique is inde-
pendent of the type of molecule to be delivered.
A mixture of drug with variable concentration
can be delivered using this device. Although
the delivery efficiency is high (w95%), the
throughput of this device is low as compared
to nanoparticle-based delivery [8].

3.2.6.2 Biophotonic laser-assisted surgery tool
(BLAST)

This tool is developed to deliver large drug
molecules, simultaneously, into a large number
of cells using a nano-second pulsed laser. This
device consists of a SiO2 substrate with perfora-
tions for cargo passage. Each perforation is lined
with 100-nm thick titanium metal. Cells are
cultured on top of the substrate. The entire
device surface is scanned within 10 s, with a
6-ns pulsed laser. As a result of laseremetal
interaction, cavitation bubbles are created that
cause localized disruption of the cell membrane
near the substrate perforation. After the laser
irradiation, drug is actively pumped from the
reservoir placed below the substrate using a pol-
ydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pump. This pushes
the drug through the perforated substrate into
the cell via membrane pores (Fig. 7.10). The
major advantage of this device is the use of an

FIGURE 7.8 Schematic showing the interaction between RGCs, AuNPs, and siRNA for delivery of siRNA into RGCs by the
optoporation technique. Reprinted with permission from Wilson AM, Mazzaferri J, Bergeron !E, Patskovsky S, Marcoux-Valiquette P,
Costantino S, et al. In vivo laser-mediated retinal ganglion cell optoporation using KV1.1 conjugated gold nanoparticles. Nano Lett. 2018;
18(11):6981e8. Copyright © 2018, American Chemical Society.
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active pumping mechanism instead of diffusion
for drug loading. This gives better control over
the amount of drug delivered and enhances de-
livery efficiency. Also, homogeneous delivery
can be obtained. It is possible to deliver healthy
bacteria of size up to 1 mm into cells with this
device. Thus, the size of the pore can be
controlled from nanometer range to up to a
micron, to deliver variable-size drug molecules
The device can give high delivery efficiency

(w90%) and high cell viability (>90%) with a
laser fluence of 55 mJ/cm2 [46].

Thus, optoporation can be a useful technique
for delivery into peripheral tissues as well as
tissues forming the lining of body cavities.
Also, the techniques discussed above show a
lot of promise for developing in vivo and
ex vivo gene therapy with the capability of deliv-
ering large cargo molecules.

FIGURE 7.9 (A) SEM image of the 3 ! 3 array of AuNTs on silicon nitride surface. (B) Red circles show the periodic
arrangement of the array of AuNT. (C), (D), (E), and (F) show a schematic of the drug-delivery process by an AuNT-
embedded microfluidic platform. Reprinted with permission from Messina GC, Dipalo M, La Rocca R, Zilio P, Caprettini V, Proietti
Zaccaria R, et al. Spatially, temporally, and quantitatively controlled delivery of broad range of molecules into selected cells through plas-
monic nanotubes. Adv Mater November 1, 2015;27(44):7145e9. Available from: http://doi.wiley.com/10.1002/adma.201503252 ©

WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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3.3 Mechanoporation
Application of appropriate mechanical

stresses to cell membrane can break it open to
form pores. If these pores are small enough, the
cell is able to reseal them without cytosol
leakage. There are several methods of applying
mechanical stresses of such magnitude to the
cell membrane. One of the earliest techniques
of inducing physical stresses in the cell mem-
brane was manual microinjection. In this tech-
nique, a single cell impinges with a
microneedle and the desired cargo is delivered.
If the needle’s dimensions are too large, the cell
is unable to recover from the impingement [47].
However, for optimized design parameters,
microinjection shows very high delivery
efficiency. However, this technique can only be
performed by skilled operators and suffers
from very low throughput. There have been
many attempts to automate this process of
microinjection or come up with techniques for
performing many single-cell microinjections
simultaneously [48e50]. One of these techniques
is by using nanoneedle arrays for impingement
of a large number of cells at the same time,
thus enabling high throughput.

3.3.1 In vivo mechanoporation using
nanoneedle array

Chiappini et al. [51] used porous biodegrad-
able silicon nanoneedles to achieve transfection
into cells both in vivo and in vitro (Fig. 7.11).
The porous nanoneedles were fabricated by
metal-assisted chemical etching and reactive
ion etching of silicon substrates. The system re-
ported more than 90% efficiency of DNA and
siRNA delivery in vitro.

Two approaches were followed for in vitro
delivery: (1) Seeding cells on the nanoneedles
and allowing them to be naturally impinged by
the nanoneedles as they proliferate and (2) forc-
ing the nanoneedle array into a monolayer of
cells, thus achieving immediate impinging. As-
says revealed there was no leakage of intracel-
lular contents upon impinging. Codelivery of
green fluorescent protein (GFP) plasmids and
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate-dehydrogenase
(GAPDH)-siRNA and delivery of siRNA alone
were performed separately using the cell seeding
approach. Up to 80% silencing in GAPDH
expression was observed by the delivery of
GAPDH siRNA into cells through the nanonee-
dle array.

FIGURE 7.10 Schematic of a drug-delivery technique using BLAST. Reprinted with permission from Wu YC, Wu TH, Clemens
DL, Lee BY, Wen X, Horwitz MA, et al. Massively parallel delivery of large cargo into mammalian cells with light pulses. Nat Methods.
May 6, 2015;12(5):439e44. Available from: http://www.nature.com/articles/nmeth.3357. Copyright © 2015, Springer Nature.
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In vivo delivery was tested and optimized by
pressing nanoneedle arrays, having 50 nm diam-
eter nanoneedles loaded with fluorescent dyes
and 2 mm pitch, onto the skin and muscles of
live mice. The concentration of the dye in the
local area of application was observed even up
to 48 h after treatment. In comparison, using a
flat chip showed low retention and patchy distri-
bution. When compared with a microneedle
array, the distribution of dye in the local area
was much more uniform using a nanoneedle
array, due to the high density of nanoneedles
per unit surface area.

Finally, expression of human vascular endo-
thelial growth factor-165 plasmid DNA
(pVEGF165) was observed by its delivery into
the muscles of mice through the proposed nano-
needle array as well as through direct injection.
Real-time PCR analysis of the mice muscle cells
showed mice treated with nanoneedle arrays

had a higher rate of pVEGF165 expression than
mice treated with a direct injection. The muscles
treated with the nanoneedles showed high neo-
vascularization in proximity to the surface and
showed greater blood pooling than direct injec-
tion. This indicated the formation of new imma-
ture, leaky capillariesda major identifier of
VEGF expression. Thus, nano-injection showed
successful local gene expression in vivo and
holds promise for future clinical applications.

3.3.2 Pressure-based mechanoporation
Zhang et al. [52] proposed a pressure-based

device for cell capture and subsequent cell mem-
brane deformation. The chip described consists
of an array of solid silicon microneedles, each
lying in a hemispherical well and surrounded
by four elliptically shaped through holes. Posi-
tive or negative pressure is applied through
these holes to release or capture cells from the

FIGURE 7.11 SEM images showing themorphology of the porous nanoneedles fabricated by Chiappini et al. Reprinted with
permission from Chiappini C, De Rosa E, Martinez JO, Liu X, Steele J, Stevens MM, et al. Biodegradable silicon nanoneedles delivering
nucleic acids intracellularly induce localized in vivo neovascularization. Nat Mater May 30, 2015 ;14(5):532e9. Available from: http://
www.nature.com/articles/nmat4249. Copyright © 2015, Springer Nature.
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fluid. When a negative pressure is applied, the
cells get pulled toward the well. Upon applying
pressure high enough, the cells get impinged by
the needles and are captured in the wells.
Following this, a positive pressure is applied
through the holes to release the cells from the
needles. Drugs present in the cell suspension
now diffuse into the cell through the temporary
pore formed by impingement. The schematic
representation of the device’s working is shown
in Fig. 7.12. The flow-rate requirements through
the elliptical holes to impinge and release cells
were derived from the studies conducted by
Adamo and Jensen on impingement of cells by
glass microneedles [53]. Zhang et al. used K652
cells for their studies. Propidium iodide was
added to the cell suspension after treatment
with the chip to check for the formation of pores
on the cells. Flow cytometry results showed dye
staining in 15% of treated cells. Thus, pressure
manipulation can be an effective means for pora-
tion of cells by mechanical structures such as
microneedles.

3.3.3 Constriction-based mechanoporation
Aside from impinging cells with micro/nano-

needles, delivery of particles into cells can also

be promoted by deforming the cells to an extent
which causes small transient pores to form in the
cell membrane. These pores are nanometers in
diameter and are quickly healed by the cell.
The deformation is produced by passing the cells
through a chip having constrictions that are mi-
crometers in size. The fluid surrounding the cells
is filled with the target particles to be transfected
into the cells. Once these pores are formed, given
they are sufficiently large, the particles from the
surrounding fluid diffuse into the cells
(Fig. 7.13).

Szeto et al. [54] used the CellSqueeze, a micro-
fluidic and pressure device, for passing cells
through microconstrictions to study different
characteristics observed in antigen loading
through mechanoporation. B cells suspended in
media were passed through the CellSqueeze
device in the presence of 3 kDa dextran, 40 kDa
dextran, or excess ovalbumin (OVA) in the fluid.
Chips containing 30-mm long channels in parallel
having one constriction per channel of 4 mm
width were found to be highly efficient for deliv-
ery into B cells. The efficiency of delivery into B
cells was found to be between 75 and 90 times
for 3 kDa dextran and about 25 times higher
for 40 kDa dextran in comparison to simple

FIGURE 7.12 Schematic representation of the working mechanism of the high-throughput microinjection device operated
by pressure manipulation. Reprinted with permission from Kumar A, Mohan L, Shinde P, Chang H, Nagai M, Santra TS. Mechano-
poration : toward single cell approaches. Copyright © 2018, Springer Nature Singapore Pte Ltd.
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endocytosis control experiments. The viability of
the B cells after passing through the CellSqueeze
platform was observed to be w95%.

B-cell receptors are known to take up the pro-
teins/antigens into their endolysosomes [major
histocompatibility complex (MHC)-II presenta-
tion pathway] for activation of CD4þ T-cells.
Due to this, B cells are unable to cause activation
or proliferation of CD8þ T-cells which require
the MHC-I pathway. The MHC-I pathway
presentation involves loading of antigens or
proteins into the cell cytosol instead of being
taken up into endolysosomes. Szeto et al. loaded
B cells with OVA using the CellSqueeze device.
These treated cells were then cocultured with
carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE)-
labeled CD8þ T cells. The CD8þ T cells used
were OVA-specific. It was observed that the B
cells promoted the proliferation of CD8þ

T cells. From this, Szeto et al. came to the conclu-
sion that the OVA was delivered into the cytosol
of the B cells and not trapped into endosomal
compartments. For further verification, the
treated B cells were cocultured with
OVA-specific CD4þ T cells. It was observed
that the B cells did not promote the proliferation
of the CD4þ T cells, thus further suggesting that
the B cells followed the MHC-I pathway for
antigen presentation.

They also tested whether the squeezed B cells
would prime the antigen-specific CD8þ T cells
in vivo. CFSE-labeled OT-1 CD8þ T cells were

adoptively transferred into mice. This was
followed by injection of resting or squeezed B
cells into the mice after 1 day. It was found that
both activated and inactivated squeezed B cells
caused significant proliferation of T cells in the
spleens and lymph nodes. Around 40% of
injected T cells proliferated in the spleen upon
introduction of squeezed B cells. This indicates
a lot of promise in the use of B cells loaded
with mechanoporation in the development of
cellular vaccines.

3.4 Magnetoporation
Manipulation of the magnetic field has come

up as a promising physical means for cell trans-
fection due to its noninvasive nature. Magneto-
poration is also known as magnetic drug
targeting (MDT) due to the phenomenon of
releasing drug at a specific location after
applying a magnetic field [55,56]. The basic prin-
ciple of magnetoporation is shown in Fig. 7.14.
Exogenous biomolecules are attached to the
magnetic nanoparticles in order to form a mag-
netic reagent complex (MRC). It is possible to
direct the movement of MRCs with an external
continuous magnetic field toward the target
location. This can be implemented by applying
a gradient of magnetic field from the point of in-
jection to the targeted location. MRCs can be
concentrated by applying a uniformly distrib-
uted magnetic field across the target tissue.

Microfluidic channel

8 cell Macromolecules
(e.g., protein)

Constriction
Transient poration,
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Recover
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FIGURE 7.13 Schematic representation of the cells passing through microconstrictions of the CellSqueeze device and get-
ting deformed, leading to formation of transient pores on the membrane. Reproduced from Szeto GL, Van Egeren D, Worku H,
Sharei A, Alejandro B, Park C, et al. Microfluidic squeezing for intracellular antigen loading in polyclonal B-cells as cellular vaccines.
Sci Rep 2015;5(April):1e13. Available from: https://doi.org/10.1038/srep10276.
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Once all MRCs reach the site of action the contin-
uous magnetic field strongly sediments them on
the cell surface to increase their interaction and
probability of cellular uptake. In the presence
of other vectors to permeabilize the cell mem-
brane, the transfection efficiency of the overall
system shows a considerable increase. Further,
temperature gradient-based release of biomole-
cules due to an increase in the MRC temperature
to up to 45#C in the presence of an alternating
magnetic field could be implemented. This
increased temperature can also induce hyper-
thermia and hence cell death, which was found
useful on targeting cancerous cell receptors
with antibody-functionalized MRCs [9].

MRCs in the presence of an external magnetic
field ensure controlled uniform distribution of
the drug to the site of action through in vivo
blood capillaries, which is advantageous over
nonmagnetic core NPs that have few means of
control on their distribution to target site. In
addition, they need a long incubation time
without exhibiting uniform particle dispersion
inside the body. The MRCs can resist and over-
come hydraulic pressure induced by blood
flow and do not depend on passive effects such

as enhanced permeability and retention for their
mode of action [28].

The cellular uptake could be induced by
receptor-mediated endocytosis or by controlling
cell permeabilization in the presence of an
electric field induced by an alternating magnetic
field or due to heat generation by eddy current
formation. Application of repetitive magnetic
pulses over a single magnetic pulse could
enhance the effective cellular uptake of biomole-
cules [57].

3.4.1 Magnetofection by magnetic
nanoparticles

Plank et al. [58] discussed the use of magnetic
nanoparticles (MNPs) for intracellular delivery
of nucleic acids. The technique employed by
them involves the binding of these MNPs with
naked nucleic acids or desired vectors. These
functionalized MNPs are introduced into a cell
medium containing adhered cells at the bottom.
Amagnetic plate is placed under the culture dish
which drives these MNPs toward it. Due to this,
the MNPs try to penetrate the plasma membrane
of the adhered cells, which are at the nearest
location to the magnetic plate in the entire

DNA Magnetic
Reagent

Magnetic particles
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Magnetic
Field

Cell
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Nucleus

FIGURE 7.14 Basic mechanism of magnetoporation. Reproduced from Du X, Wang J, Zhou Q, Zhang L, Wang S, Zhang Z, et al.
Advanced physical techniques for gene delivery based on membrane perforation. Drug Deliv January 3, 2018;25(1):1516e25. Available
from: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/29968512.
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culture dish. If the applied magnetic field is high
enough, the MNPs are taken up by the cells
along with the bound vector.

3.4.2 Transfection by applying a varying
magnetic field

Kardos et al. [59]. introduced a technique for
contactless permeabilization of cells by applying
a varying magnetic field. They applied the
concept of inducing an electric field in a region
for poration by applying a strong change in the
magnetic field. They highlighted the disadvan-
tages of contact-based electroporation, such as
direct contact to electrodes, cell toxicity, and
problems with in vivo electroporation, such as
pain caused by delivery of electric pulses and
insertion of electrodes. They used monophasic
and biphasic magnetic fields for poration and
subsequent GFP expression in skin flaps of hair-
less guinea pigs. Magnetic field pulses of 4 T in
strength and with a rise time of 700 ns were
used for experiments, producing a rate of change
of 5.2 MT/s in the magnetic field near the skin.
Biphasic magnetic pulses proved to be about as
effective as electropermeabilization, while also
being more effective than monophasic pulses.
Thomas et al. highlighted the potential of this
technique for in vivo delivery due to its highly
treatment-friendly nature in comparison to elec-
troporation, as it generates no cell toxicity, and
pain caused due to insertion of electrodes is
avoided.

3.4.3 Magnetoporation using a rotating
magnetic field

Liu et al. [60]. devised a technique employing
a weak rotating magnetic field for inducing mag-
netoporation in cancer cells. When polymer-
coated multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs) are uniformly dispersed in an
aqueous solution and observed under a rotating
magnetic field, the MWCNTs get magnetized.
They start rotating individually and form visible
MWCNT aggregates in the solution. The rotation
and aggregate formation are faster when the

metal impurity concentration is higher in the
MWCNTs. The addition of cell suspension to
the above setup causes an increase in cell perme-
ability due to the MWCNTs penetrating the
membrane. Upon application of stronger
magnetic fields, the rotation of the MWCNTs
can also lead to cell rupture and death. The
experiments conducted by Liu et al. showed
that some of the cells resealed following treat-
ment with the MWCNTs. This was proven by
adding PI dye to the suspension before and
10 min after treatment in separate experiments
(Fig. 7.15). Roughly 20.2% of the cells showed
PI staining when PI dye was added before treat-
ment under a 75 mTmagnetic field and only 10%
cells showed PI staining when the dye was
added after the same treatment. Hence, this tech-
nique can enable intracellular drug delivery
through transient membrane pores and can be
used for cell lysis also by applying higher
magnetic fields.

3.5 Hybrid techniques
The techniques involving two or more

different physical drug-delivery approaches in

FIGURE 7.15 Images were taken at 0 and 20 min
showing the aggregation of MWCNTs upon aqueous disper-
sion in a solution under the action of 75 mT rotating magnetic
field. Reprinted with permission from Liu D, Wang L, Wang Z,
Cuschieri A. Magnetoporation and magnetolysis of cancer cells
via carbon nanotubes induced by rotating magnetic fields. Nano
Lett. 2012;12(10):5117e21. Copyright © 2012, American Chemi-
cal Society.
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order to increase delivery efficiency and cell
viability can be classified as hybrid techniques.

3.5.1 Mechano-electroporation
So far, several different techniques have been

discussed for drug delivery into cells, including
discussions on their various advantages and dis-
advantages. While mechanoporation allows for
cytosolic delivery while maintaining high cell
viability, it is not very efficient in the delivery
of materials to the nucleus of cells. Thus, the
expression efficiency of materials such as DNA
and RNA after mechanoporation in cells remains
low. However, since DNA is negatively charged,
an electric field might be used to drive it further
inside the cell.

Ding et al. [61] tried nuclear delivery of
plasmid DNA using a microfluidic device with
a region of channels containing microconstric-
tions for first delivering the DNA inside the cell
followed by an electric pulse region (Fig. 7.16).
This electric pulse region enables the DNA to
be delivered in larger populations and deeper
into the cells, even into the nucleus of cells.
Green fluorescent protein plasmid DNA was
delivered into HeLa cells to easily check for
DNA transfection and expression after treat-
ment. The device parameters such as applied
voltage, constriction length, and width were
optimized through multiple experiments to
achieve the best balance between cell viability
and GFP expression efficiency. Ding et al. tested

FIGURE 7.16 The hybrid delivery device proposed by Ding et al. (A) Schematic representation of cells getting squeezed in
the microconstrictions before passing through the applied electric field. (B) Magnified images of the microfluidic channels
showing the constrictions and region where the electric field is applied. (C) Optical image of the fabricated device. Reprinted
with permission from Ding X, Stewart MP, Sharei A, Weaver JC, Langer RS, Jensen KF. High-throughput nuclear delivery and rapid
expression of DNA via mechanical and electrical cell-membrane disruption. Nat Biomed Eng March 9, 2017;1(3):0039. Available from:
http://www.nature.com/articles/s41551-017-0039. Copyright © 2017, Springer Nature.
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the performance of their device against other
delivery strategies such as electroporation, lipo-
fection, and microinjection. Green fluorescence
due to the GFP plasmids was observed in 80%
of cells within the first hour of microinjection,
which is expected as microinjection is known to
be efficient in direct delivery into cell cytosol
and nucleus. The majority of cells treated by elec-
troporation began showing fluorescence
between 4 and 48 h after treatment. Cells treated
by the proposed device also showed similar
expression kinetics as microinjection, thus
suggesting the device was able to enhance
DNA delivery and expression in the nucleus of
cells.

The delivery mechanism of the constrictions
and electric field device was further studied by
delivery of Cy3-labeled plasmid DNA into
HeLa cells using the proposed device, only
squeezing and only electroporation with opti-
mized parameters. In the case of only electropo-
ration, sharp fluorescence of Cy3 was observed

in spots on the plasma membrane of cells,
whereas in the case of only cell squeezing, Cy3
fluorescence was absent in the cytoplasm
(Fig. 7.17). However, in the cells treated by the
proposed device, fluorescence spots were
observed on the plasma membrane, cytoplasm,
and nucleus of cells. This suggested that the
device followed a mechanism different from
only electroporation or squeezing alone.

Ding et al. hypothesized the possible explana-
tions for DNA expression in the nucleus and
cytoplasm upon treatment of cells by their
device involved either: (1) Degradation of DNA
in the cytoplasm leading to diffusion of Cy3
toward the outer regions of the cells after detach-
ment from DNA or (2) a high amount of DNA
being trapped in the nucleus of cells rather
than the cytoplasm when the DNA moves
through the cell under the influence of the exter-
nally applied electric field.

Charged multivesicular body protein 4B
(CHMP4B) is an important subunit of the

FIGURE 7.17 Image showing staining of cells after different treatments by Ding et al.: S (squeezing only), EP (electropo-
ration), and DFE (disruption and field enhanced). A high amount of overlap was observed in DFE treatment. Reprinted with
permission from Ding X, Stewart MP, Sharei A, Weaver JC, Langer RS, Jensen KF. High-throughput nuclear delivery and rapid expres-
sion of DNA via mechanical and electrical cell-membrane disruption. Nat Biomed Eng March 9, 2017;1(3):0039. Available from: http://
www.nature.com/articles/s41551-017-0039. Copyright © 2017, Springer Nature.
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endosomal sorting complex required for
transport-III (ESCRT-III). This complex plays a
role in rapid repair of ruptures in the plasma
membrane and the nuclear envelope [62]. Micro-
injection clearly induces accumulation of
CHMP4B-GFP at the site of wounding in the
nuclear envelope.

Similarly, Ding et al. observed many transient
spots of CHMP4B-GFP at both the nuclear mem-
brane and the plasma membrane of cells. From
this, they came to the hypothesis that their
device induces transient pore formation in the
nuclear membrane as well as the plasma mem-
brane of cells. Thus, they were able to enable

delivery of materials such as DNA plasmids
and mRNA to a much larger extent by employ-
ing a combination of mechanical disruptions
and electrical disruptions, than by electropora-
tion or cell squeezing alone.

3.5.2 Dielectrophoretic transfection using
mechanoporation

Similar to the above strategy, Meacham et al.
[63] fabricated an acoustic shear poration (ASP)
device that combined with electrophoresis for
delivery of DNA into the nucleus of cells
(Fig. 7.18).

FIGURE 7.18 (A) Schematic representation of the device proposed by Meacham et al. and visualization of the fluid and
particle flow in the device. (B) Representation of the electric field in the channels through which the cells are passed. Reproduced
from Meacham JM, Durvasula K, Degertekin FL, Fedorov AG. Enhanced intracellular delivery via coordinated acoustically driven shear
mechanoporation and electrophoretic insertion. Sci Rep December 27, 2018;8(1):3727. Available from: http://www.nature.com/articles/
s41598-018-22042-0.
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HEK293A, Jurkat, and peripheral blood
mononuclear cells were used for all studies.
The ASP device consists of a chamber that is
filled with fluid containing the suspended cells
and cargo. In the device, a piezoelectric trans-
ducer is also present in the chamber along with
pyramidal nozzles. Focused acoustic waves can
be generated at particular resonant frequencies
by the transducer. These waves create a pressure
gradient that drives the cells suspended in the
fluid toward microorifices at the nozzle apices.
When the cells pass through these orifices, they
experience shear forces which cause transient
nanopores to form on the plasma membrane.

However, since DNA particles are large in
size, it is difficult for them to diffuse into the cells
through these pores. This mixture of treated cells
and cargo is further passed through a region
generating an electric field, which causes the
DNA to move via electrophoresis but is not large
enough to further disrupt the cell membrane or
nuclear membrane. Thus, the DNA particles
are able to enter deep into the cells.

The main parameters to be optimized for the
cell treatment were the exposure time of cells
to the orifices and the shear rate experienced
by the cells when they pass through the orifices.
These parameters can be controlled by varying
the lengths and diameters of the orifices.

Meacham et al. found e the optimal diameter
for the orifices to be 2e3 times the size of the cells
being passed through them (Fig. 7.19). They
compared the performance of their hybrid
device against a simple electroporation or simple
mechanoporation device. It was found that their
hybrid device showed better results as it was
able to deliver much larger macromolecules
than the other two techniques. The hybrid device
improved delivery efficiency from 13%e57% to
28%e87% compared to pure mechanoporation
alone. The ASP device combined with EP was
able to deliver dextran molecules of up to
2 MDa in size into the chosen cells.

From the two devices discussed in this sec-
tion, it is possible to envision the use of hybrid
devices in the future due to their significant
advantages in overcoming the shortcomings of
the pure physical delivery techniques discussed
(Table 7.1).

4. Challenges and future prospects

With the advancement of micro/nano-
fabrication techniques, it is possible to achieve
highly controlled drug-delivery environments.
Localization of the membrane pores to achieve
wider pores, for delivery of larger size cargo

FIGURE 7.19 Transfection efficiency of various methods experimented by Meacham et al. Reproduced from Meacham JM,
Durvasula K, Degertekin FL, Fedorov AG. Enhanced intracellular delivery via coordinated acoustically driven shear mechanoporation
and electrophoretic insertion. Sci Rep December 27, 2018;8(1):3727. Available from: http://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-018-
22042-0.
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TABLE 7.1 Overview of the physical delivery techniques.

S.
no.

Technique for
drug delivery Cell type transfected Advantages Disadvantages References

1 SCEP AGS cancer cell line Higher cell viability and
transfection efficiency

Nonuniform distribution
of pore on cell membrane

[35]

2 MSEP HeLa cells, THP-1 acute
myeloid leukemia cells,
U87 glioblastoma and
Lncap prostate cancer

Useful for transfection of
cells in suspension with
high throughput and
single-cell delivery

Complex fabrication [31]

3 LSCEP HeLa cells Larger molecules can be
delivered

Complex fabrication,
degradation of electrodes
on application of an
intense electric field

[12]

4 Nano-
electroporation

CHOeK1 and NIH-3T3
cells

Nano-sized cargo can be
delivered into the cells
cultured in vitro with
minimal harm

Complex fabrication
process
and electroporation
parameters depend on cell
type and size

[64,65]

5 Upconverter NP Urinary bladder cancer
cells

Increased penetration
depth for in vivo
application

Enhanced permeability and
retention effect can be
observed

[45]

6 BLAST device HeLa cells, normal
human dermal fibroblasts,
peripheral blood
monocyte-derived
macrophages, tubule
epithelial cells

High throughput, large
cargo delivering potential

Intricate fabrication,
delivery efficiency varies
with cell type

[46]

7 Biodegradable
nanoneedles

HeLa cells and in vivo
treatment of mice

High transfection efficiency
in vitro and possibility of
in vivo treatment

Low expression efficiency
in vivo

[51]

8 Microconstriction
channels

B cells High throughput,
applicable for various cell
types, gives good results
for hard-to-transfect cells

Low efficiency with
delivery
of plasmid DNA

[54]

9 In vivo magneto-
permeabilization

In vivo treatment of
hairless female
Guinea pigs

Potential to treat at
anatomical location
in vivo

Intensity variation of
magnetic field may
generate an electric field
across a small portion of
the skin. Parameter
optimization depends
upon many factors such
as age, skin structure, etc.

[59]

10 Magnetoporation
using MWCNTs

MCF-7 cells Can be used for treatment
of cells in suspension

Low transfection efficiency [60]

11 Hybrid techniques HeLa, HEK293A, Jurkat
and peripheral blood
mononuclear cells

Enables nuclear delivery
and much higher DNA
expression than standalone
physical techniques

A novel and developing
field; needs more research
before any clinical trials

[61,63]
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followed by active pumping is an excellent
approach to prevent cell death due to leakage
of cell contents [11]. However, research has to
be carried out to standardize pore formation by
different techniques. Uniform cargo delivery to
various cell types with high efficiency and high
cell viability is still a challenging task. Besides,
any technique could be limited to certain cell
types due to its design constraints. The most
challenging task is in vivo drug-delivery applica-
tions. For conventional or BEP-based cellular
transfection, accurate external applied voltage,
pulse duration, and number of pulses need to
be controlled and it depends on fulfilling many
requirements. The applied external voltage
needs to be high enough to overcome the
threshold membrane potential in order to create
membrane pores. These pores need to transform
to hydrophilic in nature, from initially formatted
hydrophobic pores, which depends upon the
applied pulse duration and the number of pores
formed. The biomolecules can be delivered suc-
cessfully at this stage. Finally, membrane should
be able to reseal to maintain cell viability without
any mechanical rupture or any kind of injury to
the cell membrane. This highly depends upon
the external applied voltage and generated heat
during the electroporation process. Thus, upon
precise control of these parameters, electropora-
tion can be widely used for cell transfection
without any technical difficulties and there are
almost no limitations on cell type and size [5].
However, due to the use of large electrodes in
the BEP process, a larger surface area reacts
with the medium to induce a toxic environment,
which decreases cell viability. In recent years,
due to rapid development of micro/nano-
technology, the electrode formation can be
achieved at a micro/nano-scale level, which
reduces the electrode surface area and enables
precise single-cell electroporation (SCEP) with
high transfection efficiency as well as high cell
viability in comparison with BEP. However,
SCEP is currently in the ex vivo stage for cellular
therapy and analysis. Parallel high-throughput

single-cell transfection techniques need to be
developed, where the same number of biomole-
cules can be delivered to millions of cells
together, to open up a new pathway for cellular
research and regenerative medicine purposes.
Electroporation is widely used for clinical appli-
cations where drugs and genes were transferred
to various areas of the human body [66]. The
in vivo DNA (pSV2-CAT gene) was introduced
into mammalian cells in the presence of an elec-
tric field with a transfection efficiency of
100e1000 times in comparison to introduction
without an electric field [67].

Intravenous injection of nanoparticles fol-
lowed by optical treatment could be used to
achieve in vivo drug delivery. However, limita-
tions lie in the penetration depth of the optical
energy applied. Body organs with a cavity could
be irradiated with an optical fiber embedded
catheter, but irradiating deeper tissues still
remains a challenge. The development of
ex vivo gene therapy could form pathways to
overcome the limitations of physical techniques
for in vivo delivery application. Distribution of
the cargo once delivered in the cytoplasm is yet
to be studied. On account of the transient nature
of the cell pores, its visualization is difficult.
However, efforts are being made in this direction
using fluorescent molecules.

In comparison with BEP, magnetoporation is
a promising noninvasive technique, where
external magnetic energy is used to deform the
cell membrane on a precise location within the
body and deliver drugs. For successful magneto-
poration, magnetic nanoparticles needed to bind
with targeted drugs and then due to application
of external magnetic field, nanoparticles bound
with drugs can be transported to the desired
location in the body and finally the drug can be
released with the influence of an external mag-
netic field. However, to achieve high efficiency
in magnetoporation, there are many crucial
parameters to optimize, such as the size and
property of magnetic nanoparticles, physio-
chemical properties of the drug which binds
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with magnetic nanoparticles, penetration of par-
ticles into the tissue, particle aggregation, etc.
Mechanoporation is another technique where
transient pores are formed on the cell membrane
for the purpose of intracellular delivery. Mecha-
noporation devices tend to show high efficiency
regardless of the type of cells chosen for drug
delivery. However, the mechanism of membrane
deformation and pore formation by mechanical
stresses is still not fully understood. Although
there are simulation studies of membrane defor-
mation and breakdown under mechanical forces
[68], it is difficult to observe the same in real-time
experiments. Mechanoporation-based devices
seem to be able to deliver cargo directly into
the cytosol of cells, but transfection of material
such as DNA or RNA, which requires delivery
into the nucleus, shows poor results with these
devices compared to electroporation.

In the 21st century, due to rapid development
of microfluidic or bio-MEMS technology, inte-
gration with a micro-total analysis system can
provide high-throughput data with limited
assay complexity. Reagent utility has been
tremendously scaled down. These developments
open up a new path toward understanding
cellular mechanisms precisely. However, there
are significant challenges in the fabrication of
such sophisticated devices. Highly skilled tech-
nicians are required in the field for intricate
device design and fabrication for precise cellular
delivery and analysis. As a result, bulk
manufacturing has its own implementation
challenges.

The current tools available in the market for
cellular therapy and diagnostics have a wide
gap as per the requirements. To commercialize
the newly developed devices, there is a need to
focus on integrating ease of usage along with
high performance, reliability, and good repro-
ducibility. The device must be able to integrate
into platforms with high-level automation re-
quirements, which could then be easily operated
by nonspecialized technicians as well.

5. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have discussed the
advancement of different physical techniques
for drug delivery on different cell types with
high transfection efficiency and high cell
viability, which is potentially applicable for bio-
logical cell research and therapeutic develop-
ment. The significant advantages of these
techniques over viral and chemical methods
have been highlighted. Some of the physical
techniques were tested on animals, while others
were tested on cell lines. Physical techniques
offer high-throughput parallel delivery with
high transfection efficiency, which is potentially
applicable for clinical trials and for regenerative
medicine. Looking into the future, the physical
techniques for drug delivery show emerging
prospects over viral and chemical methods.
Hybrid techniques seem to offer a path to
combine the multiple physical techniques to
achieve high-throughput delivery on different
cell types with high efficiency and cell viability.
However, being recently developed, they require
further investigation before they can proceed to
clinical trials.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Pests are the primary cause of the huge destruction of crops worldwide. Insects, plants, bacteria, fungi,
weeds, molluscs, birds, mammals, fish, nematodes (roundworms), and other organisms which has eco-
nomic impacts on crops and compete with humans for food that may be considered as pests (Dayan et
al., 2009; Yadav et al., 2015). Pesticides are the only apparent measures to ensure food safety and crop
protection, which in turn increase food productivity (McClung, 2014). According to Jeyaratnam, 1990,
pesticides are any substance or can be a mixture of various substances having the properties to kill,
prevent, or destruct any pest. As pesticide is a general term, it must be classified into various groups
for detailed studies. Pesticides can be classified in various ways. Pesticides may be classified by their
mode of entry, composition, or type of pests they killed (Drum, 1980). Based on the mode of entry,
the pesticides may be classified as systemic, contact, stomach poisons, fumigants, and repellents. Sys-
temic fungicides are those which can be transported to the untreated parts of crops via conducting tis-
sue (Buchel, 1983). On the other hand, nonsystemic or contact pesticides act via direct interaction with
the pests and do not translocate to other parts of crops. Fumigants can kill the pest by vaporization.
Moreover, a repellent does not kill but destruct the pests (Yadav and Devi, 2017).

Pesticides also classified as herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, rodenticides, molluscicides, and
nematicides based on organisms they kill (Agrawal et al., 2010). Pesticides also classified by their
chemical composition. Excessive and worldwide use of pesticides harms nontargeted organisms, the
environment as well as on human beings. The pesticides may be volatized after use and affect other
organisms (Majewski and Capel, 1995). Herbicides may be washed off from crop fields and incorpo-
rate in the aquatic ecosystem and kill herbs, which lowers the productivity of oxygen in the aquatic
body and imparts overall effect on aquatic organisms (Helfrich et al., 2009). Pesticides may also
reach and contaminate groundwater (Pesticides in Groundwater, 2014). Humans can also be affected
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by pesticides. Each year, about 3,000,000 cases of pesticide poisoning and 220,000 deaths have been
reported worldwide (Lah, 2011).

In most cases, humans are affected by the consumption of pesticides contaminated foods (Hayo
and Werf, 1996). The effect of pesticides in humans includes various physiological and mental disor-
ders (Lah, 2011), damages the immune system (Culliney et al., 1992), etc. The relationship between
pesticides and Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease was also established (Casida and Durkin,
2013). The deleterious effect of pesticides is of great concern over the past few decades. The first so-
lution regarding the lousy effect of chemical pesticides is the use of biopesticides. The principal of
biopesticides is the use of living organisms to reduce the population of other harmful organisms or
pests (Bale et al., 2008). Biopesticides are developed by various biocontrol organisms, which can be
fungi, bacteria, viruses, nematodes, predatory parasites, insects, mites, etc., and also may be developed
by the natural product isolated from them which are helpful in protection of plants or animals (Bettiol,
2011). The search for new techniques for plant pest management is a prime concern from time to time.
Generally, pest management also depends on the resistance power of crop, so the incensement of re-
sistance power with new techniques is always a new concern. The use of RNA interference (RNAi) to
control pests is of a new concern over the past few years. In plants, the double-strand RNA (dsRNA)
is processed by several enzymes and machinery to produce small interfering RNA (siRNA), which
can silence any RNA having similarity with the dsRNA (Baulcombe, 2004; Borges and Martienssen,
2015). The RNAi works via mRNA degradation or chromatin modulation. A dsDNA molecule of
∼21–25 bp and with ∼2-nt 3′ overhangs processed with an RNase III enzyme DICER into siRNAs.
Subsequently, these RNAs incorporate with an Argonaute protein to produce RISC complex, which
in turn can degrade the mRNA molecule having complementary to the guide strand of RISC complex
(Christiaens et al., 2014; Carthew and Sontheimer, 2009). It is found that RNAi is effective against
insects belongs to Coleoptera and sometimes against viruses (Baum et al., 2007). The dsDNA, which
targets the functional mRNA of pests after ingestion, downregulates the genes of pests, which results
in reduced growth or death of the pest feeding on it (Klumper and Qaim, 2014). In this chapter, we will
focus on the comparison between conventional pesticides and RNAi-mediated crop protection and the
limitation of the RNAi method. We will also try to find out if the RNAi is a new tool for relocating
conventional crop pesticides.

4.2 CONVENTIONAL PESTICIDES: PRESENT STATUS AND
CHALLENGES

For the betterment and improvement of agricultural yield and quality, pesticides are surely a solu-
tion in modern times (Damalas, 2009). The need and evolution of pesticides have a long history.
Primary uses and explosion of pesticides were seen after World War II. Some essential pesticides
like Dieldrin, β-benzene hexachloride (BHC), chlordane and endrin, 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid
(2,4-D), Aldrin, dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT), etc. was discovered that time (Delaplane,
2000). Although the use of pesticides reaches a peak in 1961, it drastically fell after 1962 for see-
ing its hazardous effects (Jabbar and Mallick, 1994). But the introduction of “integrated pest manage-
ment” (IPM) in the late 1960 open a new era in pesticide research (Delaplane, 2000). From the past
few years, the careless use of pesticides violating safety norms and other standard protocols affects the
environment severely and also causes health risks of humans as well as other organisms (Carvalho,
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2017). Synthetic pesticides are considered as most hazardous for having harmful effects on human be-
ings. Initial exposure having various health issues like convulsions, headache, nausea, irritation, diar-
rhea, and breathing discomfort. Pesticides like organophosphate upon showing respiratory effects give
symptoms like wheezing and asthma (Sharma et al., 2020). Using chemical pesticides in the wild also
make insects and other pests as pest resistance (Sparks and Nauen, 2015). The search for new alterna-
tives always the primary concern in the research field of pesticides. The conventional pesticide indus-
try and market also underwent significant changes over time to time (Pelaez and Mizukawa, 2017).

One of the significant practices to replace conventional chemical pesticides is the use of biopesti-
cides. Any substances which derived from animal, plants, microbes, or their products and use for pest
control are considered as biopesticides (EPA, 2020). The global market is creating with a rate of 10%
per year worldwide, as it appears to be a good substitution of chemical-based pesticides. Many mi-
croorganisms like fungus and bacteria are used for this purpose. The bacterium Bacillus thuringiensis
(Bt) is used as the production of more than 90% microbial biopesticides (Kumar and Singh, 2015).
Fungus Talaromyces flavus is used to control anthracnose caused by Glomerella cingulata in the nurs-
ery (Ishikawa, 2013). Extract of the species Clitoria ternatea shows an inhibitory effect on Helicov-
erpa, which shows a toxicity effect on Helicoverpa spp (Mensah et al., 2014). Products of the fungus
Trichoderma harzianum show a very striking effect against Fusarium root rot bacterium (Kirk and
Schafer, 2015). Lactobacillus casei strain LPT-111 (Tivano) shows effectiveness against angular leaf
spot, caused by Xanthomonas fragariae (Dubois et al., 2017). Stilbenes isolated from grapevine ex-
tracts caused acute mortality of S. littoralis. A crop pest (Pavela et al., 2017). Bacillus thuringinesis
produces endotoxins and causes lysis of insect guts; Agrobacterium radiobacter used to control crown
gall (Quarles, 2011). Many critical secondary metabolites of plants-like Citronella oil, garlic extract,
neem extract, datura, orange oil, tea tree extract, basil, lemongrass, apple mint, mustard, castor, Ma-
hagony, and sesame are used to control the pest. Neem oil and pyrethrins (extracted from Chrysanthe-
mum cinerariaefolium) are the two most widely used compounds used in pest control (Chandler et al.,
2011). Pesticides may affect humans employing occupational exposure like industrial workers, distrib-
utors, deals and farmers, and nonoccupational methods. Exposure through consuming contaminated
foods, vegetables, etc. (Sabarwal et al., 2018). Exposure of pesticides to humans causes some seri-
ous health issues and disorder includes Hodgkin’s disease, nonHodgkin lymphoma (Luo et al., 2016).
Parkinson’s disease (Brouwer et al., 2017) endocrine disruption, respiratory, and reproductive disor-
ders (Kirkhorn and Schenker, 2002). Biopesticides are considering as safest over conventional chemi-
cal pesticides, as this is much safer and fewer detritus and most effectively efficiently affect only target
organisms. On the other hand, biopesticides need in a minimal amount and do not leaves any detritus
residue.

Nevertheless, it seems that the biopesticides did not completely replace the chemical pesticides
as some drawbacks and lack of collaborative research. It is recommended that the chemical and
biopesticides must go together to ensure better protection. Extensive research also needed in this field
(Damalas and Koutroubas, 2018). Another new way to get a ride from the adverse effects of pesticides
is by using nanotechnology. Nanotechnology can help by protecting the biopesticides as an encapsu-
lating agent and also by protecting the degradation of many compounds (De Oliveira et al., 2014).
Nanoparticles found effective in protecting neem oil from degradation (Mishra et al., 2017).

4.2 CONVENTIONAL PESTICIDES: PRESENT STATUS AND CHALLENG…
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4.3 ADVANCEMENT IN GREEN REVOLUTION: THE RNAI
TOOLKIT

Although RNAi is a perfect tool for functional gene analysis in vivo and in vitro (Trivedi 2010), it
now also effectively used in crop pest control, particularly against insect pest (Huvenne and Smagghe,
2010). The RNAi method may be implanted in the field by either host-induced gene silencing (HIGS)
or virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS). The HIGS aims of the expression of dsRNA in crops specific
to a pest or pathogen. Gene duplication thought to be a factor for increasing expression of RNAi in
coleopteran. It was also proved by Davis-Vogel et al. (2018) that RNAi efficiency varies among dif-
ferent groups of insect orders for which mRNA expression of core machinery genes is also responsible
(Christiaens et al., 2019). The first known experiment was reported by Bettencourt et al. (2002), by
silencing a gene named Hemolin with RNAi technology, which is essential for larval production and
embryonic development in Hyalophora cecropia has been stopped and causes early death of larva. A
knockdown of zygotic genes in offspring was observed when dsDNA was injected in the mother’s he-
mocoel of Tribolium castaneum (Bucher et al., 2002). One of the best examples is the development of
genetically modified (GM) maize, which expresses vATPaseA dsRNA for control of Diabrotica vir-
gifera, the western corn rootworm (Yan et al., 2019). Another evidence came from Tribolium, where
induction of RNAi in the larval stage gives a functionless adult stage (Tomoyasu and Denell, 2004),
which suggests the application of RNAi in a particular stage may affect to another stage. It is found
that insects lack RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP), which suggests insects care not depends
on RDRP-based gene silencing, instead maybe adopt another method, but it has to uptake dsRNA con-
tinuously (Gordon and Waterhouse, 2007).

An effective way is making transgenic plants that can supply dsDNA continuously. Evidence of
reduction of corn root damage was found in a study by Baum et al. by the production of (V-AT-
Pase) dsRNA after infection with corn rootworm (Baum et al., 2007). After feeding on transgenic
Arabidopsis thaliana or Nicotiana tobacum expressing dsRNA specific to a cytochrome P450 gene
(CYP6AE14), the level of the gene was knocked down in insect gut causing reduced larval tolerance
toward gossypol-containing food (Mao et al., 2007). A new way for the implementation of RNAi
also found as spray induces gene silencing method. Koch et al. showed that Arabidopsis and bar-
ley express a dsDNA which can disrupt the fungal membrane integrity by targeting CYP51 genes
which were necessary for expression of cytochrome P450 lanosterol C14α-demethylase (Koch et al.,
2013) Later on a study, spraying with 791-nt long CYP3-dsRNAs on detached barley leaf was ef-
fective against the fungal pathogen (Koch et al., 2016). Similar disease control was also observed in
various studies. Wang et al. reported that applying dsRNAs and small RNAs was also successfully
suppressed Botrytis cinerea from attacks (Wang et al., 2016a,b). Translocation of sRNA in the dis-
tal untreated part also reported, and taking up of external dsDNA and sRNA by fungal pathogen was
also reported (Wang et al., 2016a,b). Cotton bollworm Helicoverpa armigera tolerates gossypol is a
polyphenolic compound found in cotton, although it is very toxic to animals. It was found that the
gene CYP6AE14 detoxify gossypol after a construct targeting CYP6AE14 was made the cotton worm
feeding on transgenic leave found a limited growth (Mao et al., 2007). Several species of Coleoptera,
like Tribolium castaneum, Leptinotarsa decemlineata, and Diabrotica virgifera, are found very useful
to RNAi (Tomoyasu et al., 2008). Some other successful approaches, including GM crops expressing
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dsDNA, are GM cotton against Tetranychus cinnabarinus, GM tobacco against Myzus persicae, and
GM potato against Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Yan et al., 2019). Transplastomic crops show high ef-
ficiency in RNAi-mediated gene transfer, which allows the accumulation of a large amount of stable
dsDNA (Yan et al., 2019). Table 4.1 briefly summarizes some of the examples of successful HIGS in
plant pathogens.

RNAi may be used either by making transgenic plants or by using products with dsRNA. The
delivery method of RNAi is the most crucial concern. One successful method of delivery is making
transgenic crops, although it seems to be practically difficult in many aspects, so the tropical appli-
cation of dsRNA is now considered as an alternative way (Baum et al., 2007; Joga et al., 2016). As
RNA can translocate within the whole plant, the tropical application seems to be very useful, two
types of pests took after dsRNA from previously treated citrus leaves proves this fact (San Miguel
and Scott, 2016). Although the problem may arise during the delivery of naked RNA, which can be
overcome by using clay, a type of specialized nanosheets which protects the naked RNA (Mitter et
al., 2017), another effective method is VIGS, where a nonpathogenic engineered virus is produced

Table 4.1 List of some conventional RNAi-based techniques for knocking down insect-specific
genes.

Species Genes Phenotype Reference

Acyrthosiphon
pisum

C002 100% mortality after 8 days Mutti et al. (2006)

Bactericera
cockerelli

Actin, v-
ATPase

82%–92% mortality Wuriyanghan et al.
(2011)

Cimex
lectularius

cpr Increased deltamethrin sensitivity Zhu et al. (2012)

Laodelphax
striatellus

Disembodied Reduction in EcR expression; impaired development;
and decreased survival

Wan et al. (2014)

Lygus
lineolaris

PG1 No phenotypic effect observed Walker and Allen
(2010)

Myzus persicae C002 Reduction in fecundity Walker and Allen
(2011)

Nephotettix
cincticeps

PGRP12 95% mortality after 10 days Tomizawa and
Noda (2013)

Nilaparvata
lugens

Hsp70, Argk Decreased mortality after triazopos exposure Ge et al. (2013)

Oncopeltus
fasciatus

Hunchback Parental RNAi and disrupted embryonic development Liu and Kaufman
(2004)

Pyrrhocorris
apterus

Met, kr-h1 Disturbed metamorphosis and development Smykal et al.
(2014)

Rhodnius
prolixus

Nitrophorins1–4 Discolouration of salivary glands Araujo et al.
(2009)

Sogatella
furcifera

Disembodied Reduction in EcR expression; impaired development;
and decreased survival

Wan et al. (2014)

Triatoma
brasiliensis

Brasiliensin Reduction in blood feeding Araujo et al.
(2007)

4.3 ADVANCEMENT IN GREEN REVOLUTION: THE RNAI TOOLKIT
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pest-specific RNAi inducer sequence. After exposure of this engineered virus to the pest, the tar-
get mRNA becomes silenced (Nandety et al., 2014). One vital aspect of RNAi technology that the
cost is reduced day by day, for example, the cost to produce 1 g of dsRNA using NTP synthesis was
USD 12,500 in 2008, which is now USD 100 in 2016, and to USD 60 in the present. (Andrade and
Hunter, 2016). Another cost-effective (USD 4 per 1 g), the method is using HT115(DE3), a strain of
Escherichia coli, which lacks dsRNA degrading enzymes that can be used for the production of a large
amount of dsRNA which can be used anytime (Andrade and Hunter, 2016). Ingestion of dsRNA target-
ing 16D10 dsRNA in root-knot nematode results in reducing nematode activity (Huang et al., 2006).

4.4 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF RNAI-BASED
METHODS

The first primary concern is the delivery of dsRNA; various strategies like modification of dsRNA,
using various useful vehicles are of present concern. A straight forward way of delivery is micro-injec-
tion. Although this is an easy and efficient method for delivery of dsRNA, it seems to be possible only
in laboratory conditions and unsuitable for field conditions because it is very laborious and ineffective
for a large-scale delivery. Another critical concern regarding RNAi-based pest control is degradation
(Christiaens et al., 2014); degradation may occur due to either unstable pH condition or dsRNA de-
grading enzymes. Lipid-based nanoparticle formulation may help to overcome these situations (Zhang
et al., 2010). Use of viruses that upon infection to pest express dsRNA is also helpful for this purpose
(Hajeri et al., 2014). Another factor for the success of the RNA-mediated pest control is the presence
of proper RNAi machinery components; a variation of this machinery has been found, sometimes even
under the same phylum (Miller et al., 2012). An example of Sid1-like genes may be taken into con-
sideration, and this gene varies among different insect species (Bansal and Michel, 2013). A previous
report came from Drosophila that the Flock house virus (FHV) B2 protein can bind to long siRNA
duplexes and inhibits it from forming of RISC complex (Chao et al., 2005), this is an example of sup-
pression of RNAi mechanism by a virus which is also a significant concern as the virus has anti-RNAi
defense mechanism (Haasnoot et al., 2007).

Furthermore, the delivery system and other problems many more limitations to be addressed, like
its effectiveness, biosafety measures, and ecological safety. Table 4.2 briefly demonstrates the appli-
cation of dsRNA based on the mode of insect feeding on plants. Several questions like the part of
plants where the expression is done, the concentration needed for the purpose should be addressed.
When compared to conventional insecticides, the cost, effect, pollution aspects, stability, and uptake
rate should be improved for its better acceptance (Zhang, 2012). Details study of length of RNA, se-
quence, life stage of target insect, and procedures are very complex and need more study (Terenius et
al., 2011). A report came from recent studies in Euschistus heros that by using EDTA, the stability of
dsDNA and RNAi, efficiency may be increased (Castellanos et al., 2019).

4.5 ADVANTAGES OF CRISPR/CAS9-BASED SYSTEMS
CRISPRσCas9 is a modern gene-editing tool that has created a new way to study genome editing and
various diseases. It stands for clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)–
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Table 4.2 Formulation technique of various dsRNAs during insect feeding on plants.

Species Genes
Method of
application References

Leptinotarsa
dcemlineata

β-Actin; protein transport protein sec23 Feeding
(larvae)

Zhu et al.
(2011)

Phyllotreta
striolata

Odorant receptor (PsOr1) Injection
(adult)

Zhao et al.
(2011)

Lygus
lineolaris

Inhibitor of apoptosis gene (LlIAP) Injection Walker and
Allen
(2011)

Riptortus
pedestris

Circadian clock genes period; cycle Injection
(adult)

Ikeno et al.
(2011a, b)

Myzus
persica

MpC002 and Rack-1 Transgenic
plant

Pitino et al.
(2011)

Athalia
rosae

Ar white gene Injection
(eggs)

Sumitani et
al. (2005)

Schistocerca
americana

Eye color gene vermilion Injection
(nymph)

Dong and
Friedrich
(2005)

Gryllus
bimaculatus

Delta; Notch Injection
(eggs)

Mito et al.
(2011)

Gryllus
bimaculatus

Insulin receptor; insulin receptor substrate; phosphatase and tensin
homolog; target of rapamycin; PRS6-p70-protein kinase; fork head
box O; and epidermal growth factor receptor

Injection
(nymph)

Dabour et
al. (2011)

CRISPR-associated gene Cas9. Genome editing with CRISPR–Cas9 is very stable compare to the
RNAi method. Some examples of pests on which CRISPR–Cas9 gene knockout has performed in-
clude Helicoverpa armigera, Spodoptera litura, Plutella xylostella, and Spodoptera littoralis (Zhu et
al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016a,b; Huang et al., 2016). CRISPR–Cas9 has a great success in editing
insect genome. Choo et al. demonstrated the mutagenic effect through CRISPR–Cas9 in a crop pest
Bactrocera tryoni by frameshift-mutation in an ATP-dependent binding cassette transporter (Choo et
al., 2017). Therefore the genome editing using site-specific nucleases (SSNs) helps us to understand
the transgene experiments that can be carried out in an efficient and precise manner. There are four
major classes of SSNs that can be used effectively to edit the genomes, for example, mega-nucleases
(MEGA), zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and
CRISPR. Fig. 4.1 shows an overview of three major types of genome editing strategies that are used
frequently for viral resistance (Zaidi et al., 2016a).

It is interesting to note that this RNA-based guiding technique is cheaper and easier to engineer
and one can manipulate a wide range of possible target sequences without error. Despite of gaining
significant success in genome editing, it remains to be uncleaned whether this technique could actually
work under natural conditions in open field trails or not (Zaidi et al., 2016b). Therefore more detailed
and precise analysis of these technologies (CRISPR/Cas9 and RNAi) will eventually led to the devel-
opment of novel disease resistant crops in the upcoming years.

4.5 ADVANTAGES OF CRISPR/CAS9-BASED SYSTEMS
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FIGURE 4.1

The major types of CRISPR/Cas9-based genome editing platforms. The proposed structure of site-specific nucle-
ases (SSNs). (A) Zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs). (B) Transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and
(C) CRISPR. CRISPR, Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats; Cas9, CRISPR–CRISPR-associ-
ated gene.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
The crop improvement using traditional pesticide or herbicide-resistant traits or improving the bio-
compatibility of biopesticides is time-consuming and labor-intensive. Most of the cases, the biopes-
ticides are found inactive environmental conditions or impede the growth and development of agro-
nomic crops. To eliminate such difficulties, the researchers are now switching towards RNAi-based
biotechnological technologies for quality traits with enhanced protection against pathogens. However,
the critical question comes; for example, can it be effective against the pathogens for a long time?
Is it possible to extract and identify the microRNAs in a small volume? Or is there sufficient knowl-
edge about the detailed mode of action of RNAi-based techniques? (Fig. 4.2). Based on these common
aspects, the RNA-based technologies remain challenging over conventional pesticides or insecticides
that are produced on a large scale. In reality, most of the genetically modified crops approved for
commercial use are mainly designed to produce toxic proteins that are harmful to insects. However,
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FIGURE 4.2

A hypothetical model demonstrating the ecological risk assessment of RNA-based crop protection.

there is no proper explanation or resources that could support the significant impact of using this new
technology for crop improvement. Furthermore, the crop regulatory agencies and risk assessment an-
alysts need to become familiar with this RNAi-based toolkit and its proper application during filed
trails. The proper knowledge and understanding of the mode of action in various aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems will be a crucial part of the characterization of these RNAs. Novel diagnostic tools will
probably eliminate these problems regarding the successful application of RNAi and genome editing
tools soon.
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Preface

Nanomaterials are defined based on their size, which is one-billionth of a meter
(10−9 m) in any one of its dimensions. In other words, “the materials with any
external dimension or having an internal structure or surface structure in the nanoscale
range.” In such extremely small size, materials exhibit unique and spectacular perfor-
mance due to an increment of the surface to volume ratio. Materials, usually in
the size range of 1–100 nm, show different physicochemical properties from their
bulk. In the past two decades, several engineered nanomaterials have been estab-
lished for different application purposes. After the rapid development of micro and
nanotechnologies, fabrication of nanoscale structures and devices with exceptional
sights of the supramolecular association has grown interest into a systematic way,
and this has enhanced their perspective for an innovative connection in a huge
variety of research areas, such as biology, chemistry, physics, engineering, computer
science, etc. Nanoscale materials are progressively creating a foremost influence
on human health, and they are used increasingly further for therapeutic and diag-
nostic applications. Nanotechnology plays a vital role in the current technological
developments and plays an important role in diagnosing diseases, drug delivery,
designing drugs, etc. This book intends to bring science and advanced nanotech-
nology together and their applications in cell biology and biomedical engineering.
From a nanoscale and nanomaterial perspective, it highlighted different nanostruc-
tured material design, synthesis, processing, characterization, and potential appli-
cations. This book also covers different nanoscale and nanostructured materials
for biomedical applications such as therapeutics, diagnostic, prosthesis, implant,
drug discovery, and drug delivery, etc. An overview of nanomaterials’ progress and
prospects and its biomedical applications are discussed with a series of reasoning
and practical considerations.

This book contains 17 chapters, covering an extensive range of the critical
aspects of nanomaterials for biomedical applications. Each chapter is contributed
by professionals in their fields, and these chapters deliver technical information
based on their valuable knowledge and skills. Possible glitches and challenges, as
well as potential keys, are also deliberated with importance on prospects. Chapter
“Nanomaterials: An Introduction” narrates brief advancement of nanotechnology
to date. The different health-related problems that arise due to the application of

v
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nanotechnology in medicine, food, agriculture, etc., are reported. Environmental
nano pollution and its effect on society, social–economic disruption due to the rapid
use of nanotechnology, safety and security of nanotechnological developments, and
its future direction is also discussed. Chapter “Metallic Nanoparticles for Biomedical
Applications,” discusses the top-down and bottom-up approach and current trends
in the synthesis ofmetallic nanoparticles for biomedical purposes. Further, it
describes how the parameters can be tuned to get metallic nanoparticles with the
desired shape, size, and crystallinity. Chapter “Size and Shape-Selective Metal
Oxide Nanomaterials: Preparation, Characterization and Prospective Biomedical
Applications,” describes the different preparation methods formetal-oxide nano-
materials (MONMs), characterization techniques, and MONMs usage in different
biomedical applications. The mechanism of interaction between nanomaterials and
internal structures of microorganisms and institutes working on the nanomaterials
standardizations is deliberated. Chapter “Nanofibers and Nanosurfaces” discusses
the different synthesis routes associated with the development of nanofibers for
cartilage regeneration. The fabrication and effect of nanosurfaces on metallic
implants for enhanced chondrocyte conductivity are also highlighted. Chapter
“Nanoceramics: Synthesis, Characterizations and Applications,” narrates in detail
the nanoceramics, their preparation methods, available characterization techniques,
their unique properties, and their widespread biomedical applications arising due
to their excellent properties. Chapter “Biomedical Applications of Carbon-Based
Nanomaterials,” discusses briefly carbon-based nanomaterials like Nanodiamonds
(NDs), Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), Buckminsterfullerene (C60), Carbon quantum
dots (CQDs), Carbon nanohorns (CNs), and its biomedical applications. Chapter,
“Solution Combustion Synthesis of Calcium Phosphate-Based Bioceramic Powders
for Biomedical Applications,” gives an overview of the solution combustion synthesis
of pure and doped hydroxyapatite powders and their characterization. This chapter
also discusses the solution combustion synthesis of plasma sprayable hydroxyapatite
powder, fabrication of coating, and characterization of the developed plasma-sprayed
coating. Chapter “Nanomaterials in Medicine,” outlines the various types of nanoma-
terials and their applications in the field of nanomedicine. The clinical applications
of the nanomaterials in sepsis therapy, chemotherapy, and applications of nanomate-
rials in heart, kidney, lungs, brain diseases, etc., are discussed. Chapter “Hydrogels:
Biomaterials for Sustained and Localized Drug Delivery,” illustrates the synthesis,
functionalization, tailoring mechanism of hydrogel matrix, followed byin-vitro, ex-
vivo, andin-vivo characterization and drug loading/delivery efficiency. The different
classifications of the hydrogel, along with its crosslinking chemistry, hydrogel
nanocomposites biomedical perspective, and hydrogel applications ranging from lab
scale to industrial level, are also discussed. Chapter “Nanomaterials: Versatile Drug
Carriers for Nanomedicine” highlights the recent advancements and applications of
nanocarriers for drug delivery in medicine, especially wound healing therapeutics
and also different approaches to enhance drug cargo capacity, to improve cell entry
efficiency, to avoid host immune systems and to achieve specific tissue targeting.
Chapter “Nanomaterials for Medical Implants,” discusses the general consideration
of using nanomaterials in implantable devices, dental implants/prosthodontics,
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spinal orthopedic implants, and hip and knee replacements, cardiovascular implants,
others—phakic intraocular lens and cosmetic implants. Chapter “Fabrication
of Nanostructured Scaffolds for Tissue Engineering Applications” addresses
different categories of biomaterials used to fabricate nanostructured scaffolds
for tissue regeneration applications. The desired properties required for various
tissue engineering scaffolds and its fabrication methods, merits and demerits, current
development, and future directions of these methodologies are discussed. In addition
to that, the special emphasis given on three dimensional (3D printing) technologies
to manufacture tissue engineering scaffolds using various nanomaterials are also
discussed in this chapter. Chapter “Nanomaterials for Medical Imaging and In
Vivo Sensing,” is devoted to nanomaterials for medical imaging techniques. The
extensive information about the current developments in imaging systems, its
advantages & disadvantages, the science behind individual imaging systems and
the basic instrumentation, how the nano-based contrast agents are helpful in various
biomedical applications are systematically discussed. Chapter “Nanomaterials:
Surface Functionalization, Modification, and Applications,” presents the various
surface modifications and functionalization of nanomaterials, including metallic
nanoparticles, carbon nanomaterials, nano-ceramics, and self-assembled materials
for biomedical applications. Chapter “Laser-Induced Micro/Nano Functional
Surfaces on Metals for Biomedical Applications” emphasizes the recent research
works on laser processing such as selective laser melting (SLM), laser surface
melting (LSM), laser surface patterning of various metallic implant materials
and surface characteristics, and biomedical applications of processed surfaces are
summarized. Chapter “Surface Nanostructuring of Metallic Materials for Implant
Applications,” provides detailed coverage of surface mechanical attrition treatment
(SMAT) of stainless steels, Ti alloys, Ni-Ti alloy, CoCrMo alloy, and how the
nanostructured surface enables an improvement in the characteristic properties
that are suitable for biomedical applications. Chapter “Tailoring the Surface Func-
tionalities of Titania Nanotubes for Biomedical Applications,” deliberates the key
electrochemical factors that control the nanotube geometry and demonstrate various
surface functionalization approaches for tailoring the surface properties of TiO2

nanotubes to develop new functional biomaterials for biomedical applications.
We hope this book can be pleasant reading material and, at the same time, a handy

resource for students, scientists in academia, and professionals in industries working
on various traits of nanomaterials.

Chennai, India
Toyohashi, Japan

Tuhin Subhra Santra
Loganathan Mohan
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Tarun Kumar Barik, Gopal Chandra Maity, Pallavi Gupta, L. Mohan,
and Tuhin Subhra Santra

Abstract Nanotechnology offers a significant advantage in science, engineering,
medicine, medical surgery, foods, packing, clothes, robotics, and computing from
the beginning of the twenty-first century. As the potential scientific discovery always
contains some good and bad effects on human civilization and the environment,
nanotechnology is not an exception. The major drawbacks include economic disrup-
tion along with imposing threats to security, privacy, health, and environment. The
introduction of the chapter discusses the historical background of nanotechnology.
Later it also discusses the advancement of nanotechnology to date with its benefits.
Major drawbacks of nanotechnology arise in human health due to the enormous
involvement in medicine, food, agriculture, etc. This chapter also deals with envi-
ronmental nano pollution and its effect on society, highlighting the social-economic
disruption due to the rapid use of nanotechnology. Nano pollution affects not only
human beings but also other living beings like microorganisms, animals and plants,
which are briefly reviewed. This chapter also demonstrates the safety and security
of nanotechnological developments, current policy and regulation status, challenges,
and future trends. Finally, it is concluded, while nanotechnology offers more efficient
power sources, faster and modern computers and technologies, life-saving medical
treatments, but due to some negative impacts, it bounds us to think twice before any
further advanced technological applications.
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1 Introduction

Nanotechnology is an emerging field of science and technology with numerous
applications in biomedical and manufacturing engineering [1–3]. In the last two
decades, nanotechnology integrates with mechanical and electronic engineering to
develop Micro/Nano-electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) devices, which
have diverse applications in different fields of science and engineering. These devices
are potentially applicable for various sensing, actuating, and biomedical analysis
purposes [4–13]. Recently, quantum dots have increased much attention in biological
fields due to their unique size, tunable light absorption, and emission properties [14].
Further, biocompatible nanomaterials have many applications in biomedical purposes
such as orthopedic, cardiovascular, contact lenses, catheter, prosthetic replacement,
etc., [15–21]. Among noble metals, Ag and Au nanoparticles synthesis via marine
algae are used as a broad-spectrum antimicrobial agent towards a variety of pathogens
in the biomedical field [22]. Nowadays, nanomaterials are produced by industries for
commercial applications with enormous benefits. While there lies a vast potential of
nanomaterials for fulfilling individual requirements, it also represents potential risks
to human health [23].

The green synthesis of nanoparticles attracts many researchers and industries.
Many microorganisms are utilized for the synthesis of nanoparticles. Biosynthesis
of nanoparticles has been reported using photoautotrophic microorganisms such as
cyanobacteria, eukaryotic algae, and fungi. The biogenic fabrication of nanoparticles
via microalgae is a non-toxic, and eco-friendly, green chemistry method with a large
variety of compositions and physicochemical properties. Biosynthesis of nanopar-
ticles by plant extracts is currently under exploitation. Plant extracts are a better
source of nanomaterials compared to the various biological processes often consid-
ered eco-friendly substitutes of chemical and physical methods [1, 17]. Seaweeds
contain different organic and inorganic substances that can benefit human health [24].
The green seaweed is used widely in agriculture, pharmaceutical, biomedical, and
nutraceutical industries for its presence of a high amount of vitamins and minerals
[25]. Among several genera of microalgae, Spirulina platensis is blue-green algae of
the cyanobacteria family grown in temperate water in the whole world. A blue-green
alga has served as food with high protein content and nutritional value from ancient
times [26]. The algae produce novel and potentially useful bioactive compounds [27,
28]. The bioactive materials have gained significant attention in recent years and have
been used considerably in developing new pharmaceutical products, food products,
renewable bio-energy, and biomedical applications [29–31]. However, a new global
health problem has been arisen as in discriminant antibiotic use and the remarkable
ability of bacteria to acquire resistance to lower these drugs’ effectiveness via genetic
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mutation or gene acquisition. Therefore, new classes of antibiotics with novel struc-
tures are needed to combat this trend. Food preservation is now dealing with the
severe concern of microorganisms mediated spoilage and fall in quality and nutri-
tion worldwide [32]. Hence, increasing the continuous demand for pathogen control
measures to combat resistant microorganisms against multiple antimicrobial agents.
However, nanoparticles own large surface area to volume ratio, unique quantum size,
magnetic properties, heat conductivity in addition to some catalytic and antimicrobial
properties [33]. In this regard, nanomaterials, including metal nanoparticles, carbon
nanotubes, quantum dots, and other active nanomaterials can be used to develop
biosensors against a broad spectrum of microorganisms for the formulation of a new
generation of antimicrobial agents.

2 Historical Background of Nanotechnology

The first experiment of nanotechnology was shown in 1857 when Michael Faraday
introduced ‘gold colloid’ samples to the Royal Society. He added phosphorous to
a solution of gold chloride and, after a short while, noted that the blue color of
the solution changed to a ruby red dispersion, without knowing the actual cause
of color changing. Indeed, the resulting suspension of nanosized gold particles in
solution appeared transparent at some frequencies, but others could look colored
(ruby, green, violet, or blue). Since then, many experiments and theoretical studies
have been carried out to explain similar systems’ unique properties, which in today’s
terminology are called low-dimensional systems. Nearly after 100 years, in 1959,
Richard Feynman inspired the field of nanotechnology in his lecture at the American
Physical Society (APS) meeting, Caltech, saying the meaningful words “There’s
Plenty of Room at the Bottom.” From the late 1980s, we find there is a growth of
activity on these low dimensional materials. In general, low dimensional systems
are categorized as follows: (a) two dimensional (2D) systems, in which the electrons
are confined in a plane (e.g., Layered structures, quantum wells and superlattices);
(b) one dimensional (1D) systems, in which electrons are free to move only in one
dimension (e.g., linear chain-like structures, semiconductor quantum wires), and (c)
zero-dimensional (0D) systems, where electrons are confined in all three dimensions
(e.g., quantum dots, clusters, and nanosized colloidal particles) [34–41].

The dimension of these materials in the direction of confinement lies in the
nanometer scale, given the name nanomaterials. In this length scale, classical physics
fails to explain the behavior of these materials. Instead, one needs quantum mechan-
ical concepts. Interestingly, due to quantum effects, the physical properties of nano-
materials change drastically from their corresponding bulk behavior. This unique
feature of nanomaterials has been exploited by modern technology in various appli-
cations. The link between human life and nanotechnology is as old as Ayurveda, a
5000-year-old Indian medicine system.

Moreover, twenty-first century modern science marks the beginning of
nanoscience, while it existed from ancient times of Vedas, much before even the
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term “nano” was coined [42, 43]. As per strict nanometer terminology, any objects
with dimensions in the nm range can be termed as a nanoparticle or a “nano” object,
as TiO2 dust in the study mentioned above [44]. Nanotechnology not only combines
engineering, physics, and chemistry but also integrates with biology [45]. A physi-
cist generally tries to identify and quantify nanomaterials’ fundamental interactions
with different surrounding systems such as the thermodynamics, the interface of the
nanoparticles with the liquid, and the role of mechanical properties (e.g., stiffness,
elasticity, adhesion), etc.

Past three decades, extensive work has been performed to develop new drugs
from natural products, because of the resistance of microorganisms to the existing
drugs [46]. Researchers from the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay, India,
have discovered that the age-old complementary medicines of Homeopathic pills
and Ayurvedic Bhasmas are having metal nanoparticles such as gold, silver, copper,
platinum, tin, and iron [46, 47]. Metallic nanoparticles (mainly silver and gold) have
unique optical, electrical, and biological properties, that have attracted significant
attention due to their potential use in many applications, such as catalysis, ultra-
sensitive chemical and biological sensors, bio-imaging, targeted drug delivery and
nanodevice fabrication [13, 48–57]. Recently, various industries like electronics,
aerospace, cosmetics, textile, and even food use nanoparticles. Consequently, the
chance of human exposure to nanoparticles rises, heading towards the time when
nanoparticles are eventually present in blood circulation and interacting with immune
blood cells.

Nanoparticles can be synthesized via various chemical and physical routes such
as chemical reduction, [58–60] photochemical reduction, [61–65] electrochemical
reduction, [66, 67] heat evaporation, [68, 69], etc. In all the above-mentioned
methods, the reagents can be from different properties, i.e. inorganic such as sodium
or potassium borohydrate, hydrazine, and salts of tartrate, or organic ones like sodium
citrate, ascorbic acid, or amino acids, capable of getting oxidized. Various options
are also available to work as a stabilizing agent. Several studies have reported shape
and size dependency of silver nanoparticles formation on capping agents such as
dendrimer, [70] chitosan, [71] ionic liquid, [72], and poly (vinylpyrrolidone) PVP
[73]. These capping agents control the nanoparticle growth via reaction confinement
within the matrix or preferential adsorption on specific crystal facets. Since these
approaches are costly, hazardous, toxic, and non-environment friendly, hence, eval-
uation of the risk of these nanoparticles to human health becomes critical. Multiple
studies have shown the increase in the number of leukocytes, mainly neutrophils,
in the lungs and bronchoalveolar lavages during airway exposure of nanoparticles
in-vivo models of inflammation. The neutrophil counts act as biomarkers for inflam-
mation. Therefore, the selection of a synthesis route that minimizes the toxicity
and increases nanoparticle stability leads to enhanced biomedical applications of
silver and gold nanoparticles. The development of better experimental procedures
for the synthesis of nanoparticles employing a variety of chemical compositions
and controlled polydispersity offers considerable advancement [74]. Methods of
nanoparticle production through different physical and chemical routes, as stated
above, have their demerits as they produce enormous environmental contaminations
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and hazardous byproducts. Thus, there is a need for “green chemistry” that ensures
clean, non-toxic, and environment-friendly nanoparticles production [75].

In recent years, environment-friendly approaches have been developed to fabricate
stable nanoparticles with well-defined morphology and configured constricted sizes
[76]. Additionally, owing to the high demand for precious metals (like silver and gold)
and metal oxides in electronics, catalysis, medical, and other industrial applications,
its recovery from primary and secondary sources is of considerable significance and
interest. Biological recovery of these precious metals by preparing their nanoparticle
is a green alternative to the conventional physical and chemical methods [77, 78].
Bio-inspired synthesis of nanoparticles is an advanced, cost-effective, environment-
friendly approach over chemical and physical processes, without any inclusion of
high pressure, energy, temperature, and toxic chemicals [79]. For example, the plant
leaf extract is used for the biosynthesis of silver and gold nanoparticles for phar-
maceutical and biomedical applications, without employing any toxic chemicals in
the synthesis protocols [80]. An environmentally acceptable solvent system, eco-
friendly reducing and capping agents are considered to be an essential element for
an ultimately “green” synthesis [81]. The green synthesis techniques are generally
utilizing relatively non-toxic chemicals to synthesize nanomaterials. The fabrication
process also includes the use of non-toxic solvents such as water, biological extracts,
biological systems, etc. In this technique, generally, microwave maintains a constant
temperature of solvent systems. The conventional extraction technique using hexane,
ethanol, and water was used to collect bioactive molecules [82]. However, they are
immensely problematic due to instability as well as environmental and health hazards
[83]. To overwhelm this problem, researchers developed a new approach, i.e., super-
critical fluid (SCF) extraction technology for avoiding toxic organic solvents in green
technology. SCF possesses physical properties intermediate between CO2 gas and a
liquid at a temperature and pressure above its critical point. Since supercritical CO2

is non-polar, non-toxicity, non-flammability, and low critical temperature.

3 Benefits of Nanotechnology

Recently, research and development in nanotechnology have seen exponential growth
due to advantages in different fields, i.e., drug delivery, cell imaging, material
improvement, and medical devices for diagnosis and treatment. More powerful
computers are being designed using nanomaterials in a smaller size, faster in speed,
and consuming very less power, having long-life batteries. Circuits consisting of
carbon nanotubes can maintain the computer system advancement. Carbon nanotubes
are also commercially used in sports equipment, to increase their strength while
maintaining a low weight. Nanoparticles or nanofibers in fabrics improve the water-
resistance, stain resistance, and flame resistance, without putting on extra weight,
stiffness, or thickness of the material. Nanoparticles are used in medical prod-
ucts for dermal, oral or inhalation applications, and pharmaceuticals. These are
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also used in various consumer products, including cosmetics, food, and food pack-
aging. The nanomaterials having potential uses in cosmetics include nanosilver,
nanogold, nanoemulsions, nanocapsules, nanocrystals, dendrimers, fullerenes, lipo-
somes, hydrogels, and solid lipid nanoparticles. Smaller the size, corresponding to
the higher surface area of nanomaterials offer greater strength, stability, chemical,
physical, and biological activity. Nanomaterials present in the human environment
can be primarily classified into four categories: carbon-based nanomaterials, metal-
based nanomaterials, dendrimers, and composites. The carbon-based nanomaterials
(fullerenes and nanotubes) are employed in thin films, coatings, and electronics.

The metal-based nanomaterials (i.e., nanosilver, nanogold, and metal oxides (i.e.,
titanium dioxide (TiO2)) are useful for food, cosmetics, and drug-related products.
The dendrimers are nano-polymers, an ideal candidate for drug delivery. Composites
such as nanoclays are formed with a combination of nanoparticles with other nanosize
or larger particles. Many beverage bottles are made up of plastics with nanoclays. The
nanoclay reinforcement increases permeation resistance to oxygen, carbon dioxide,
moisture, and thus retaining carbonation, pressure with increased shelf life by several
months. Nanoclays are also being used in packaging materials.

Different classes of nanomaterials are composed of nanoparticles with different
shape, size, and chemistry and biology. Nanotechnology helps to improve vehicle
fuel efficiency and corrosion resistance by building vehicle parts from Diamond-
Like-Nanocomposite (DLN) materials that are lighter, stronger, and more chemically
resistant than metal [84–88]. The DLN film exhibits biocompatibility in nature, which
has potential applications as a coating material for biomedical purposes [89, 90].

A few nanometers wide water filters can remove nanosized particles, including
virtually all viruses and bacteria, which can revolutionize the water filtration method.
These cost-effective, portable water-treatment systems are ideal for the improvement
of drinking water quality in developing countries. Nowadays, most sunscreens also
contain nanoparticles for effective absorption of light, including the more dangerous
ultraviolet range and passing the other wavelengths, which is healthy for the skin.
Recently, nanosensors can be programmed to detect a particular chemical at low
levels, such as a single-molecule detection, out of billions of molecules. This capa-
bility is ideal for security systems and surveillance at labs, industrial sites, and
airports. In medical science, the detection of single biomolecules has tremendous
DNA/RNA sequencing and disease analysis applications. The nanobiosensors can
be used to precisely identify particular cells or substances in the body for different
diagnostics purposes. Current research is focused on preparing the smaller, highly
sensitive, and cost-efficient biosensors. The new biosensors are updated to even
detect odors specific diseases for medical diagnosis, pollutant detection, and gas
leaks for environmental protection. Figure 1 shows the technological tsunami that
occurs due to nanotechnology in energy storage, defense & security, metallurgy &
materials, electronics, optical engineering & communication, biomedical & drug
delivery, agriculture & food, cosmetics & paints, biotechnology, textile, etc. [91].
According to Zion market research analysis in 2017 [92], there is a rapid increase
of global nanomaterials market volume (in kilo tons) and revenue (in USD Billion),
which is estimated from 2014 to 2022, is shown in Fig. 2a. Other statistical surveys
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Fig. 1 Technological tsunami due to nanotechnology. Redrawn from [91]

from two different agencies (see Fig. 2b and c (BCC research)) also confirmed the
rapid increase of the global nanotechnology market of nanomaterials, nanotools, and
nanodevices, etc. [93, 94].

4 Nanotechnology in Health

4.1 Potential Routes for Nanomaterials to Enter
into the Human Body

Nanomaterials can enter into the human body in various ways. Potential routes nano-
materials enter the human body are ingestion, inhalation, and skin absorption [95–97].
Many nanomaterials are employed in drug transport or cell imaging via intravenous
entry to the human body. In the body, nanomaterials are translocated throughout
the body by blood circulation. For the purpose, the nanoparticles must fulfill the
requirement of permeability across the barrier of the blood vessel wall. Absorption
through the skin serves as an alternate route of entry for nanoparticles inside a human
body. The skin is the largest organ of the human body, provides a large surface area
for interactions with the external environment. TiO2 nanoparticles can take either
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Fig. 2 a Rapid increase in global nanomaterials market volume (Kilo Tons) and revenue (USD
Billion) for the period of 2014–2022 [92]. Source Zion market research analysis, 2017. b The global
market value of nanotechnology from 2010 to 2020 (in Billion USD) [93]. c Global nanotechnology
review for nanomaterials, nanotools, and nanodevices market from 2011 to 2017 (in Million USD).
Source BCC Research [94]

route for entry, i.e., the lungs or gastrointestinal tract. Nanomaterials can enter the
body through the skin for various reasons, such as the use of medicine, cosmetics,
ointments, and use of clothes containing nanomaterials, occupational contact in the
industry, etc. Soaps, shampoos, toothpaste, hair gels, creams, and some cosmetics
containing the nanosilver, which can enter into the body through the skin.

Cream or solution containing Silver nanoparticles is used to treat wounds, burns,
etc. to prevent infections and damaged skin. The penetrating ability depends on
the size of the nanoparticles. The smaller the nanoparticle, has the more exceptional
penetrating ability. The inhaled particulate matter gets accumulate in the human respi-
ratory tract, while one significant portion of those inhaled particles gets deposited
in the lungs. Nanoparticles also can travel across the placenta in pregnant women to
the fetus along with other organs, i.e., brain, liver, and spleen. The effects of inhaled
nanoparticles in the body may include lung inflammation and heart disease problems
[95]. The pulmonary injury and inflammation resulting from the inhalation of nano-
sized urban particulate matter appear due to the oxidative stress imposed by these
particles in the cells [98–101]. The first reported nanoparticle is nanosilver, which
can damage DNA molecules. Silver nanoparticles have the most harmful effects on
the most sensitive biological groups [98, 102–105]. This nanoparticle can enter into
the blood through the skin. Silver binds with the thiol group of some proteins. If
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silver complexes with thiol groups are located near-skin region, it gets readily avail-
able to get reduced either by visible or UV light into metallic nanosilver particles.
Therefore, the immobilization of silver nanoparticles takes place in the skin. Further,
the effect of nano copper-induced renal proximal tubule necrosis in kidneys has been
reported by Liao and Liu [106].

4.2 Nanomaterials for Therapy and Diagnostics

Nanoparticles in pharmaceutical products facilitate improved absorption within the
human body and easy delivery, often in association with medical devices. For
example, magnetite, a metal oxide, has high potential applications in nanomedicine.
Nanoparticles can assist the targeted delivery of chemotherapy drugs to specific cells,
i.e., cancer cells. Superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) and ultra-
small superparamagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) have also proved its significance for
targeted drug delivery [107]. Nanoparticles improve the solubility of poorly water-
soluble drugs, increase drug half-life, modify pharmacokinetics, improve bioavail-
ability, diminish drug metabolism, assist controlled and targeted, and combined drug
delivery [98, 108–111]. According to the International Agency for Research on
Cancer (IARC) data, estimates of nearly 13.1 million deaths due to cancer by 2030.
It is evident that the low survival rate occurs not because of the scarcity of potent,
natural, or synthetic antitumor agents but owing to inadequate drug delivery systems.
Hence develops the requirement of technology advancement to establish carriers
and delivery systems capable of targeted and efficient delivery of the chemothera-
peutic agents without unwanted systemic side effects [112]. The solid lipid nanopar-
ticles and nanoemulsions are the most employed lipid-based drug delivery particles.
However, nanosilver based commercial products are capturing the market. The newly
developed nanomaterials for theranostics are being employed alone or in associa-
tion with “classical” drugs, e.g., cytostatic drugs, or antibiotics. Theranostics is a
combined term for nanomaterials with diagnostic and therapeutic properties [111].

5 Drawbacks of Nanotechnology

Nanomaterials are being employed in different industries and everyday life. There-
fore, the interplay of nanomaterials and social surroundings is worth scientific explo-
ration. Nanomaterials with several benefits can be toxic. Various studies also confer
the effects, as mentioned above, indicating the potential toxicological effects on the
human environment [98]. Different toxic and hazardous effects of nanotechnology
are briefly discussed below.
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5.1 Toxicity of Nanomaterials

Greater human exposure of nanomaterials presents in the environment; more signif-
icant is the harmful effect on human health. The assessment of the cytotoxicity of
nanomaterials assists in the proper elucidation of the biological activity. Gerloff et al.
reported the cytotoxicity of various nanoparticles, such as zinc oxide (ZnO), SiO2, and
TiO2, on human Caco-2 cells [113]. Shen et al. [114] showed the human immune cells
are prone to toxicity due to ZnO nanoparticles [115]. The ZnO nanoparticles damage
mitochondrial and cell membranes in rat kidney, ultimately leading to nephrotoxicity
[115]. Generally, the nanomaterial toxicity mechanism comprises reactive oxygen
species formation and genotoxicity. However, as described earlier, the toxicity of ZnO
nanoparticles mainly affects immune cells. Various nanomaterials with their diverse
sizes alter mitochondrial function. For example, ZnO nanoparticles generate Zn2+

ions, which disrupts charge balance in the electron transport chain in the mitochon-
dria and therefore triggers reactive oxygen species generation. Nanosilver particle
has a genotoxic effect. A 20-nm nanosilver has a genotoxic effect on human liver
HepG2 and colon Caco2 cells. It has also increased mitochondrial injury and the loss
of double-stranded DNA helix in both cell types [116]. Inhalation of TiO2 nanopar-
ticles resulted in pulmonary overload in rats and mice with inflammation [117, 118].
The cytotoxic and genotoxic effects of TiO2 nanoparticles on the human lung were
reported by Jugan et al. [119]. TiO2 nanoparticles are genotoxic, and it can induce
pathological damage of the liver, kidney, spleen, and brain. Du et al. reported cardio-
vascular toxicity of silica nanoparticles in rats [120]. The surface coating of quantum
dots causes toxicity to the skin cells, including cytotoxicity and immunotoxicity
[121]. Nanosilver is used in wound dressings, affects both keratinocytes and fibrob-
lasts. Fibroblasts show higher sensitivity towards nanosilver than by keratinocytes.
Again, iron oxide nanoparticles rapidly get endocytosis on cultured human fibrob-
lasts and interrupt the function. Citrate/gold nanoparticles have shown toxicity on
human dermal fibroblasts [122]. Carbon nanotubes have high toxicity and produce
harmful effects on humans. The nanoparticles can penetrate the lungs, then reached
the blood and acted as a barrier for the circulation of blood into the brain. They
can also enter inside other organs like bone marrow, lymph nodes, spleen, or heart.
Sometimes, nanoparticles can incite inflammation, oxidant and antioxidant activi-
ties, oxidative stress, and change in mitochondrial distribution. These effects depend
on the type of nanoparticles and their concentrations [101]. Copper nanoparticles
(diameters 40 nm and 60 nm) harm brain cells at low concentrations. It activated the
proliferation of the endothelial cells in brain capillaries. Ag nanoparticles (25, 40,
or 80 nm) influenced the blood-brain barrier, causing a pro-inflammatory reaction,
which might induce a brain inflammation with neurotoxic effects [123]. Smaller Ag
nanoparticles (25 nm and 40 nm diameter) can induce cytotoxic effect at a higher rate
than larger nanoparticles. Nanoparticles also have harmful effects on the brain cell
of the mouse and rat. The high concentration of nanoparticles can affect brain blood
fluxes, with consequent cerebral edema. Pathogenic effects of Ag-nanoparticles (25,
40, and 80 nm diameter), Cu-nanoparticles (40 and 60 nm), and Au-nanoparticles
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(3 and 5 nm) on the blood-brain barrier of the pig have been reported [124]. Silver
nanoparticles (45 nm) influenced the acetylcholine activity via nitric oxide genera-
tion; it induces hyperactivity of rat tracheal smooth muscle [125]. It is also reported
that Ag- nanoparticles (25 nm) produced oxidative stress after the injection into the
mouse. The nanoparticles were aggregated in the kidneys, lungs, spleen red pulp,
and the nasal airway, with no observable morphological changes apart from the nasal
cavity [126].

Very few cells do not undergo morphological changes after withstanding the air-
liquid interface culture for an extended duration. Au-nanoparticles (5 nm and 15 nm
diameter) penetrated the mouse fibroblasts, where they remained stocked. Only the
presence of 5 nm Ag-nanoparticles disrupted cytoskeleton resulting in narrowing
and contraction of cells. Many engineered nanomaterials, such as TiO2, magnetite
iron, CeO2, carbon black, SWCNTs, and MWCNTs, also might cause different levels
of inflammatory reactions, including enhanced pro-inflammatory cytokines expres-
sion, target inflammation-related genes, and micro-granulomas formation [127, 128].
The intra-tracheal administration of MWCNTs with variable length and iron content
in hypertensive rats Led to the lung inflammation with increased blood pressure
and lesions in abdominal arteries along with accumulation in multiple organs i.e.,
liver, kidneys, and spleen post seven days and 30 days exposure [129]. Maneewatt-
tanapinyo et al. studied acute toxicity of colloidal silver nanoparticles administered
in laboratory mice and observed no mortality any acute toxicity symptoms after a
limited dose of 5.000 mg/kg post 14 days of oral administration. No differences
could be observed among groups after hematological and biochemical assessment
and the histopathological study. The instillation of silver nanoparticles at the concen-
tration of 5.000 ppm developed a transient eye irritation for 24 h. The application
of these nanomaterials on the skin did not produce any micro or macroscopic toxi-
city [130]. The schematic mechanism of silver nanoparticle’s toxicity in the human
body is shown in Fig. 3 [131]. The liver and spleen are maximum exposed organs to
nanomaterials owing to the prevalence of phagocytic cells in the reticuloendothelial
system. Also, the organs with high blood flow, such as kidneys and lungs, can be
affected.

5.2 Health Hazards in Human

Despite having many benefits and using nanomaterials, it may cause health hazards
to humans due to a tiny size. The broad absorption surface of the lung, the thinner
air–blood barrier, and comparatively less inactivation of enzymes leads to faster
entry for particles into the systemic blood circulation at higher drug concentrations.
Additionally, intended uptake, exposure of airborne particles from the environment,
and nanoparticles released during the manufacturing process may also cause health
hazards for humans. Usually, nanomaterials’ biological effects are based on their size,
composition, shape, and even on their electronic, magnetic, optical, and mechanical
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Fig. 3 Mechanism of silver nanoparticles toxicity (Abbreviations: NPs—nanoparticles; ROS—
reactive oxygen species; Ag+—silver ions) Redrawn from [131]

properties. Presently, the influence of nanotechnology on human health and the envi-
ronment is still controlled. Most of the studies assessed the outcomes of unintentional
and accidental exposure (inhalation, medical procedures, or accidental ingestion) and
focused only on local effects [98, 99]. Though, along with introducing nanomaterial-
based biomedical methods, it is mandatory to analyze their toxicity at a systemic
level. Centuries before, Paracelsus said, “everything is a poison, and nothing is a
poison, it is only a matter of a dose.” For nanomaterials, it is applicable in both
the aspects of dose and particle size [100]. There is a massive demand for nano-
materials in various applications, ranging from diagnostic technology, bio-imaging,
to gene/drug delivery [132–145]. Therefore, intended or unintended human expo-
sure to nanomaterials is unavoidable and has higher prospects of exposure. Thus, a
branch of science is developing, named “nanotoxicology”, the study of the toxicity
of nanomaterials. Nanotoxicology assesses the role and safety of nanomaterials on
human health. Several anthropogenic sources, like power plants, internal combus-
tion engines, and other thermo-degradation reactions also generate nanoparticles and
develop the need to assess them [101].
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5.2.1 Hazards in Nanomedicine

The nanomaterials represent a variety of biomedical applications. However, there is
some potential risks factor related to the toxic issue. For example, oxidative stress,
cytotoxicity, genotoxicity, and inflammation have been reported on in vitro and in vivo
models for testing nanoparticles. The difference in the size of nanomaterial and bulk
comes with the differences in properties and toxicity. Nanomaterials are tremen-
dously beneficial yet can be toxic. Ag, ZnO, or CuO nanoparticles are frequently
used as bactericides [102]. Nevertheless, waste disposal in the environment can also
negatively affect non-target organisms.

5.2.2 Hazards in Medical Instrumentation

Nanomaterials are involved in medical interventions like prevention, diagnosis, and
treatment of diseases. More functional and accurate medical diagnostic equipment are
being designed for easy and safe operation. The lab-on-a-chip technology facilitates
real-time point-of-care testing, enhancing the standards of medical care. Nanoma-
terial based thin films on implant surfaces improve the wear and resist infection.
However, until now, these medical nanodevices are not 100% hazard free due to
manufacturing processes, not following guidelines of nanotoxicity, and operating
without the assessment of long term effects of nanotoxicity.

5.2.3 Hazards in Food Product

Nanotechnology is used to produce advanced food products and smart packaging
technology [146–148]. In this way, the possibility of direct exposure to nanomaterials
with human beings is enhanced, and different types of long-term or short-term toxicity
may occur [149–151]. Nanoparticles and diamond-like nanocomposite (DLN) thin
films are used in food packaging to reduce UV exposure and prolonged shelf life.
Due to very few articles being reported in this area, further research is needed to
fully explore the potential use of these nanoparticles for food products and medical
treatments.

6 Environmental Nanopollution and Its Effect in Society

Environment conservation is a challenging task. Its vastness and complexity make
this even more difficult. As nanomaterials’ production is growing, multiple issues
concerning nanotechnology arise as environmental pollution and industrial exposure.
Nanoparticles serve as pollutants in diesel exhaust or welding fumes, presenting new
toxicological mechanisms [152, 153]. It also makes us face pollution in macro, micro,
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and nanoscale. New branches of electronics are also creating new sources of occupa-
tional exposure hazard. The circumstances produce new challenges for both classical
toxicology and nanotoxicology. Though nanotechnology improves the living stan-
dard, a simultaneous increase in water and air pollution has also occurred. As the
origin of this pollution lies in nanomaterials hence termed “Nanopollution.” Nanopol-
lution is exceptionally lethal to both underwater flora and fauna and organisms living
on soil. The pollutants can enter the human body in multiple ways. Cellular mech-
anisms can get affected by nanomaterial toxicity, which mainly comprises reactive
oxygen species generation and genotoxicity [153–155]. The nanoparticle’s exposure
on humans can occur accidentally by environmental particles (e.g., air pollution)
and intentionally because of a variety of consumer products, cosmetics, and medical
products containing nanoparticles. The release of nanoparticles during the manufac-
turing process may result in exposure to workers via dermal, oral, and inhalation
routes. Exposure to air pollutants, such as ultrafine particles, is known to cause
inflammatory airway diseases and cardiovascular problems in humans [156]. Pope
et al. [157] stated that even low levels of ambient nanoparticle exposure have a
significant effect on mortality. To decrease nano pollution, scientists and researchers
used nanotechnology to develop nanofilters, eliminating almost all airborne particles
[158].

7 Social-economic Disruption Due to Rapid Use
of Nanotechnology

As the speed of nanotechnology development is growing, as a consequence,
the job opportunities are decreasing, arising the problem of unemployment in
fields like industrial sector, manufacturing, and traditional farming [159, 160].
Nanotechnology-based devices and machines have replaced humans to furnish the
job more rapidly and efficiently, which has pointed out the importance of human
resources in practical work. Increasing growth and instant performance of nanotech-
nology have compromised the worth of commodities like diamond and oil. As an
alternative technology, i.e., Nanotechnology has a detrimental effect on demand as
substitutes have more efficiency and do not need fossil fuels. Diamonds are losing the
worth due to greater availability from nanotechnology-based fabrication methods.
Currently, manufacturing companies are equipped to produce the bulk of these
products at a molecular scale, followed by disintegration to create new components.

At present, nanotechnology involves high investment technologies, raising the
cost daily. The high price is the result of intricate molecular structure and processing
charges of the product. The whole process makes it difficult for manufacturers to
produce dynamic products using nanotechnology randomly. Currently, it is an unaf-
fordable business owing to the massive pricing of nanotechnology-based machines.
Hence, nanotechnology can also bring financial risks as manufacturers have to invest
a large sum of money for setting up nanotech plants. The manufacturers have to
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face a considerable loss if, by any chance, the manufactured products fail to satisfy
the customers. Alternate options such as the recovery of the original product or
maintenance of the nanomaterials are also a costly and tedious affair.

Further, nanotechnology does not leave any byproducts or residues, generally
based on small industries, therefore creating a considerable risk of extinction for small
scale industries. As an outcome, the quantity of sub-products of coal and petroleum
is deteriorating. Another massive threat, like the Covid-19 pandemic situation, may
be born with the arrival of nanotechnology. It can make the easy accessibility of bio-
chemical weapons or nano-bio engineered biological weapons. Nanotechnology is
making these weapons more powerful and destructive. Unauthorized criminal bodies
or corrupt politicians can steal the formulations and may reach these dangerous
weapons easily, and they can quickly destroy our civilization [161].

8 Effect of Nanotechnology on Microorganisms, Animals,
and Plants

Some nanomaterials are hazardous to human beings and are also harmful to the exis-
tence of different microorganisms, animals, and plants. Human-made nano pollution
is very unsafe for living microorganisms, animals, and plants under the water or on
the earth. As a result, many of microorganism’s families have entirely disappeared
from the world. Due to the rapid application of nanotechnology in the agriculture
sector without proper nanotoxicological analysis, many plants are directly exposed
to nanotoxicity, and animals are indirectly exposed. Thus, in the last two decades, a
vast number of valuable plants and animals are entirely disappeared from our world.

9 Safety and Security of Nanotechnological Developments

Nanotechnology is an extensively expanding field. Researchers, scientists, and engi-
neers are getting high success in producing nanoscale materials and taking advan-
tage of enhanced properties, such as higher strength, lighter weight, increased elec-
trical conductivity, and chemical reactivity compared to their larger-scale equivalents
[162, 163].

Human health concerns are also growing due to nanomaterials. The attempts
of technological manipulations raise the vocational risk to the workers in case of
accidental exposures. The ethical issues regarding the poisoning of mass material are
processed at a nanoscale, causing adverse effects on the health and industry. Mass
poisoning occurs in the case of toxic micro particles coatings on the products. These
microparticles penetrate inside the brain, while in contact with humans. Academic
and industry experts suggest that there exists ambiguity regarding the toxic effects of
releasing nanoparticles into the environment. It is also noteworthy that there is a lack
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of knowledge of nanoparticles interactions with humans and the environment. Similar
to most of the emerging technologies, nanotechnology, and nanochemistry industries
have both benefits and challenges. To obtain maximum benefits, the problems must
be overcome, managed, and endured. In combination with other inorganic or organic
counterparts, mesoporous silicates have been extensively explored for targeted drug
delivery and cancer treatment. Even though the long-term toxicity of the nanoparticles
is subjected to controversies and doubts, the use of gold and silver nanoparticles have
provided more advantages in comparison to other actual alternatives (cytostatics).

Consequently, there is a growing interest in developing in vitro assays for nanotox-
icology study [164]. It is strongly encouraged to use primary human cells as a source
for in vitro study with nanoparticles since different origins of cancerous cell lines
complicate data interpretation for human risk evaluation. Till now, the environmental
effects and the toxicity of nanomaterials to organisms are in the infancy state. The
evaluation methods need to be cost-effective rapid, and quantity efficient.

10 Current Policy and Regulation Status

The social implications of nanotechnology comprise many fundamental aspects like
ethics, privacy, environment, and security. Occasionally, the negative impacts on
the environment are too averse to handle that the people simply give up. However,
nanoscience researchers are still optimistic about seeing the light of hope on the other
side of the tunnel. Environmental clean-up is possible via the design and manip-
ulation of the atomic and molecular scale of materials. It would develop cleaner
energy production, energy efficiency, water treatment, and environmental remedia-
tion. Nanoscale fluid dynamics decipher the flow of nanoparticles in the environment
as a result of interactions with biological and ecological systems. Researchers are
keen to understand the transportation of nanomaterials in association with environ-
mental contaminants through groundwater systems. For food authenticity, safety,
and traceability, every food company should need to use smart labels at more robust
and innovative functional lightweight packaging. Each developed and developing
countries have a separate policy and regulation for the use of nanotechnological
products and applications. Explicit initiatives on nanotechnology must be needed
to promise that the opportunity provided by nanotechnology is not misused, and
research does not become fragmented. The uncertainty, complexity, and diversity of
nanotechnology mean that any initiative should not be a strictly preconceived closed
program. Flexibility will be needed to stay side by side of development as they arise.
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11 Challenges and Future Trends in Using Nanomaterials
in Humans

Nanotechnology-based production uses minimal human resources, land, mainte-
nance, and it is cost-effective, high productivity with modest requirements of mate-
rials and energy. The extensively growing field offers scientists and engineers an
excellent opportunity to manipulate or alter the nanoscale materials to yield benefit
of enhanced material characteristics like increased strength, lightweight, higher elec-
trical conductivity, and chemical activity in comparison to their large-scale counter-
parts. However, for biomedical applications, the toxicity evaluation of nanomaterials
should be performed. Broadly, detailed physicochemical characterization of nanoma-
terial should be performed before and during any toxicity study. Essential properties
can control nanomaterial-induced toxicity, including size and shape of the nanomate-
rials, coating, chemical composition, crystal growth, nanomaterials purity, structure,
surface area, surface chemistry, surface charge, agglomeration, and solubility should
also be taken care. Measurements should be performed in a sufficiently stable state
of nanomaterials in the most suitable test medium, i.e., aggregation status and ion
release from metallic nanomaterials. Various engineered materials should be tested
for their multidisciplinary tiered toxicity using diverse models and experiments [165,
166]. Therefore, the first step in genotoxicity is an assessment of the physicochem-
ical properties of nanomaterials. The validation of the proposed tiered approaches
still waits for the future. The researchers are continuously trying to increase the rele-
vant database with an increasing number of publications (papers, reviews, or even
patents) every year [167], particularly the market share of the nanotechnology prod-
ucts is also growing up to thousands of billions of Euros [168]. Balanced use of the
nanotechnologies/nanomaterials must be arranged to optimize the opportunities/risks
factors.

Further studies related to the influence of size and shape, capping agents, recep-
tors immobilization onto the metal nanoparticles are still necessary. Varying sizes
can tune surface plasmon resonance, the shape of the nanomaterials and different
surface functionalization of both silver and gold nanoparticles can reduce the toxi-
city and enhance a variety of biomedical applications in the future. For example, CNT
toxicity can be reduced via functionalization, surface coating, and stimulation of the
autophagic flux. The amino functionalization decreases the CNT toxicity to the cells
[169] and albumin coating for SWCNTs [170]. We have summarized some compar-
ative points about the advantages and disadvantages of nanotechnology discussed
throughout our review in the form of the following Table 1.

12 Conclusions

Nanoparticles can enter and get distributed around the human body very easily. After
entering into humans, it moves within the body and creates cellular toxicity. Then
it attacks the respiratory system, cardiovascular system, brain, skin, gut, and other
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Table 1 Comparative discussion about advantages and disadvantages of nanotechnology

Advantages Disadvantages

Early-stage detection of some diseases Still at its infancy stage

Reduction of the size of any material, machine
or equipment

More research and developmental work need
to be done

Reduction of the amount of energy and resource Expensive technology till now

Helps to clean up the existing nano-pollution Creates environmental nano pollution

Able to secure the economy once it can be fully
implemented

It can create social-economic disruption in
society

Applicable and implementable to most of the
applications ever existed

The huge initial cost for implementation

Can alter the basis of technology for human, in
its matured phase

Resistance from a culture perspective,
activists, journalists and even within the
government

Improvement of the therapeutic drug index by
increasing efficacy and/or reducing toxicities

Knowledge limitation from many industries
and misperception among many fields about
its capabilities.

Targeted delivery of drugs in a tissue-, cell- or
organelle-specific manner

The government does not regulate
nanomaterials

Enabling sustained or stimulus-triggered drug
release

Requirement of significant investment and
research but yield is still a limiting factor

More sensitive cancer diagnosis and imaging Some nanoparticles may be toxic to humans

Better pharmaceutical properties (i.e. stability,
solubility, circulating half-life and tumor
accumulation) of therapeutic molecules

Nanotechnology made weapons are more
powerful and more destructive by increasing
the explosion potential

Provision of new approaches for the
development of synthetic vaccines

Lack of employment in the fields of traditional
farming, manufacturing, and industrial sector

organs. Some nanomaterials kill harmful bacteria within the body, and some kill good
bacteria and live-cells of the human body. Nanoparticles with different substances are
used in SIM cards of cell phones or sunscreens. When these are used, free nanoparti-
cles get released in the environment (air, water, or soil). Engineering fields like civil
and electronics also create new occupational health risks, making new, potentially
toxic nanomaterials. The toxicity of nanoparticles depends on their shape, size, and
chemical composition. Centuries before, Paracelsus quoted, “everything is a poison,
and nothing is a poison, it is only a matter of a dose.” In regards to nanomaterials,
the quotes hold value for both dose and particle size. The new interdisciplinary
investigations explore the potentially harmful effects of these useful NPs and help in
environmental preservation. Owing to a smaller size, the inhalation of nanomaterials
imposes an adverse impact on human health. The inhalation causes severe injury to
the lungs and can also become fatal. The deterioration of lungs can be observed even
after the 60s of nanoparticle inhalation. Therefore, for sustainable nanotechnology
development, it is mandatory to evaluate and spread knowledge about the short term
and long term exposure benefits and hazards for nanomaterials.
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To conclude, nanotechnology has the potential to impact society, both positively or
negatively. Its consumers, producers, and dealers include all the community members
and all stakeholders, so we should collectively raise the voice in its various growth
and commercialization phases. Nanotechnology is currently in its infancy stage, with
a significant lack of awareness about its effects on humans and the environment. As
civilization moves forward, the vital query is: how should we manage the risks
and uncertainties of this emergent technology? Is anyhow the COVID-19 pandemic
situation human-made? If not, we can face such circumstances due to the careless
application of nanotechnology in different fields.
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1 Introduction
Due to their multifarious uses, Australian Acacia auriculi-
formis (Sonajhuri) has been widely introduced across the 
tropics (Tassin, Rangan, & Kull, 2012; Dubliez, Freycon, 
Marien, Peltier, & Harmand, 2018) for the last 50 years 
(PROTA, 2016). A. auriculiformis species are planted as for-
estry and agroforestry to increase the soil fertility (particu-
larly nitrogen) to integrate carbon and to restore soil nutrient 
in the degraded forests and degraded lands (Bernhard-Re-
versat, 1993; Franco et al., 1994; Parrotta & Knowles, 1999; 
Fuentes-Ramirez, Pauchard, Cavieres, & Garcia, 2011; 
Bouillet et al., 2013; Sitters, Edwards, & Venterink, 2013; 
Permadi, Burtona, Pandita, Walker, & Race, 2017). One of 
the fastest growing tree species, A. auriculiformis is planted 
for agroforestry, commercial forestry (ISC, 2020), well dec-
oration purposes, fuel, charcoal, and supply of wood (Sitters 
et al., 2013; Permadi et al., 2017). The presence of nitrogen-
fixing species (NFS) similar to the Australian acacias usual-
ly increases forest production and crop production at nitro-
gen deficiency sites (Binkley, 1992; Khanna, 1998; Bouillet 
et al., 2013; Nambiar & Harwood, 2014; Paula et al., 2015; 
Dubliez et al., 2018). The Australian A. auriculiformis 
has the ability to sequestrate carbon in both biota and soil 
that also involved in climate modification (Binkley, 1992; 
Kaye, Resh, Kaye, & Chimner, 2000; Resh, Binkley, & 
Parrotta, 2002; Lee, Ong, King, Chubo, & Su, 2015; For-
rester, Pares, O’Hara, Khanna, & Bauhus, 2013). However, 
in some cases, soil carbon storage by this species may not 
be ensured (Voigtlaender et al., 2012; Oelofse et al., 2016). 
A. auriculiformis species has been most dangerous for soil 
health and forest ecosystem through reduction of soil mois-
ture, soil fertility, and under growth in Purulia district.

Soil health is considered as an important factor for 
the improvements of agricultural production (Sarvade 
et al., 2019). According to FAO (2015), soil health is con-
tinued capacity of soil to existing living system, which 
preserved the biological productivity, environmental excel-
lence, and promotes the plant and animal health. Healthy 
soil helps to maintain soil biota and plant life, decompose 
organic matter, amassment and cycle of water and nutrients, 
neutralize toxic compounds, soothe microbes, and conserve 
the quality of water (Slavich, 2001). Due to rapid growth of 
human population and reduction in land holding, soil health 
is depleting through overexploitation of land resources and 
nutrient (Sarvade, Singh, Prasad, & Prasad, 2014).

Agroforestry is considered as a sustainable land use sys-
tem as it can conserve soil and enrich various properties of 
soil (physical, chemical, and biological) through multifunc-
tional mechanism (Pandey, 2007; Das, Deb, & Arunacha-
lam, 2011; Anju & Koppad, 2013; Mandal et al., 2013; Sar-
vade et al., 2014; Guleria et al., 2014; Nair, 2014; Sarvade 
& Singh, 2014; Berhe & Retta, 2015) (Fig. 27.1). In the 
tropics, Agroforestry systems can converse land degrada-
tion problem through their positive effects on soil (Torn-
quista, Hons, Feagley, & Haggar, 1999). The amount of 
litter accumulation, class of litter, frequency of decompo-
sition, and improvement of soil properties are controlled 
by the kind of tree species, their age, and density. (Isaac & 
Nair, 2006; Nair, 2007; Xiong, Xia, Li, Cai, & Fu, 2008; 
Sarvade et al., 2014).

Some of the exotic species, such as A. auriculiformis, are 
more risky among a variety of plant species that can degrade 
soil health (Kidanu, Mamo, & Stoosnijder, 2005). A. auriculi-
formis competes with different plants to obtain the moisture of 
soil (Kidanu et al., 2005; Forrester, Theiveyanathan, Collopy, 
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& Marcar, 2010; Albaugh, Dye, & King, 2013) and acquires 
topsoil nutrients (Gupta, 1993; Guo, Sims, & Horne, 2002). 
Therefore, these species adversely affect biodiversity and 
can reduce plant diversity (Huttel & Loumeto, 2001). This 
tendency of plants represents as allelopathy (Lisanework & 
Michelsen, 1993; Paul, Polglase, Nyakuengama, & Khan-
na, 2002; Hartemink, 2006; EDDMapS, 2016). Modifications 
in the structural variety of soil microorganisms (Mycorrhizal 
fungi and Rhizobia) interrupt the growth of innate plants in 
Purulia district. A. auriculiformis establishes strongly optimis-
tic plant–soil reactions that are essential systems for its further 
annexation (Gaertner et al., 2014) and indicates the competi-
tive ability as a threat compared to the native plants (Rodri-
guez-Echeverria, Afonso, Correia, Lorenzo, & Roiloa, 2013). 
A. auriculiformis have also harmful effects on fixates of soil 
nutrients and neighboring plant species (Liu et al., 2017; Mei-
ra-Neto et al., 2018). Often in some water-limited or drought-
prone areas, the introduction of exotic NFS species similar to 
the Australian A. auriculiformis can change the seasonal water 
availability of the soil (Rascher, Grobe-Stoltenberg, Maguas, 
& Werner, 2011; Siddiq & Cao, 2016).

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study area

Bounded by the latitudes of 22°40′N to 23°42′N and the 
longitudes of 85°49′E to 86°54′E, in eastern fringe of the 
Chota Nagpur Plateau (Fig. 27.2), funnel-shaped Puru-
lia district is located in the westernmost part of the West 
Bengal. The district is bounded by the state of Jharkhand in 
north, west, and south; and in eastern part by the districts of 
Bardhaman, Bankura, and Jhargram of West Bengal, India.

The geological structure of the region has been adorned 
with various stratigraphic units from the earliest Precam-
brian (Archaeans) period to younger Tertiary–Quaternary 
period (Dunn, 1929). From the topographical point of view, 
this region is very much diversified as it is endowed with 
numerous dome-shaped inselbergs, escarpments, spurs, un-
dulating upland, and erosional plain (Mahato & Jana, 2019). 
The elevation of different parts of Purulia ranges between 
78 and 699 m above the mean sea level with its much more 
diversity of the polycyclic landscape through the undulat-
ing Archean plateau (Dunn & Dey, 1942). As the Purulia 
district is a part of the Chota Nagpur granite-gneiss tract, 
it has not felt any severe diastrophic movement in its pro-
longed geological history, but it has been greatly affected by 
the orogenic forces (Dunn, 1929; Singh, 1969; Ray, 1982; 
Ghosh, 2012). The study area occupies on the eastern edge 
of the Precambrian granite-gneiss tract of the Chota Nagpur 
Plateau (Singh, 1969).

Climatologically, Purulia district is characterized by 
subtropical monsoon type of climate with very high day 
temperatures during the summer months reaching up to 
46°C, whereas the minimum temperature drops to 3°C dur-
ing the winter months and the region feels the plentiful cool 
(Bhattacharya et al., 1985; Datta & Chakraborty, 2017). 
The evaporation rate of the district is very high during the 
summer months due to mean monthly average temperature 
of 32°C, while the average monthly temperature in winter 
months is 11°C. The average long-term annual rainfall be-
tween the periods of 1960–61 and 2014–15 is 132 cm of 
which 80% rainfall occur during June to September (Bhat-
tacharya et al., 1985; Datta & Chakraborty, 2017). The soil 
of the area is infertile laterite and red gravelly type, which is 
characterized by infertile, unproductive, erosion prone, lack 
of soil nutrients, and lower water holding capacity (NBSS 
& LUP, 2010).

2.2 Acacia auriculiformis and its distribution in 
the district

A. auriculiformis is widely introduced as a commercial 
plantation to supply different yields such as firewood, 
charcoal, pulp, and construction equipment; moreover, 
it is used for soil conservation and ecological restoration 
(Awang & Taylor, 1993; Franco & de Faria, 1997; Otsa-
mo, Adjers, Hadi, Kuusipalo, & Vuokko, 1997; Midgley & 
Turnbull, 2003; Eyles et al., 2008; Kull & Rangan, 2008; 
Coetzee et al., 2011; Hai, Duong, Toan, & Ha, 2015). This 
tree species was brought to India from Australia in 1946 
(Kushalapa, 1991) and planted for forestry to extended 
monoculture tree plantations. A. auriculiformis has been 
widely cultivated in Purulia district by government and 
private initiatives for its ability to grow in poor soils. At 
present, A. auriculiformis has been planted in Purulia over 
an extensive area for vegetation restoration, reduction of 

FIGURE 27.1 Relation between soil components and soil health.
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wastelands, conservation of soil, production of pulp, wood, 
firewood, construction materials, and ornamental purposes 
(Fig. 27.3 and Table 27.1).

Government and private organizations have taken ini-
tiatives for the plantation of A. auriculiformis in most of 
the fallow lands and wastelands of the district for environ-
mental sustainability and its multipurpose uses, but this 
initiative did not properly address the district's indigenous 
environment. This species becomes harmful to environment 
for reduction of soil nutrients, soil moisture, soil fertility, 
atmospheric moisture, and undergrowth, but recently the 
rate of A. auriculiformis plantation is constantly increasing 
(Table 27.1).

2.3 Sampling design

Soil samples were taken during November to December 
2019 using a 4-cm diameter auger. Samples were collected 
randomly from four sites under <5, 6–10, 10–15, and >15 
years old A. auriculiformis plantation area (AG <5, AG 
6–10, AG 11–15, and AG >15, respectively) and two sites 
under the inexistent of A. auriculiformis species such as 

scrub grassland sites and native forest sites. All these sites 
were selected for exhaustive analysis of the altered chemi-
cal properties of topsoil (0–20 cm) and subsoil (20–40 cm). 
Aboveground litter layer removed before the collection of 
samples. Samples have been collected from the top layer of 
soil because this layer is very much affected by the grow-
ing vegetation cover (Jobbagy & Jackson, 2001). In total, 
64 sample sites [(AG <5)-10, (AG 6–10)-10, (AG 11–15)-
10, (AG >15)-10, scrub grassland sites-9 and native for-
est sites-15] were selected in the study area for testing and 
validation of chemical characteristics (Fig. 27.2 and Ta-
ble 27.2). At each site, two samples were taken such as one 
from topsoil and another from subsoil (n = 2); therefore, to-
tal number of sample is 64 × 2 = 128. All the selected sites 
are located on homogenously well-drained and sandy soils 
of the rolling plateau fringe and characterized by a gentle 
to moderately inclined topography (Elevation 157-182 m).

2.4 Analytical methods

Air-dried fine soil samples were taken for testing and 
analysis of chemical characteristics and charge properties 

FIGURE 27.2 Location of the study area with 64 soil-sampling sites.
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TABLE 27.1 Acacia auriculiformis plantation area and total plantation area of Purulia district during 2004–05 to 2014–15.

Year Plantation area (ha) A. auriculiformis plantation area (ha) PS GR

2004–05 514 381 74.12451362 13.39421613

2005–06 375 260 69.33333333 −31.75853018

2006–07 451 346 76.71840355 33.07692308

2007–08 745 620 83.22147651 79.19075145

2008–09 843 657 77.93594306 5.967741935

2009–10 802 569 70.94763092 −13.39421613

2010–11 971 815 83.93408857 43.23374341

2011–12 1098 746 67.9417122 −8.466257669

2012–13 897 705 78.59531773 −5.495978552

2013–14 1024 768 75.00 8.936170213

2014–15 1105 873 79.00452489 13.671875

Data source of plantation area and A. auriculiformis plantation area is Forest Department of Purulia, 2017. The present authors have computed PS and GR. 
PS—Percentage share of A. auriculiformis plantation area to plantation area, that is, PS = A. auriculiformis plantation area/plantation area × 100; GR—growth 
rate of A. auriculiformis plantation area, that is, GR = (present−past)/past × 100.

FIGURE 27.3 Spatial distribution of Acacia auriculiformis plantation in Purulia district using SOI topographical sheet, new edition in 2010 with 
the help of Arc-GIS 10.4 software assigning UTM, WGS 1984, 45°N zone projection system.
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TABLE 27.2 Design of field sampling in Purulia district of West Bengal, India.

Sample 
sites

Geographical location Soil weight (g) Types of sample sites

Latitude (N) Longitude (E) Ts Ss

Acacia auriculiformis planting Sites Scrub and 
grassland sites

Native 
forest sitesAG <5 AG 6–10 AG 11–15 AG >15

1 22°57′22.476″ 86°38′51.368″ 371 346 √

2 23°01′52.773″ 86°41′33.841″ 320 334 √

3 23°07′52.073″ 86°37′21.563″ 311 309 √

4 23°04′58.115″ 86°30′06.583″ 327 353 √

5 23°00′02.364″ 86°26′24.135″ 380 311 √

6 22°58′13.109″ 86°34′18.301″ 357 329 √

7 22°54′48.643″ 86°30′54.435″ 314 367 √

8 22°48′14.342″ 86°31′56.891″ 375 340 √

9 22°46′17.605″ 86°28′08.645″ 305 304 √

10 22°51′03.517″ 86°37′10.034″ 317 347 √

11 23°00′46.845″ 86°23′30.119″ 388 357 √

12 23°05′14.227″ 86°23′42.137″ 330 349 √

13 23°06′38.342″ 86°18′01.664″ 342 320 √

14 23°03′37.221″ 86°12′00.389″ 315 326 √

15 23°10′07.309″ 86°20′39.941″ 365 367 √

16 23°08′24.174″ 86°29′58.420″ 314 340 √

17 23°07′51.145″ 86°35′04.169″ 309 304 √

18 23°06′57.701″ 86°40′29.036″ 327 347 √

19 23°05′02.327″ 86°43′49.187″ 325 350 √

20 23°10′24.152″ 86°43′39.512″ 364 382 √

21 23°09′51.361″ 86°37′50.401″ 340 342 √

22 23°12′48.126″ 86°40′01.353″ 365 373 √

23 23°14′00.991″ 86°44′00.416″ 318 360 √

24 23°17′25.256″ 86°44′10.039″ 355 330 √

25 23°18′00.953″ 86°37′39.114″ 320 342 √

26 23°24′48.655″ 86°32′19.540″ 334 305 √

27 23°16′39.607″ 86°29′31.733″ 350 314 √

28 23°20′42.943″ 86°33′39.206″ 382 317 √

29 23°13′22.258″ 86°25′58.307″ 342 330 √

30 23°14′26.722″ 86°19′49.858″ 373 357 √

31 23°18′28.074″ 86°22′56.381″ 360 375 √

32 23°22′14.154″ 86°24′47.954″ 324 380 √

33 23°25′55.163″ 86°28′01.280″ 303 388 √

34 23°18′47.439″ 86°17′03.911″ 329 320 √

35 23°21′09.167″ 86°16′02.229″ 357 313 √

36 23°23′09.234″ 86°11′05.357″ 349 367 √

37 23°19′13.458″ 86°11′42.407″ 320 351 √

38 23°14′50.621″ 86°11′08.856″ 326 344 √

39 23°09′04.375″ 86°11′54.502″ 310 360 √

40 23°06′24.307″ 86°08′05.148″ 330 394 √

41 23°11′40.825″ 86°07′51.453″ 364 411 √

(Continued)
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with the help of standard procedures followed (Kasongo, 
Van Ranst, Verdoodt, Kanyankagote, & Baert, 2009). The 
samples were analyzed for the distribution of particle pro-
portions by pipette method as well as estimation of organic 
carbon content (Corg) by Walkley and Black method, pH 
(water and KCl extracts 1:2.5), and total nitrogen content 
(Ntot) by macro-Kjeldahl method. Whereas exchangeable 
base cations (1M NH4OAc at pH 7) and cations exchange 
capacity (CEC7) were ascertained on combined soil sam-
ples as prescribed by Van Ranst, Verloo, Demeyer, & Pau-
wels (1999). Uehara and Gillman (1980) method has been 
applied to determine field pH, pH0, and charge properties of 
litter samples, and Gillman and Sumpter (1986) improved 
this method following for pH0 ascertained, the soil com-
ponent was Ca2+ impregnated and paddled to equilibrium 
with 0.002 M CaCl2. The pH is standing to various values 
in the range from 4.0 to 7.0. In stable condition, the pH 
assessed and labeled as pH0.002 (ratio of soil from solution 
1:2.5), where the similar soil sample counterweighted with 

a 2M CaCl2 solution and labeled as pH0.05. As the pH reacts 
with the determination of changes in negative and positive 
charges, the soil is again filled with Ca2+ and equilibrated 
with 0.002M CaCl2.

Structural proportion of pH (H2O), pH (KCl), Corg (%), 
Ntot (%), and C/N represents in different sites along with 
successive age of A. auriculiformis species.

2.5 Statistical analyses

Major variations in the chemical properties of the soil have 
been recorded in the A. auriculiformis plantation sites of 
different ages, scrub grassland sites, and native forest sites, 
identifying by the one-way ANOVA analysis. The variances 
between the treatments mean values at P < .05 significant 
find out by least significant difference (LSD) test. Pearson's 
correlation coefficients (PCC = r2+_) have been calculated 
to ascertain the correlations between the specific soil char-
acteristics.

Sample 
sites

Geographical location Soil weight (g) Types of sample sites

Latitude (N) Longitude (E) Ts Ss

Acacia auriculiformis planting Sites Scrub and 
grassland sites

Native 
forest sitesAG <5 AG 6–10 AG 11–15 AG >15

42 23°12′01.004″ 86°04′00.579″ 345 356 √

43 23°11′54.908″ 85°58′57.388″ 351 308 √

44 23°15′19.642″ 85°56′02.173″ 322 354 √

45 23°15′56.027″ 85°59′57.834″ 318 396 √

46 23°17′00.683″ 86°05′51.081″ 366 302 √

47 23°18′17.514″ 86°00′03.558″ 326 374 √

48 23°18′38.696″ 85°52′58.331″ 387 354 √

49 23°23′29.097″ 85°56′01.922″ 316 405 √

50 23°21′56.341″ 86°01′07.989″ 389 327 √

51 23°20′42.139″ 86°05′17.505″ 335 338 √

52 23°23′21.877″ 86°04′44.112″ 305 340 √

53 23°26′39.972″ 86°02′50.542″ 322 362 √

54 23°28′33.156″ 86°23′11.934″ 370 384 √

55 23°28′39.093″ 86°31′52.739″ 346 320 √

56 23°31′01.972″ 86°28′00.383″ 334 348 √

57 23°37′00.521″ 86°33′56.149″ 309 350 √

58 23°31′48.227″ 86°36′04.306″ 353 355 √

59 23°29′40.607″ 86°39′52.911″ 311 349 √

60 23°36′08.192″ 86°47′01.101″ 329 324 √

61 23°33′03.541″ 86°49′54.834″ 367 316 √

62 23°24′44.077″ 86°47′39.553″ 340 346 √

63 23°20′48.233″ 86°46′04.417″ 304 305 √

64 23°20′39.068″ 86°40′11.105″ 347 385 √
Ts, Topsoil; Ss, subsoil; AG, age of A. auriculiformis species; √, selected sites for sampling.

TABLE 27.2 Design of field sampling in Purulia district of West Bengal, India. (Cont.)
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3 Results and discussion

3.1 Chemical characteristics of soil

The mean chemical properties of topsoil and subsoil in A. 
auriculiformis plantation areas are shown in Tables 27.3A 
and B represent the average chemical properties of top-
soil and subsoil in scrub grassland sites and native forest 
sites. Table 27.3A shows that the pH (H2O) and pH (KCl) 
of topsoil and subsoil significantly decrease according to 
different successive ages of plantation field (Fig. 27.4A). 
Within 10 years, A. auriculiformis trees influence a clear 
acidification of the topsoil of the study area. The average 
topsoil pH(H2O) of the 15-year-old A. auriculiformis forest 
is about 5.26, whereas it is about 6.40 under scrub grass-
lands and about 6.15 under the native forests (Fig. 27.4D).

The main reasons for the soil acidification with de-
crease in soil pH are organic acids generating from litter 
and corrosion products of the root or litter extractives (Ka-
songo et al., 2009). In addition to neutralizing the effects 
of enhanced N mineralization by nitrification, this study is 

influenced by the low-solubility macromolecular elements 
formed by the acidity reduction processes generated be-
neath the acacia forest. For example, it is seen here that the 
amount of Corg of organic matter in the acacia forest has de-
creased significantly from 2.92% to 1.94% during the early 
6 years of the plantation.

The chronological sequence of A. auriculiformis species 
also highlights an important and uninterrupted decline in 
Corg and Ntot content over a period of 15 years (Fig. 27.4B 
and C). As estimated, the availability of organic compo-
nents is mostly influenced in the topsoil, as a result about 
252% decreases of the Corg content following 15 years of 
A. auriculiformis plantation. A major fluctuation in the Corg 
matters of together the topsoil (2.92%) and subsoil (1.31%) 
is existent during 5 years. During 6–10 years old A. auricu-
liformis fields, the Corg matters double to achieve moder-
ately high heights in the topsoil (around 1.94%), while more 
than 15 years oldest A. auriculiformis fields are character-
ized by low Corg matters (1.16% and 0.77% in the topsoil 
and subsoil, respectively).

TABLE 27.3(B) Average pH(H2O), pH(KCL), Corg (%), Ntot (%), and C/N ratio of topsoil and subsoil under the scrub 
grassland sites and Native forest sites.

Soil 
situation

Scrub grassland sites Native forest sites

pH 
(H2O)

pH 
(KCL)

Corg 
(%)

Ntot 
(%) C/N pH(H2O) pH(KCL)

Corg 
(%)

Ntot 
(%) C/N

Topsoil 
(0–20 cm)

6.39c 6.22c 3.02e 0.341e 9a 6.15c 6.31c 4.15e 0.414e 10a

Subsoil 
(20–40 cm)

6.24c 6.17c 2.97d 0.284d 11a 6.02c 6.12c 3.78e 0.311e 11a

pH (H2O) and pH(KCL)—pH of water and KCl extracts 1:2.5; Corg—organic carbon content; Ntot—total nitrogen content. All the values followed by different 
letters are statistically significantly different (P < .05).

TABLE 27.3(A) Average pH (H2O), pH (KCL), Corg (%), Ntot (%), and C/N ratio of topsoil and subsoil under the Acacia 
auriculiformis plantation sites of cumulative age.

Soil situation
Age of the 
plant species

A. auriculiformis plantation sites

pH(H2O) pH(KCL) Corg (%) Ntot (%) C/N

Topsoil 
(0–20 cm)

AG <5 6.13c 6.01b 2.92d 0.280d 10a

AG 6–10 5.77b 5.62ab 1.94c 0.186c 10a

AG 10–15 5.51ab 5.34ab 1.87b 0.080b 11b

AG >15 5.26a 5.19a 1.16a 0.045a 15c

Average 5.67a 5.54ab 1.97c 0.148c 12b

Subsoil 
(20–40 cm)

AG <5 5.94b 5.87b 1.31c 0.100b 13a

AG 6-10 5.82ab 5.60ab 1.00b 0.080b 13a

AG 10-15 5.59ab 5.38a 0.97b 0.080b 12a

AG >15 5.22a 5.14a 0.77a 0.040a 19b

Average 5.64ab 5.49a 1.01b 0.075b 14a
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The amounts of Corg and Ntot content in the scrub grass-
land sites and native forest sites are significantly higher 
than A. auriculiformis sites (Fig. 27.4E). The average Corg 
content of A. auriculiformis sites of topsoil and subsoil are 
1.97% and 1.01%, respectively, where scrub grassland sites 
are 3.02% and native forest sites are 4.15%. On the other 
hand, the Ntot content of topsoil in scrub grassland sites are 
0.341% and native forest sites are 4.15%, which are specifi-
cally better than the A. auriculiformis sites. The pH values 

of native forest sites and scrub grassland sites are character-
ized as neutral (Fig. 27.4D).

In all soil samples, the pH (H2O) values are higher than 
the pH(KCl) signifying a clear adverse charge. Besides, 
the Corg matters is very ominously (P < .01) absolutely 
interrelated with the cation exchange capacity (Pearson 
product moment correlation values are A. auriculiformis 
sites, r2 = −0.539; scrub grassland sites r2 = 0.8665; native 
forest sites r2 = 0.8704; (Fig. 27.4F), which aids from the 

FIGURE 27.4 Graphical representation of various soil properties of different sites. (A) pH (H2O) and pH (KCL) status of topsoil and subsoil in 
different ages of Acacia auriculiformis sites; (B) decreasing Corg in topsoil and subsoil of different ages of A. auriculiformis sites; (C) decreasing Ntot in 
topsoil and subsoil of different ages of A. auriculiformis sites; (D) comparison of pH values between different sites; (E) comparison of Corg and Ntot content 
between different sites; (F) correlation between ages of different plantation sites and chemical properties of soil.
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supplementary supply of pH-dominated charged colloidal 
measurable.

3.2 The effects of density and canopy of Acacia 
auriculiformis species on soil C and N

Increasing density of A. auriculiformis species is asso-
ciated with the soil nitrogen (N) and carbon (C) (Belsky, 
Mwonga, Amundson, Duxbury, & Ali, 1993; Ludwig, de 
Kroon, Berendse, & Prins, 2004; Hagos & Smit, 2005; Sit-
ters et al., 2013) (Fig. 27.4; Tables 27.3A and B). The abun-
dance of A. auriculiformis is the root cause of decreases in 
Corg and Ntot contents, which is also the cause of variances 
in soil nutrients. Primarily, the topsoil underneath in tree 
canopies of acacia is depriving the Corg and Ntot in all sites, 
which would expect given that all sites were of different 
ages. On the other hand, the relationship among the soil C 
and N and tree thickness outside the canopy of A. auricu-
liformis is significantly positive; it reflects the reality that 
the distance to the adjacent tree decreases with increasing 
density. Second, general decreases in Corg and Ntot along the 
density incline of acacia forest, and the soil Corg and Ntot 
values indicate decreasing ratio of soil C and N generating 
from the trees.

Binkley (2005) suggested that N-enhancement by N-
fixing plants could cause fluctuations in the slow-moving 
soil-microbial community of organic matter; this process 
can account for the addition of C along the density gradi-
ent of the tree. In the scrubs and native forestlands, the N 
enhancement processes stabilized in this effect, but A. au-
riculiformis species become oppositely effects on microbial 
community. Therefore, the present authors have strongly 
standardized that the density and canopy of scrubs and na-
tive forest is better than the A. auriculiformis.

3.3 Effect of Acacia auriculiformis in Purulia

The widespread invasion of A. auriculiformis in different 
parts of the world has caused an overall conflict of focus 
on the positive and negative effects of the species (Kull 
& Rangan, 2008; Richardson & Rejmanek, 2011; Wilson 
et al., 2011; Tassin et al., 2012; Ismael & Metali, 2014; 
Aguiar, Barbosa, Barbosa, & Mourao, 2014; Souza, 
Chaves, Barbosa, & Clement, 2018). The multipurpose use 
of this species is socially and economically very much im-
portant (ISC, 2020). In spite of several described benefits 
of A. auriculiformis in forestry, agroforestry, and agricul-
tural systems, there is growing evidence for the causes of 
its detrimental properties, as this species can have penetrat-
ing negative effects on biodiversity, soil health, and human 
well-being (Richardson & Rejmanek, 2011; Attias, Ferreira 
Siqueira, & de Godoy, 2013; Koutika & Richardson, 2019). 
However, A. auriculiformis have restrictions for enhancing 
forest productivity, restoring C and N, and soil fertility and 

controlling the degraded land restoration (Koutika & Rich-
ardson, 2019). The authors did not endorsed A. auriculifor-
mis for reclamation of degraded land in Purulia, because 
of its restricted performance with reference to most of the 
variables that have been measured. In the same way, Par-
rotta and Knowles (1999) suggested that the defective capa-
bility of fast growing species (such as acacia and eucalyptus 
species) does not support in the successional processes of 
Brazil (Koutika & Richardson, 2019).

Initiatives have been taken for the cultivation of A. au-
riculiformis species to reclaim wastelands and fallow lands 
in Purulia, but these initiatives are not reducing the waste-
lands rather accelerates the same. This species becomes 
harmful for the environment of Purulia due to destroyed 
ecosystem facilities, habitat variation, monoculture forma-
tion, reform of successional arrangements, infrastructure 
damage, reduced natural biodiversity, damage of native 
species, and risk to endangered species. A huge plantation 
of fast-growing Australian acacia species on the wastelands 
of Purulia has omitted internal breeding of bird species 
(Chowdhury, 2019). A. auriculiformis plantation in Purulia 
is greatly reducing the number of native plant species (Mal-
lick, 2018). Such findings show that extensive plantation of 
Australian A. auriculiformis is harmful in outside their na-
tive range, such as Purulia.

3.3.1 Negative effects on soil
Variations in the capable variability of microorganisms ex-
isting in soil (rhizobia and mycorrhizal fungi) inhibiting the 
growth of native flora species, while restoring wastelands 
and degraded lands in Purulia district with Australian A. 
auriculiformis. The other Australian acacia species of the 
district are Akashmoni and Australian babul (ISC, 2020), 
recognized optimistic plant-soil responses, which are sig-
nificant materials for its additional annexation (Gaertner 
et al., 2014), indicated a tough antagonistic capability 
comparative to the native plant species. Australian A. au-
riculiformis has deleterious effects soil nutrients absorp-
tions by neighboring plants (Liu et al., 2017; Meira-Neto 
et al., 2018). In early incursion stage, A. auriculiformis is 
capable to absorb the nitrogen in both soil and leaf, enhance 
canopy layers, and facilitate an extensive range of light dif-
ference that is helped by the nitrogen received and shifted to 
neighboring plants (Meira-Neto et al., 2018).

Planting of A. auriculiformis and native mixed tree 
species [like Butea frondosa (Palash), Bassia latifolia 
(Mohul), and Shorea robusta (Sal)] in the wastelands and 
degraded forestlands of Purulia district, soil N, C, and P ac-
cessibility declined in the topsoil of pure acacia sites com-
pared to native mixed forest at the completion of the first 
10-year cycle. In Purulia, native tree accumulated greater 
amounts of P and N via litter, although the opposite picture 
can be seen in A. auriculiformis (Santos, Balieiro, Fontes, 
& Chaer, 2017) (Fig. 27.5). In subtropical Purulia, the NFS 
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such as Albizia lebbek (Siris), B. frondosa (Palash), Termi-
nalia arjuna (Arjun), and Lagerstroemia parviflora (Sidha) 
have higher P storage ability rather than non-NFS (Begum, 
Pramanick, Mukhopadhyay, & Majumdar, 2020). These 
studies may reveal the potential risk of fluctuating from N 
limitation to soil P restraint in long term involved in reduc-

ing forest productivity. It is to be mentioned that A. lebbek, 
B. frondosa, L. parviflora plantations will be mostly ben-
efited for the subtropical climate and nutrient-poor soil of 
Purulia (Fig. 27.6B), wherein N is the utmost inadequate 
nutrient and P accessibility is attenuate by forcible exploi-
tation because of the huge quantities of Al and Fe oxide 

FIGURE 27.5 Field photographs exhibiting different kinds of canopy cover. (A) More than 10-year-old acacia forest of Kulabahal mouza under 
the Racab reserve forest, (B) Acacia auriculiformis plantation in Kantadih mouza of Balarampur forest range, and (C) collection of soil sample during 
from 10 to 15-year-old acacia forest in Simni mouza of Kotshila forest range. A–C represent alien species with no undergrowth under the canopy layer. 
(D) Sal forest of Ajodhya protected forest, (E) Arjun plantation in Seja mouza of Hura forest range, and (F) high scrub and undergrowth under the native 
Kusum tree in Kalimati mouza of Baghmundi forest range. D–F are native species, showing high undergrowth and balanced plant ecology under the forest.

FIGURE 27.6 Different forest ecosystem of Purulia district. (A) Acacia auriculiformis Plantation on Maguria Pahar (hill) in Hura C. D. Block. This 
type of plantation promotes soil erosion and increases rocky field. (B) Butea frondosa (Palash) in Shyamalota mouza of Hura C.D. Block is an indigenous 
species of the study area. Palash is beneficial as it promotes undergrowth, increases soil moisture, soil organic matter. In Purulia, lac is cultivated in Palash 
tree, but the hard reality is that this tree is gradually being replaced by A. auriculiformis.
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in maximum of subtropical soils. A. auriculiformis spe-
cies help to increase the erosion rather than conservation 
(Fig. 27.6A) of soil in the study area due to reducing water 
availability of soil layers and absence of undergrowth.

3.3.2 Negative effects on biodiversity
In Purulia, the diversity and density of macroinvertebrates 
in the topsoil of native forests deliberate as moderate to 
lower (Begum, Pramanick, Mukhopadhyay, & Majumdar, 
2020), and changes in other forms of land use in this eco-
system can drastically change their population. The macro-
invertebrates of soil is an impressible indicator of natural 
systems and management, and it has a greater copiousness 
and multiplicity in the agroforestry methods compared to 
the other types of agricultural land use. Forestry and agro-
forestry plantations are mostly established in wastelands 
and degraded forestland of Purulia district that are ex-
tremely vulnerable to invasions of exotic trees. Australian 
A. auriculiformis can easily invade the degraded native 
forests that are suffering from water shortage and drought 
condition (Osunkoya, Othman, & Kahar, 2005). Attack of 
A. auriculiformis is supplementary with the modifications 
of biodiversity (ISC, 2020).

The spread of the A. auriculiformis trees on the native 
plants is identified as a specific threat to some infrequent 
species and their homes in Purulia. This species has invaded 
degraded forestlands, wasted areas, forestlands, and scrub in 
Purulia district and changed plant communities by shifting 
native plants. However, A. auriculiformis planting is taking 
place extensively across the district resulting in declining 
of soil moisture and rapid rise in temperature, which sig-
nificantly effects on soil macrofauna community. This spe-
cies is causing serious damage to lac insects and lac cultiva-
tion in the district. Lac insects require certain specific plant 
species (Modak & Basu, 2011) like B. frondosa (Palash), 
Schleichera trijuga (Kusum), and Zizyphus xylopyra (Kul) 
to survive. This species has an extensive range of effects 
on ecosystems, which is increasing with time and instabil-
ity and habitually transforming into ecological activities, in 
that way changing and decreasing the delivery of ecosystem 
services.

3.3.3 Negative effects on water availability
In various parched and water inadequate parts of the trop-
ics, initiating exotic NFS such as Australian A. auriculi-
formis may change patterns the seasonal water use (Ra-
scher et al., 2011; Siddiq & Cao, 2016). The introduction 
of fast growing species A. auriculiformis and eucalyptus 
consumes abundant water rather than other native trees and 
forests. The roots of the A. auriculiformis tree can absorb 
water from far below the soil layer and have a higher rate 
of transpiration than other native trees. As a result, in the 
A. auriculiformis fields of the district, both the topsoil and 

subsoil layers exposed to this water crisis, which com-
plicates the survival of the native species. Therefore, the 
10-year-old fields of this species do not have any types of 
undergrowth (Fig. 27.5A–C). The A. auriculiformis spe-
cies reduces the amount of moisture in the lower air, so the 
number of microscopic fauna species and different birds in 
these fields is much lower.

4 Risk assessment and remediation
Species such as the Australian A. auriculiformis have been 
extensively planted outside their native range for decades, 
which have become aggressive and have the negative impact 
on the environment. Attacks and related impacts naturally 
manifest only several decades after planting this species in 
large scale (Richardson, Le Roux, & Wilson, 2015; Koutika 
& Richardson, 2019). Outside of the native environment, 
this species has a definite detrimental effect on ecosystem 
and biodiversity (Wilson et al., 2011; Low, 2012; Attias 
et al., 2013; Sampaio & Schmidt, 2013; Aguiar et al., 2014; 
Richardson et al., 2015; Nambiar, Harwood, & Mend-
ham, 2018).

From the experience of long history of planting A. au-
riculiformis in Purulia district, three key issues will need 
careful attention while considering A. auriculiformis inva-
sive and management issues: (1) the role of habitation time 
and offensive debate, (2) harmful chemical effects of the 
environment, and (3) biological control.

Proper management of plantation can control invasions 
of A. auriculiformis into subtropical forests of Purulia and 
observing of soil seed stores, but no such evidence is found 
there. However, it is possible to maintain the nutrition bal-
ance and sustainability of the environment through appro-
priate remediation in the areas affected by A. auriculiformis.

l The principal remediation would be to develop practices 
to limit the damage of most important nutrient properties 
from the agroforestry scheme. The branches and bark of 
A. auriculiformis contain significant amount of nutri-
ents, particularly Ca, C, and N (Louppe, Ouattara, & Oli-
ver, 1998; Mendham, O’connell, Grove, & Rance, 2003; 
Nambiar & Harwood, 2014). Therefore, those parts have 
to be left in the cutting sites for process of decomposi-
tion, which will provide nutrients to the soil.

l A second remediation is the residue obtained after char-
coal burning will have to be returned to the A. auriculi-
formis fields. This practice has been observed in some of 
the degraded fields after cutting the acacia trees, which 
are now being promoted to recover the physical and 
chemical properties and improve the efficiency of tropi-
cal soils. For the positive role on the physical and chemi-
cal properties of the soil, it is necessary to use charcoal 
in acacia fields (Glaser, Lehmann, & Zech, 2002), which 
is also increased the water holding capacity of soil (Gla-
ser et al., 2002; Glaser & Birk, 2012).
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l The restoration of minor biomass parts (leaves, twigs, 
and small branches) for the tree growing and production 
during the second tree rotation.

l In the second rotation of planting, instead of the A. auric-
uliformis, native species such as Dalbergia sissoo (Shish-
am), B. frondosa (Palash), S. trijuga (Kusum), Z. xylopyra 
(Kul), B. latifolia (Mohul), S. robusta (Sal), and Carissa 
spinarum (Karamcha) should be planted (Fig. 27.7), 
which can survive with less water. These native plants can 
increase biodiversity and conserve soil nutrients.

l Initiatives are needs for the genetic improvement of the 
A. auriculiformis trees that can genetically modify the 
seeds so that they provide nutrients to the soil and does 
not destroy native plants.

5 Conclusion
A valuable fast-growing species, A. auriculiformis has ob-
vious benefits in economic and social perspectives for fuel 
wood, charcoal, timber, and ornamental purposes, but the 
species has the major negative effects on biodiversity and 

ecosystem functioning when it becomes more than 10 years 
old. In Purulia, with the increasing age, the Acacia species 
becomes increasingly detrimental to soil health. However, 
it is possible to bring back the soil nutrients in the acacia 
field through use of charcoal ash. As a result, the balance 
between soil physical, chemical, and biological components 
will be maintained and water-holding capacity will be in-
creased. Finally, the authors have suggested that the most 
important way to protect the soil health and reclaim the 
wasteland in Purulia district is afforestation and reforesta-
tion of native plant species.
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FIGURE 27.7 Forestry of native species. (A) Carissa spinarum (Karamcha) plantation in Dumdumi mouza of Purulia-I C.D. Block, (B) Shorea 
robusta (Sal) plantation in Chepua mouza of Manbazar-I C.D. Block, (C) Jatropha plantation in vast wasteland of Kulabahal mouza of Purulia-II C.D. 
Block for the reduction of wasteland and improvement of soil properties, (D) Dalbergia sissoo (Shisham) trees with undergrowth in Durmut mouza of 
Raghunathpur-I C.D. Block, which is gradually becoming rare in Purulia. These trees can be grown up in less amount of water.
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1. Introduction 

 
The economy is a hydraulic machine (Morgan & Boumans, 2004). 

 
 
Extraterrestrial intelligent life in the form of human, superhuman or subhuman may exist 

elsewhere beyond the earth in the universe. The following newspaper report will confirm the 

foregoing statement: 

 

Alien fever: Scientists believe in an exodus from Mars 
By Danielle Bochove 
Asian Age 
Chicago, October 9, 1996 
 
As “alien fever” continues to sweep the United States – and the TV networks – more and more 
people are becoming convinced that intelligent life exists beyond earth, including some who 
believe alien lifeforms have already set up housekeeping on the planet……Humans have an 
image in the galaxy. It’s not right now but it will be worse if we turn our backs on our 

neighbours in need. …..Such “neighbours” include a handful of Martians already on Earth who 
are waiting for a more welcoming climate before bringing an entire refugee population here. 
……According to a Harris poll conducted in August (1996), 53 per cent of adult Americans 
believe there is intelligent life elsewhere in the universe and 40 per cent believe it exists within 
our solar system. And even the skeptics say those numbers are going to increase as the coming 
millennium conjures visions of apocalypse and television and film studios capitalize on the 
intrinsic appeal of characters like “ET”………Quite clearly, there hasn’t been any change at all 

in the scientific evidence to support any claim of extraterrestrial visitations by aliens……Some 
US insurance companies have even begun profiting from the wave of “alien fever” by offering 

policies covering abduction by aliens. One British broker recently (before 9 October 1996) began 
selling insurance against alien impregnation. Even politicians are not immune. Florida politician 
Lynne Plaskett recently risked political suicide with her announcement that space aliens cured 
her of cancer in 1975. Such tales are nothing new. ……..It is modern folklore………(Asian Age, 
10 October, 1996). 
 
But, surprisingly, we have no evidence to support the aforesaid newspaper report. Hence, we 

should/can claim that the earth is the only tiny little islet of life amid the boundless ocean of 

lifelessness.  

 

Looking at the earth from the outer space, one realizes how infinitesimally small our world is – 
both we ourselves and our beautiful planet. We love our native lands – our cities, our villages, 
our steppes, our forests. But what about the whole of our native planet? We should love our 
remarkable, our one and only earth……..Indeed, there is no end of happiness to live on our 
planet. It is no end of happiness for people to have such a wonderful, comfortable planet. At 
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times I feel like exclaiming: “People, save the earth! It is so small, fragile, delicate, vulnerable! 
There is no other planer like it!..........Our planet, fragile and delicate, is a product of the 
indomitable forces of nature. It is populated by human beings with their boundless possibilities, 
with minds capable of grasping the laws of the universe. Why do humans love and hate, laugh 
and cry, do what they do? We have created a great deal, but has everything been done correctly? 
The question is difficult to answer, and the answer would hardly be unambiguous. Save our 
earth! (Rebrov, 1989, pp. 7-8).  
 

By any criterion, the earth is going through the worst phase of dual instability: social instability 

and ecological instability. While social instability is persistent since the birth of the primitive 

society, ecological instability is emerging since the inception of industrial revolution in the 1770s 

in Britain. Such dual instability is based on the following four ceteris paribus assumptions: 

(1) Extraterrestrial intelligent life (ETI) in the form of human, superhuman or subhuman may 

exist elsewhere beyond the earth in the universe. But such ETI has no impact on or intrusion into 

our earth. This means that ETI is not responsible for the foregoing dual instability of the earth.  

(2) Solar stability is exogenously and autonomously given. 

(3) Natural stability indicated by the persistent equilibrium or homeostasis of the various life 

support systems is also exogenously and autonomously determined. 

(4) Natural instability indicated by the natural catastrophes (e.g. river floods, earthquakes, 

volcanic eruptions, hurricanes, typhoons, tsunamis, landslides, collision with asteroid or fall of 

large meteorite) is also exogenously and autonomously determined. 

 Social instability consists of multitude of “sub-social instabilities” (e.g. economic 

instability, political instability, cultural instability, religious instability, ethical instability, moral 

instability, sexual instability, marital instability, gender instability, familial instability). Social 

instability is indicated by poverty, starvation, malnutrition, inequality, illiteracy, backwardness, 

terrorism, kidnapping, human trafficking, prostitution, assassination, killing, lynching, child 

labour, child marriage, exploitation, etc. On the other hand, ecological instability is indicated by 

degradation, depletion or destruction of ecological or natural resources or capital.  

 Hence, under the ceteris paribus assumption, the coexistence of persistent social 

instability and emerging ecological instability gives rise to “ecologically unsustainable social 

instability”, which is renamed as simply “unsustainability”.  On the contrary, the coupling of 

social stability with ecological stability ceteris paribus implies “ecologically sustainable social 

stability”, which is renamed as simply “sustainability”. Noteworthy that social stability or 
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sustainability and ecological stability or sustainability are interdependent, neither independent, 

nor dependent at the cost of other.   

In order to reduce or rule out the unsustainability (or restore sustainability), innumerable 

interdisciplinary and/or multidisciplinary means, measures, methods, or mechanisms are being 

adopted by numerous scientists. Economics of sustainability is being constructed to tackle the 

problems of unsustainability. Since (un)sustainability is a macro level or global phenomenon, so 

the construction of “macroeconomics of sustainability” (MOS) is eventually inevitable. 

Reconstruction of Hydraulic Keynesianism by appropriate, adequate and/or apposite means is an 

attempt to contribute to the MOS.   

  In this context, the following remark of Roderick T. Long may be more relevant: 

 

We can begin with the beliefs we have and move forward making adjustments as we find 
inconsistencies and learn new information (Richman, 2011). 

 
 

The “explication” of Long’s remark (Richman, 2011), as stated below, is indispensable, because 

this remark should/may be treated as the “strategic starting point” of any (critical) research:  

We (as practitioners of,  specialists in,  or contributors to, an academic discipline/a field 

of knowledge) can begin “research” (that means “search for new truths”, which may be 

invention of uniquely new ideas, new perspectives on old ideas, new inconsistencies/errors, or 

new developments on the preexisting/received ideas) with the beliefs we have in the “established 

truths” and move forward (that is, proceed or advance) making adjustments (that is, 

executing/performing new developments or progressive improvements) as we find 

inconsistencies (which may be criticisms, limitations, inadequacies, deficiencies, ambiguities or 

errors) in the “established truths” and learn new information (that is, “new truths”).  

But the “search” for “new truths” against the “established truths” should be 

directed/guided by the suggestion of Paul A. Samuelson (the first American to receive a Nobel 

Prize in Economics in 1970) that there is the “anthropomorphic sin” of judging older writers by 

the canons of modern theory, but there is also the “sophisticated-anthropomorphic sin” of not 

recognizing the equivalent content in older writers (Blaug, 1983). 

The significance of the search for new truths against the established truths can/should be 

judged by any one, two, …….., or all of the following ten points: 
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(1) In practice, we all start our own research from the work of our predecessors, that is, we 

hardly ever start from scratch. Analysis has to start somewhere. There has to be something to 

analyze. That something is given by a pre-analytic cognitive act, which is renamed as vision 

(Schumpeter, 1954).  

(2) We do not start from nothing. The contributions of previous scholars or schools of thought 

are there to help (Pasinetti, 2005). 

(3) A new idea does not come forth in its mature scientific form. It contains logical ambiguities 

or errors. It is highly probable that the great new ideas of any period will have found an earlier 

and neglected statement. It is simply impossible for men to apprehend and adopt wholly 

unfamiliar ideas (Stigler, 1955). 

(4) The successful scholar is always the one, who adds some marginal improvement to the 

dominant theories, to which everyone is accustomed. Hence, it is essential to subject established 

truths constantly to a critical analysis without indulgence (Allais, 1997).  

(5) Every contributor to any field of knowledge stands on the shoulders of his/her predecessors. 

Specialists in any field of knowledge know that no one ever single-handed invented anything. In 

a sense, there are no “revolutionary discoveries” (Hansen, 1947). 

(6) Mark Blaug (1994) argues that great theories in economics, as in other subjects, are path 

dependent, that is, it is not possible to explain their occurrence without considering the corpus 

of received ideas, which led to the development of that particular new theory; had the body of 

received ideas been different, we would have arrived at a different theory at the culmination of 

that development (Snowdon & Vane, 2005). 

(7) The search for new truths does not ignore the thoroughly forgotten past, and so it is worth 

digging into the past again to disclose the faults and misjudgements of our forerunners to arrive 

at new truths (Konar, 2011). 

(8) “New knowledge tends to develop simultaneously through the works of many researchers in 

different places” (Ogburn, 1922). Thus, almost simultaneous and independent invention of an 

(identical) idea in different places may not be impossible in any academic discipline. Hence, a 

true researcher should be acquainted with the past inventions of the same or similar idea (Konar, 

2011). 
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(9) The Nobel laureate (1995) Chicago University economist, Jr. Robert Lucas, argues that our 

responsibility is to create “new knowledge” by pushing “research” into “new” and hence, 

necessarily “controversial territory” (Snowdon & Vane, 2005). 

(10) New developments of/on anything become needless, when it acquires completeness or 

perfection. The German mathematician, Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777 - 1855 AD), who is known 

as the prince of mathematicians, remarked that “When a fine building was finished, the 

scaffolding should no longer be visible” (Konar, 2011). By analogy, it can be pointed out that if 

the constituent/compositional components/elements of an academic discipline (e.g. theories, 

models, and methodologies) assume their finished form, why are they subject to recurrent 

developments? The answer to this question is that such developments occur owing to the 

operation of the “principle of informed ignorance”, coined by the German Cardinal, 

mathematician, experimental scientist and influential philosopher, Nicholas of Cusa (1401-1464 

AD), in his On Learned Ignorance (1440). Such principle implies that the more we know, the 

more aware we will be of our ignorance and the further we penetrate into the informed 

ignorance, the closer we come to the truth itself (Konar, 2011). 

 

1.1. New Developments on the Critical Fronts 

 

There is hardly any/an academic discipline, which is free from, or devoid of “lurking 

inconsistencies”. Needful to note that the term “lurking inconsistency” was coined by Alfred 

North Whitehead (1862–1947 AD) in Science and the Modern World (1925, p. 76). The 

persistence of lurking inconsistency in academic disciplines is evident from the remark of 

Herman Daly (2013):  

                                       “Economics too suffers from the lurking inconsistency”. 

 

Daly’s (2013) remark implies that as in other academic disciplines, in economics also, 

there are “fronts”, in which “lurking inconsistencies” are congealed or embedded, and such 

fronts can be designated as “critical fronts”.  Hence, new developments on the critical fronts in 

the theory of economics are inevitable for the realization of new truths against the established 

truths.  
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In the theory of macroeconomics, the “critical front”, which needs new developments, 

has been discovered/disclosed by this thesis: Coddington’s (1976, 1983) Hydraulic 

Keynesianism (HK). 

Noteworthy that new developments on HK to adapt to different contexts (e.g. different 

dimensions of sustainability) have previously been executed by the following twenty two 

literatures:  (1) Young (1975),  (2) Daly (1991), (3) Girma (1992),  (4) Thampapillai (1995),  (5) 

Thampapillai and Uhlin (1996), (6) Thampapillai and Uhlin (1997), (7) Ahmed and Mallick 

(1997),  (8)  Heyes (2000), (9) Mallick, Sinden, and Thampapillai (2000), (10) Munasinghe 

(2002),  (11) Lawn (2003a), (12)  Lawn (2003b), (13) Lawn (2003c), (14) Daly and Farley 

(2004), (15) Sim (2006),  (16) Morales’s (2007),  (17) Thampapillai, Wu and Sunderaj (2007), 

(18) Emmanuel (2008), (19) Victor (2008),  (20) Harris (2008/2009), (21) Custers (2010), and 

(22) Konar (2010).  

 

Yet some undisclosed or unexplored lurking inconsistencies of HK persist, and hence, its 

“further new development” is exigent. In better words, despite the execution of “new 

developments” on HK by the foregoing twenty two literatures, this thesis emphasizes that 

“further new development” on HK is not only necessary, but also possible for realizing/restoring 

the context of sustainability and/or reducing/ruling out the context of unsustainability in order to 

contribute to macroeconomics of sustainability (MOS).  

 

1.2. Keynesianisms  

 

But for the execution of further new development on HK, it is pertinent to proceed with the most 

relevant remark of Skidelsky (1992, p. 541):  

 

                                                                        “The General Theory is no one’s property”.  

 

In Skidelsky’s (1992) remark, the General Theory (GT) has been substituted for 

Keynes’s (1936) “contextual” and “revolutionary” macroeconomic book The General Theory of 

Employment, Interest and Money. The GT is “contextual”, because it arose out of the context of 

reducing/ruling out the worldwide deplorable depression in the 1930s. The GT is also 
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“revolutionary”, because it is a denial and devoid of, and departure from the de-contextual 

macroeconomic literature introduced by the pre-Keynesian school(s) of macroeconomic thought.  

The intrinsic implication of Skidelsky’s (1992) remark is that the GT has brought about 

a “reinterpretive/reconstructive revolution”. That is why, in 1992, the Economic Journal said 

of its former editor, “The Keynes industry….is now surely running a close second to the 

output of the Marx industry”, while the Journal of Post Keynesian Economics declared that 

“Each year seems to bring forth yet another ‘new interpretation’ of Keynes” (McInnes, 1994). 

Similarly, O’Donnell (1991) remarked that “The excessive proliferation of interpretations of 

Keynes’s (philosophical) thought is a matter of concern”. Moreover, Wolff (2009) argued that 

“Of course, different interpretations of Keynes (as of Marx) have always contested with one 

another”.   

Thus, since its publication on 4 February 1936, there is no end of proliferation of 

“interpretation, reinterpretation and/or misinterpretation of the GT”, which can be substituted 

with, or reduced to the “reconstruction of the GT”.  Hence, since its publication in 1936, the 

GT has acquired the “endless free play” of its “multitude of reconstructions”. The 

phenomenon of exponential growth of reconstruction of the GT over time may be sufficient to 

arrive at the following three similar propositions: 

 

(1) The GT has become the fable of the blind men touching the elephant. 

(2) The GT has proved to be a snake-like concept, whose twists and coils are difficult to pin 

down.  

(3) The GT can be likened to the skin of a living organism, which is metamorphic. 

 

Keynes’s anti-fundamentalism attitude, which influenced, inspired or induced other 

economists to reconstruct the GT by their own desire, discretion or direction to adapt to the 

different contexts or the changing context, had been reflected in the remark of Paul A. 

Samuelson: “We don’t want unreconstructed Keynesians. We want people, who will carry the 

scientific analysis further” (Blaug, 1990). Most importantly, the frequency of reconstruction of 

the GT has assumed such a figure that Weintraub (1979) has designed/designated a chapter, 

entitled, The 4,827th Reexamination of Keynes’s System!  
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All the varied reconstructions of the GT are being termed as “Keynesianisms”, while all 

the reconstructors of the GT are being designated as “Keynesians”. Needful to note, 

Keynesianism is synonymous with Keynesonomics, Keynesiology, Keynesian macroeconomics 

and Keynesian macroeconomic model.  Owing to its “revolutionary nature”, the GT has 

converted “Keynes” into “Keynesianism” as well as “Keynesian revolution”. “Keynesianism” is 

such an important “ism”, by which the macroeconomic schools of thought have been categorized 

into Pre-Keynesianism, Post-Keynesianism, Neo-Keynesianism, New-Keynesianism, etc.  

Although it can be discovered that the 4,827th reconstruction of the GT was executed by 

Weintraub (1979), yet we must confront with much toil and trouble to assert who executed the 

nth (where n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,……….) reconstruction of the GT.  In order to tackle such a 

difficult problem, the English economist Alan Coddington (1941-1982 AD) suggested a 

classification of the “endless chain of reconstruction of the GT” into the following three broad 

variants (Coddington, 1976, 1983): 

(1) Hydraulic Keynesianism (HK), which consists of two Keynesian macroeconomic models: (i) 

Simple Keynesian Model (SKM) and (ii) More General Keynesian Model or IS-LM Keynesian 

Model (IS-LMKM), devised by Hicks (1937), Meade (1937), Samuelson (1939a, 1939b, 1946, 

1947, 1948), Lerner (1944), Lange (1944), Modigliani (1944a, 1944b), Harrod (1937), Klein 

(1944, 1947), Hansen (1936a, 1936b, 1938, 1941, 1947, 1949, 1951, 1953), Smith (1956), and so 

forth. (2) Fundamentalist Keynesianism, developed by Robinson (1962a, 1962b), Shackle (1967, 

1974), Davidson (1978, 1994), and so forth.  

(3) Reconstituted Reductionism or Disequilibrium Keynesianism, designed by Patinkin (1948, 

1956), Clower (1965), Leijonhufvud (1968), Barro and Grossman (1971), Malinvaud (1977), and 

so forth. 

Each of the three “Keynesianisms” includes many analogous/homologous Keynesian 

macroeconomic models. Noteworthy that Coddington (1976, 1983) was the originator of the 

foregoing categorization, but not the originator of any Keynesian macroeconomic model, which 

can be included in any one of the foregoing three Keynesianisms. Moreover, it needs reiteration 

that Coddington (1976, 1983) was neither the originator of the term “hydraulic”, nor the 

originator of “hydraulic macroeconomic model”. Hence, we can/should ask: Who is the first 

predecessor of hydraulic macroeconomic model? 
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1.3. First Predecessor of Hydraulic Macroeconomic Model 

 

This question can be answered just after the next paragraph.   

By analogy of hydraulic Keynesians, Alban William Housego (Bill) Phillips (1914-1975) drew 

the “little plumbing diagram” to help him to understand how the stocks and flows of a 

commodity interact in a market (Phillips, 1950). The little hydraulic diagram of Phillips (1950) is 

designed to work according to the hydraulics pictured, but is simultaneously subject to the rules 

of reasoning from the economic content enshrined in the arrangements of the parts: where 

demand and supply, and price and quantity can be changed in particular ordered ways. 

Moreover, with the collaboration of the monetary economist Walter Newlyn, such “little 

plumbing diagram” grew into a “large physical hydraulic machine of the economic system as 

whole” (Morgan & Boumans, 2004). The Newlyn-Phillips Machine is a big apparatus – “a real 

hydraulic model” – of which we can see only a “drawing in a two-dimensional diagram”. The 

physical model itself operates according to the language rules of hydraulics with the flow of 

water flowing around the machine controlled by physical valves. But the overall form and parts 

of the machine were designed to imitate the stocks and flows of money (red water) around an 

economy, and the behavioural functions of the economic relations are drawn into the small 

rectangular “slides”, which can be seen on the drawing. These in their turn control the opening 

and closing of the valves in the hydraulic system. Despite its complexity, and even without 

knowing what these economic relations are, we can see how the “rules of form” (hydraulics) and 

“content” (macroeconomics) are instantiated in the hydraulic machine (Morgan, 2009).   More 

specifically, Phillips (1950) devised a “hydraulic system” with pipes and tanks, which was meant 

to put in concrete form the relations between macroeconomic stocks, flows and price level 

(Beaud & Dostaler, 2005). 

In response to the question of the first predecessor of the hydraulic macroeconomic 

model, it is worthy to recall that: “No scientific discovery is named after its original discoverer” 

(S. M. Stigler, 1999). Stephen M. Stigler’s (1999) remark holds true for an American economist, 

Irving Fisher (1867-1947), who not only coined the term “hydraulic”, but also invented 

“hydraulic macroeconomic models”, which will be evident from the following six literatures: 
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(1) Dimand and Betancourt (2012) claim that Fisher (1892) not only imagined, but also actually 

built a “hydraulic mechanism” to simulate the determination of equilibrium prices and quantities 

- in effect, a “hydraulic computer” in the days before “electronic computers”.  

(2) Brainard and Scarf (2005) took on the task of investigating how the “model of Fisher’s 

hydraulic computer” worked in How to Compute Equilibrium Prices in 1891.  They reprinted the 

sketches of Fisher’s “hydraulic computer” from his dissertation of 1891. It apparently consists of 

a series of cisterns, rods, floats, bellows, tubes, levels, valves, levers, cams, etc. It represents 

three consumers and three commodities that they consume. “How to compute equilibrium prices 

in 1891” by W. C. Brainard and H. E. Scarf examines Fisher’s exposition of general equilibrium 

by the “hydraulic model” through MATLAB. Fisher articulated the limitations of static analysis 

and the necessity of dynamic analysis in the appendix of his Mathematical Investigations in the 

Theory of Value and Prices (1892)”.  

(3) According to Morgan (2009), Irving Fisher (1892/1925), in his Mathematical Investigations 

in the Theory of Value and Prices, designed and constructed a “hydraulic macroeconomic 

model” to represent, explore, and so understand the workings of a “mini-economy”, one with 

only three commodities, three persons and three equations. He built his “hydraulic 

macroeconomic model” in the name of “hydraulic mini-economy model” to represent the ideas 

embedded in the Elements of Pure Economics (Walras, 1874/1954) of the French economist 

Marie Esprit Leon Walras (1834-1910 AD), and to figure out by exploring with his model the 

process, by which the latter’s mathematically postulated and proved general equilibrium might 

be arrived at. He accompanied this work with an outright defense of the three research objects: 

(i) mathematics, (ii) graphs and (iii) real machines that he designed and used for his economic 

analysis. Fisher’s thesis of 1891 was published in 1892 and republished in 1925, displaying 

photograph of the mechanism in the frontispiece labeled “model of mechanism”. The fact that he 

used mathematical ideas from “physical systems” demonstrates not only the closeness of 

mathematics and sciences, but also shows how treacherous relying on analogies as indicators of 

reasoning style can be.  

 (4) Morgan (1999) also points out that in choosing a “mechanical balance as a model” for the 

“equation of exchange” between money and commodities, Fisher (1911), in The Purchasing 

Power of Money, recognized the similarity between the “mechanical balance” and the “economic 

http://cowles.econ.yale.edu/P/cd/d12b/d1272.pdf
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subject matter” in his arithmetic “equation of exchange”. Here also, “hydraulic macroeconomic 

model” is congealed and concealed in Fisher’s (1911) text.  

(5) Francis Ysidro Edgeworth (1845-1926) invited Fisher to apply a simplified version of his 

hydraulic macroeconomic model to The Mechanics of Bimetallism (1894) to the Economics 

Section of the British Association for the Advancement of Science and then publication in the 

Economic Journal (September, 1894), which Edgeworth edited (Dimand & Betancourt, 2012).  

(6) More recently, in an article by Robert W. Dimand and Hichem Ben-El-Mechaiekh (2012), it 

has been clearly claimed that the hydraulic macroeconomic model is embedded in Fisher’s 

Mathematical Investigations in the Theory of Value and Prices (1892/1925).   

Thus, Coddington (1976, 1983) may be assumed to borrow the term “hydraulic 

Keynesianism” from the “hydraulic macroeconomic model” of Fisher (1892/1925, 1911) or 

Phillips (1950).  

Keynes’s appreciation, acceptance and approval of HK were primarily based on the fact 

that HK was able to capture the “full vision of the GT”. That was sufficient for Keynes (i) to 

publicly recognize the works of the “hydraulic interpreters of the GT” as a step in the right 

direction, and (ii) to approve the works of “hydraulic Keynesians” (Backhouse & Bateman, 

2010).  

 

1.4. Objectives of Hydraulic Keynesianism 

 

The sole objective of HK is to explore and explicate the “causes, consequences and cures” of the 

“persistent economic instability” in the capitalist world “under the ceteris paribus assumption”, 

in which the two presumptions, such as, (i) the presumption of “sustained ecological stability”, 

and (ii) the presumption of “sustained non-economic sub-social stabilities”, are embedded. In 

better words, “under the ceteris paribus assumption”, in which the foregoing two presumptions 

are embedded, HK has attempted to solve only the “problem of persistent economic instability”, 

whose frightening indicators are poverty, inequality of wealth and income, unemployment, 

malnutrition, hunger, starvation, inflation, depression, stagflation, etc. of “mono capitalism” 

(economic capitalism), not “dual capitalism” (coexistence of social capitalism and ecological 

capitalism). 
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The “economic instability” is one of the multiple “sub-social instabilities”, which 

constitute “social instability”. The term “social” consists of various “sub-socials”, such as, 

cultural, economic, ethical, familial, gender, legal, marital, military, moral, philosophical, 

political, psychological, religious, ritual, scientific, sexual, spiritual, technological, terrorist, etc. 

Hence, “social instability” includes various “sub-social instabilities”, such as, economic 

instability, political instability, cultural instability, religious instability, ethical instability, moral 

instability, familial instability, gender instability, etc. 

But the vitiation/violation of the validity of the foregoing “ceteris paribus assumption” 

started since the worldwide enthusiastic celebration of the First Earth Day on 22 April 1970. The 

First Earth Day has opened our eyes to new perspectives on old ideas/assumptions. Because it 

reminds us that over the last three centuries (ranging from the eighteenth century to the twentieth 

century), which can be designated as the “centuries of relentless revolutions” (because no 

century before in history had offered so many varied revolutions to so many culturally different 

human societies in the globe in as short a time span as these three centuries did),  we have 

brought about a “series of revolutions” only to realize the “unprecedented economic growth” at 

the costs of “social instability” and “ecological instability”. The First Earth Day can also be 

viewed as a “warning signal” in the sense that it is a sign of our delayed realization or 

recognition about the “problem of emerging ecological instability”, by which the global human 

society is being threatened, given the “problem of persistent social instability”, which consists of 

various “sub-social instabilities” (Konar & Chakrabortty, 2011).  

Thus, since the 1970s, which is referred to as the Decade of Environment, our delayed 

realization/recognition is that the global human society is being threatened by the “coexistence of 

persistent social instability and emerging ecological instability”. This “dual instability” is 

designated as “ecologically social unsustainability”, or “ecologically unsustainable social 

instability”, which is renamed as simply “unsustainability”.  

Hence, given the exogenously and spontaneously determined natural instability indicated 

by natural catastrophes, and natural stability indicated by the enduring equilibrium/homeostasis 

of various natural life support systems, “ecologically social sustainability (or unsustainability)”, 

or “ecologically sustainable (or unsustainable) social stability (or instability)” means simply 

“sustainability (or unsustainability)” [Konar & Chakrabortty, 2011].   
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1.5. Lurking Inconsistencies of Hydraulic Keynesianism  

 

The “ecologically social unsustainability”, or “ecologically unsustainable social instability”, 

which is renamed as simply “unsustainability”, cannot be tackled by HK owing to the persistence 

of its “lurking inconsistencies”. Such lurking inconsistencies of HK to realize/restore 

sustainability and/or to reduce/rule out unsustainability in the capitalist world can be summarized 

in terms of the following five points: 

(1) The presupposition of the intrinsic embeddedness of economic capital, neither 

natural/ecological capital nor social capital or other sub-social capitals in it (Konar, 2010). This 

means that HK emphasizes the creation, control and/or conservation of economic capital 

ignoring the role of natural/ecological capital and social capital or other sub-social capitals (e.g. 

political capital, religious capital, cultural capital, moral capital, ethical capital, spiritual capital, 

etc.).  

(2) The persistence of a conventional national income (NI) accounting method, neither 

sustainable national income (SNI) accounting method, nor ecologically and socially adjusted NI 

accounting method in it. 

(3) The compositional stability/inertia of the conventional “representative equations” indicated 

by the “equilibrium equations” in it. 

(4) The aversion to incorporate the relevant macroecological variables (e.g. natural/ecological 

capital) and macrosocial or macrosubsocial variables (e.g. social and subsocial capitals) into the 

equilibrium equations in it. 

(5) Its inability to bring about neither “ecologically economic sustainability” (or “ecologically 

sustainable economic stability”), nor “ecologically social sustainability” (or “ecologically 

sustainable social stability”). 

  All the foregoing five factors can be reduced to the “de-ecologization” and “de-

socialization” of HK. 

 

1.6. Ends and Means of the Thesis 
 

Against the foregoing backdrop, the “end(s) and means” of this thesis, which is a crucial 

component of introduction, should be incorporated into it. Such incorporation is based on the 
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following “end(s)-oriented remarks” of Keynes (1936), Boland (1994), Bataille (1995) and Daly 

(2013): 

 

The object of our analysis is, not to provide a machine, or method of blind manipulation, which 
will furnish an infallible answer, but to provide ourselves with an organized and orderly method 
of thinking out particular problems, and after we have reached a provisional conclusion by 
isolating the complicating factors one by one, we then go back on ourselves and allow, as well as 
we can, for the probable interactions of the factors among themselves. This is the nature of 
economic thinking (Keynes, 1936).  
 

 

Every invention of an idea can be seen post hoc to solve a problem or answer a question (Boland, 
1994). 
  
The object of research cannot be distinguished from the subject at its boiling point (Bataille, 
1995). 
 
 
If purpose does not exist, then it is hard to imagine how we could experience the lure of value. 
To have a purpose means to serve an end, and value is imputed to whatever furthers attainment 
of that end. Alternatively, if there is objective value, then surely the attainment of value should 
become a purpose (Daly, 2013). 
 
 
The “end of this thesis” has been directed to the reconstruction/remodeling of HK to 

realize/restore the context of sustainability and/or to reduce/rule out the context of 

unsustainability for contributing to MOS.  

To achieve that “end”, the “major means” can be stated in terms of the following ten 

points: 

(1) Introduction of four types of essential (macro)economic activity. 
(2) Introduction of three principal macroeconomic goals. 
(3) Introduction of four spheres of macroeconomic activity.   
(4) Introduction of six sectors into national income accounting. 
(5) Introduction of three types of capital into national income accounting. 
(6) Compositional reconstruction of GDP = C + I + G + (X – M) by the decomposition of C, I 

and G.  

(7) Reconstruction of National Income: From GDP to SNI (sustainable national income).  

(8) Incorporation of SNI into consumption or saving function. 
(9) Contextual reconstitution of the “representative equations” indicated by the “equilibrium 

equations” of the two constituent macroeconomic models of HK by (i) incorporating the relevant 
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macroeconomic, macroecological, macrosocial and/or macrosubsocial variables into such 

equilibrium equations and (ii) maintaining/keeping the consistency of the national income 

accounting method suggested by United Nations IEEA (1993) and SEEA (1993). 

 (10) Mathematical and diagrammatical representation of the reconstructed models of HK for 

sustainability. 

Since the term “social” consists of various “sub-socials” (e.g. economic, political, 

cultural, religious, moral, ethical, spiritual, etc.), so the “framework of the thesis” can also be 

used/exploited to demonstrate how the “ecologically sub-social sustainability”, or “ecologically 

sustainable sub-social stability” can be achieved through the desired reconstruction of HK. 

By analogy of Odum and Barrett (2006), it can be emphasized that sustainability can be 

realized/revived, or unsustainability can be reduced/ruled out through the gradual development 

of “dual capitalism” or “capitalist dualism”, which means the “coexistence of social capitalism 

and ecological capitalism”, as opposed to “mono capitalism” or “capitalist monism”, which 

implies “economic capitalism”.  

The objective of “social capitalism” is to restore/realize “social sustainability” through 

the creation, control and/or conservation of “social capital”, while the objective of “ecological 

capitalism” is to restore/realize “ecological sustainability” through the creation, control and/or 

conservation of “natural/ecological capital” (Konar & Chakrabortty, 2011).  

There is hardly any “creation” or “construction”, which is free from “criticisms”. The 

book also is not de-critical or devoid of potential criticism(s). But the “mode/method of 

criticism” should be guided by Popper’s principle of sympathetic problem orientation (Boland, 

1994). Such principle implies that the critic must indicate the researcher’s problem and solution, 

but only after making every effort to present the researcher’s views in the “most sympathetic 

light”. This means that the critic must make all unchallengeable improvements, which can be 

made before launching the criticism. One should not wish to distract the debate into irrelevant 

side issues. In effect, the criticism must be conducted in terms that the researcher can accept 

(Boland, 1994). 
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2. Review of Literature 
 

 

History makes no sense without prehistory (Wilson, 2012). 
  
Economic knowledge is historically determined…what we know today about the economic 

system is not something we discovered this morning, but is the sum of all our insights, 
discoveries and false starts in the past. Without Pigou, there would be no Keynes; without 
Keynes, no Friedman; without Friedman, no Lucas; without Lucas, no…………..(Blaug, 1991).  
 
 
In other words, without the history of economics, economic theories just drop from the sky; you 
have to take them on faith. The moment you wish to judge a theory, you have to ask how they 
came to be produced in the first place and that is a question that can only be answered by the 
history of ideas (Blaug, 1994). 

 
 
The review of literature offers the intensive and extensive revisiting of those literatures, which 

have compatibility with the end(s) of the thesis. Such literatures can be divided into the two 

areas/parts: (2.1) Conceptual Clarification, (2.2) Reconstructions of HK for Sustainability by 

Previous Literatures for Contributing to MOS.   

 
2.1. Conceptual Clarification 

 

Various concepts/terms are embedded in the different sections and sub-sections of this book. 

Conceptual/terminological ambiguity makes this book naïve. The clarification of the crucial 

concepts/terms is needed for its sophistication, because the relevant concepts/terms are 

interrelated or interdependent. Their interrelationship/interdependence gives rise to the 

complementarity, consistency and/or coordination of the constituent components of the book. 

 

2.1.1. Sustainability  

 

The Substantive Signification of Sustainability has been disclosed by Konar and Chakrabortty 

(2011). By the principle of structuralism, we cannot conceptualize “sustainability” without 

considering its opposite polarity “anti-sustainability” or “unsustainability”. Sustainability is a 

synonym or a close/perfect substitute for stability, persistence, perpetuity, durability, endurance, 
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permanence, eternalness, intransience, constancy, continuity, indefinite existence or sustained 

survival. Sustainability is pointless without the suffix “of something”, say, “of X”. Thus, it is 

correct to substitute “sustainability of X” for simply “sustainability”. Sustainability is a 

“portmanteau word” or “telescope word”, which means a word formed by combining multiple 

words. Thus, sustainability of X implies “sustain plus ability”, which in turn implies “ability to 

sustain X”, which ultimately implies “ability to maintain and continue the survival of X”. Further, 

“sustainability of X” can also be translated into “X sustainability”, where X stands for an 

appropriate adjective. For example, sustainability of environment is mapped into environmental 

sustainability, sustainability of ecology is transformed into ecological sustainability, and 

sustainability of society is converted into social sustainability.  

The concepts of sustainability and unsustainability acquired global recognition with the 

enthusiastic celebration of the First Earth Day on 22 April 1970 throughout the world. But the 

seeds of sustainability were sown in the various works of many scholars prior to the year 1970.  

Hence, given the exogenously and spontaneously determined natural instability indicated 

by natural catastrophes, and natural stability indicated by the enduring equilibrium of various 

natural life support systems,  “sustainability (or unsustainability)” means “ecologically social 

sustainability (or unsustainability)” or “ecologically sustainable (or unsustainable) social stability 

(or instability)”, where the concept “social” consists of multitude of “sub-socials”.  In fact, under 

the ceteris paribus assumption, sustainability (or unsustainability) implies the coexistence of 

ecological stability (or instability) and social stability (or instability). 

While the “indicators of ecological instability” can be encapsulated in the depletion, 

degradation and/or destruction of ecological/natural capital, the “indicators of social instability” 

can be reduced to the depletion, degradation and/or destruction of social capital, which consists 

of various sub-social capitals (e.g. economic capital, political capital, cultural capital, and moral 

capital).   

Most importantly, there are people, who erroneously recommend for reducing 

sustainability to ecological sustainability. But social sustainability and ecological sustainability 

are interdependent, neither independent, nor dependent at the cost of other (Konar & 

Chakrabortty, 2011).  
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The more we learn about current environmental trends, the more the unsustainability of our 

present course becomes clear to us (Foster, 2009). The emerging global environmental 

indications are so grave that the term sustainability may be treated as a “euphemism and 

euphuism for survival of human species” (Konar & Modak, 2010; Konar & Chakrabortty, 2011). 

Obviously, “unsustainability” should be regarded as the “crisis of human survival” (Gohn, 1980). 

In this context, it is worthy to recall A Blueprint for Survival (Ecologist Magazine, 1972) in Only 

One Earth (Ward & Dubos, 1972).  

Sustainability is treated as an “enlightened self-interest”, as opposed to “destructive self-

interest”, where “self-interest” is confined to “survival”, which refers to the perpetuation of life 

in the “tiny little islet of life amid the boundless ocean of lifelessness” (Rebrov, 1989) over the 

eons.  

Further, sustainability can be likened to the global public goods, which have two 

properties: “non-rivalry” and “non-excludability”. Moreover, sustainability also implies 

“interspecies cosmopolitanism” (Konar & Chakrabortty, 2011). 

Albert A. Bartlett (1997-1998) has devised the Seventeen Laws of Sustainability, with 

which he has sought to clarify the meaning of sustainability in terms of population and resource 

consumption. Moreover, Richard Heinberg (2011b) has disclosed the Five Axioms of 

Sustainability, as follows: 

(1) First Axiom: Any society that continues to use critical resources unsustainably will collapse. 

Exception: A society can avoid collapse by finding replacement resources. Limit to the 

Exception: In a finite world, the number of possible replacements is also finite. 

(2) Second Axiom: Population growth and/or growth in the rates of consumption of resources 

cannot be sustained. 

(3) Third Axiom: To be sustainable, the use of renewable resources must proceed at a rate that 

is less than or equal to the rate of natural replenishment. 

(4) Fourth Axiom: To be sustainable, the use of non-renewable resources must proceed at a rate 

that is declining, and the rate of decline must be greater than or equal to the rate of depletion.  

(5) Fifth Axiom: Sustainability requires that substances introduced into the environment from 

human activities be minimized and rendered harmless to biosphere functions. 
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2.1.2. Sustainable Development (SD) 

 

The World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED, 1987) has defined SD as 

follows:  

 

Sustainable development involves more than growth. It requires a change in the content of 
growth to make it less material- and energy-intensive and more equitable in its impact. These 
changes are required in all countries as part of a package of measures to maintain  the  stock of  
ecological  capital,  to  improve  the  distribution  of  income,  and  to  reduce  the degree of 
vulnerability to economic crises. 
 

 
The precise meaning of the WCED’s (1987) definition of SD is as follows: 
 
  
Sustainable development is development  that  meets  the  needs  of  the  present  without  
compromising  the  ability  of  future  generations  to  meet  their  own  needs.  
 

The WCED’s (1987) concept is correct, but its important limitation is that it is anthropocentric in 

the sense that it only considers human species and it says nothing about nonhuman species. Thus, 

Boff (2012) has redefined SD as follows: 

 

Sustainable development is every action destined to maintain the energy, information, and 
physical-chemical conditions that make all beings sustainable, especially the living Earth, the 
community of life and human life, seeking their continuity, and also to attend the needs of 
present and future generations in such a way that the natural capital is maintained and its 
capacity of regeneration, reproduction and eco-evolution is enriched. 
 

 

According to Bartlett (2012), the WCED’s (1987) definition of SD has a flaw. It focuses first on 

the needs of the present, which have nothing to do with sustainability, and secondarily, it 

mentions the needs of future generations, which are vital for sustainability. This sets the stage for 

intergenerational conflict, in which the present generation wins and future generations lose. 

Thus, Bartlett (2012) has redefined SD as follows: 

 

Sustainable development is development that does not compromise the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs.  
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The FAO’s (1995) definition of sustainable development can be restated as follows: 

 
Sustainable  Development  is  the  management  and  conservation  of  the  natural  resource 
base, and the orientation of technological and institutional change in such a manner as to ensure 
the attainment and continued satisfaction of human needs for present and future generations.  
Such  sustainable  development, which  conserves  land,  water,  plant  and  animal  genetic  
resources,  is  environmentally non-degrading, technically appropriate, economically viable and 
socially acceptable. 

 
 

From the WCED’s (1987) definition of SD, it is possible to infer two different implications:  

(1) That the stock of natural/ecological capital must be left intact for the next generations. In 

better words, the depletion of non-renewable resources must stop so that natural/ecological 

capital is not further depleted. In policy terms, this implies putting a stop to all activities, which 

exploit a non-renewable resources affecting the future generations.  

(2) That the aggregate stock of manufactured capital and natural/ecological capital must not 

decline between one generation and the next generations. In better words, there can be trade-offs 

between manufactured capital and natural/ecological capital. The depletion of natural/ecological 

capital is justified so long as there is investment in a natural or manufactured alternative and the 

aggregate stock is retained. In policy terms, for example, this means that the oil stock can be 

depleted so long as it is replaced by investment in another capital, which allows future 

generations the same quality of life and choice as was supplied by oil to the present one. But this 

interpretation is also problematic, because there are some other capitals, which cannot be 

substituted for others (e.g. ozone layer, species, etc.). Nor can we be sure that future generations 

will accept or positively interpret our decisions about substitutes. How can we today know the 

needs of future generations? This highly normative definition raises some important questions. 

For example, needs are not given, but change constantly over time, and also vary cross-

culturally. Further, development is not just a means to meet needs, but is a process, which entails 

the development of needs themselves. Therefore, how can “needs” be defined independently of 

“development”, if it is often the process of economic growth/development initiated by the North, 

which creates and defines “needs”? 
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2.1.3. Weak Sustainability versus Strong Sustainability 

 

The generally accepted two versions of sustainability are weak sustainability and strong 

sustainability (Ayres, van den Bergh & Gowdy, 1998). They have been eloquently stated in 

Pearce, Markandya and Barbier (1989). Though the difference between them has created a 

hubbub of heated controversy (Solow, 1997; Stiglitz, 1997), yet there is a place for both of them. 

The difference between them is a matter of difference in the degree of substitutability between 

natural/ecological capital and manufactured capital. Either concept of sustainability implies some 

limits to economic growth. As planetary ecosystem has certain limits, there must also be limits 

on macroeconomic scale (the overall level of resource use and goods output). Hence, there is a 

need in the long term to reach a plateau, a steady state in terms of the consumption of material 

and energy resources. Some capitals must fall under the requirement of strong sustainability, 

others under the weak sustainability. Which of the two it is, will depend on the degree of 

substitutability between manufactured capital and natural/ecological capital. The depletion of 

fossil fuels (natural capital) is an example of weak sustainability. Provided other sources of 

energy (manufactured capital) can be developed instead, we are not obliged to leave our 

descendants an undiminished stock of petroleum. An extinct species, on the other hand, cannot, 

at the current state of scientific knowledge, be recovered, and must, therefore, be considered a 

loss in terms of strong sustainability.  

 

 2.1.3.1. Weak Sustainability  

 

Weak sustainability shows that the substitutability of manufactured capital for natural/ecological 

capital is more or less unlimited. Unlimited substitutability and perfect substitutability are not the 

same. For example, in the case of Cobb-Douglas production function: X = AKaNb, manufactured 

capital K is an unlimited substitute for natural capital N, because however small a positive N is, 

there is always some K, which will produce a given level of output X. By contrast, in the case of 

linear production function: X = (aK + bN), a unit of K is a perfect substitute for (a/b) units of N. 

In the case of weak sustainability, the next generation should inherit a stock of wealth, 

comprising manufactured capital and natural/ecological capital, no less than the stock inherited 

by the previous generation. The depletion of natural/ecological capital is justified as long as 
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manufactured capital can substitute for natural/ecological capital. Any loss of natural/ecological 

capital can/should be balanced by the creation of manufactured capital of at least equal value. 

Hence, it is acceptable to use or destroy natural/ecological capital provided that manufactured 

capital of equal value is substituted for what is lost. Weak sustainability can be criticized on the 

grounds that economic valuation does not reflect the full value of ecological/natural services, and 

therefore, encourages to ignore ecological limits. This can lead the process of economic growth 

or development on very dangerous roads. In the past, destructive ecological feedbacks have 

caused civilizations to collapse. 

 

2.1.3.2. Strong Sustainability 

  

Strong sustainability shows that natural/ecological capital and manufactured capital are not 

substitutable and therefore, stock of natural/ecological capital must be maintained. In other 

words, the substitutability of manufactured capital for natural/ecological capital is absolutely 

ruled out. In the case of strong sustainability, the next generation should inherit a stock of 

natural/ecological capital no less than the stock inherited by the previous generation. Where there 

is danger of irreversibility, that is, damage that cannot be repaired, we should observe the 

precautionary principle. Such principle implies that we should not risk environmental damage, 

which can permanently harm our own society or future generations. 

 

2.1.4. Contextual Macroeconomics 

 

By any criterion, economics is contextual or context-dependent. This means that the nature, role 

and principles of economics change with the change in context.  

Although the reconstruction of economics started since the publication of Boulding’s 

(1950) A Reconstruction of Economics, the first book on contextual economics is Economics: 

Principles and Practices (1979; Last edition, since the first edition is out of print) by Kelvin 

Lancaster, a Columbia University economist (Goodwin, Anaanyin, Ackerman & Weisskopf, 

1997).  

On the basis of the principles of the contextual economics, economics is being redefined 

as the study of the way people organize themselves or their efforts to sustain life and enhance its 
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quality (Goodwin, Nelson, Ackerman & Weisskopf, 2009; Goodwin, Nelson & Harris, 2009). 

Thus, economics studies how individuals engage in the following four essential economic 

activities and how their social coordination is achieved: (i) maintenance of resources (e.g. natural 

resources, manufactured resources, social resources, human resources, financial resources, etc.), 

(ii) production of goods and services, (iii) distribution of goods and services, and (iv) 

consumption of goods and services.  

Hence, contextual economics is the result of an evolutionary process, in which economics 

practitioners have eliminated those ideas that failed and kept those that appear to explain reality 

well. In better words, contextual economics is the result of a sustained process of 

(re)construction of an interaction between ideas and events in the changing context.  

The examples of contextual economics are cultural economics, ecological economics, 

environmental economics, family/household economics, institutional economics, military 

economics, political economics, religious economics, resource economics, social economics, 

social ecological economics, sustainability economics and “Sustainomics”, coined and clarified 

by Mohan Munasinghe (1992), the Chairman of Munasinghe Institute of Development (MIND), 

Sri Lanka. 

As an important branch of economics, macroeconomics is not devoid of context or de-

contextual. Because “the material is not homogeneous through time” (Keynes, 1938) and there 

are no unchanged structures or mechanisms for all times. That is why we have to make a new 

thinking, which is relevant to the changing or contemporary world. If macroeconomics is 

contextual, its objective is to cope with the changing context.  

Needless to say, macroeconomics looks at the performance of the overall economy. But 

how the macroeconomics or macroeconomy and macroeconomic factors and their general 

conditions are examined varies in different schools of thought ceteris paribus.     

Macroeconomics is also being contextualized to create the environmental 

macroeconomics, ecological macroeconomics, social macroeconomics, social ecological 

macroeconomics, sustainability macroeconomics, or macroeconomics of/for sustainability, etc. 

The context of the 21st century macroeconomics is radically different from the context of 

the 19th and 20th century macroeconomics. The contextual difference creates a differentiation in 

the nature and role of macroeconomics.  
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Blanchard (2000) has divided the history of macroeconomics into three epochs: (i) pre-1940 

epoch, (ii) 1940-1980 epoch, and (iii) post-1980 epoch. 

  If macroeconomics for the former two epochs is designated as “old contextual 

macroeconomics”, then macroeconomics for the latter epoch should be denoted as “new 

contextual macroeconomics”. Evidence indicates that old contextual macroeconomics was 

confined to the exploration of the causes, consequences and cures of the problem of persistent 

economic instability through accelerating the economic growth in the capitalist world ceteris 

paribus. But economic instability is one of the multiple subsocial instabilities of social 

instability. The old contextual macroeconomics fails to tackle the problem of persistent social 

instability, non-economic social instability or remaining subsocial instabilities.  

In addition, the worldwide celebration of the First Earth Day on 22 April 1970 

reminds/warns us that the “old context” (persistent social instability) has been coupled with a 

“new context” (emerging ecological instability) in the capitalist world, given the exogenously 

and spontaneously determined natural instability and natural stability including solar stability. 

This “dual instability” (dual context), that is, the coexistence of the “persistent social instability” 

(old context) and the “emerging ecological instability” (new context) cannot be tackled by the 

“old contextual macroeconomics”. Hence, the need for a “new contextual macroeconomics” has 

become eventually inevitable. The substitution of a new contextual macroeconomics for an old 

contextual macroeconomics means contextualization of macroeconomics or contextual 

(re)construction of macroeconomics. Such contextualization is needed only when there is a 

substitution of a new context for an old context.     

Macroeconomics in Context of Goodwin, Nelson and Harris (2009), is the result of 

contextualization of macroeconomics. In this book, they have reinterpreted economics, 

microeconomics and macroeconomics in the context of sustainability.  

Thus, macroeconomics is not a set of principles, which is set in stone (Goodwin, Nelson 

& Harris, 2009). Rather, it has changed over time with the change in context. Contextual 

macroeconomics studies how the various macroeconomic principles fit into different contexts or 

changing context.  

The contextual (re)construction of macroeconomics started since the 1970s. But such 

(re)construction needs adequate, apposite and/or appropriate context. The examples of 

contextualization of macroeconomics are as follows: 
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1. Fellner’s (1976) Towards a Reconstruction of Macroeconomics  

2. Sims’s (1980) Macroeconomics and Reality  

3. Gregory’s (1988) Recent Developments in Macroeconomics  

4. Fisher’s (1988) Recent Developments in Macroeconomics  

5. Phelps’s (1990) Recent Developments in Macroeconomics  

6. Lucas’s (2000) Some Macroeconomics for the 21st Century  

7. Harris and Goodwin’s (2003) New Thinking in Macroeconomics  

8. Goodwin’s (2003) Macroeconomics for the 21st Century 

9. Taylor’s (2004) Reconstructing Macroeconomics  

10. Aoki and Yoshikawa’s (2006) Reconstructing Macroeconomics 

11.  Cohn’s (2007) Reintroducing Macroeconomics  

12.  Goodwin, Nelson and Harris’s (2009) Macroeconomics in Context 

13. Harris and Goodwin’s (2009) Twenty-First Century Macroeconomics  

14. Sachs’s (2009) Rethinking Macroeconomics.  

15.  Stiglitz’s (2011) Rethinking Macroeconomics: What Failed, and How to Repair It. 

 

In this connection, it is relevant to recall the title of a conference “Rethinking Macroeconomics”, 

which was held at the Pocantico Conference Centre of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, on 20-23 

June, 2002, and sponsored by Global Development and Environment Institute of Tufts 

University, Medford, USA. 

 

2.1.5. Macroeconomics of Sustainability (MOS) 

 
A different kind of macroeconomics is going to be needed… The time is now ripe to develop a 

new macroeconomics for sustainability… There is no macroeconomics for sustainability… So 

there is an urgent need to develop the capabilities required to build a new macroeconomics for 
sustainability… A new macro economics for sustainability is not only essential, but possible 

(Jackson, 2009). 
  

  
The implementation of ambitious programs for social investment and redirection of the macro 
economy towards sustainability will be essential for preserving economic systems in the twenty-
first century (Harris, 2009). 
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When the “core concepts” of macroeconomics developed, the world contained four billion less 

people than it does today. The preanalytic vision, which informed the development of 

neoclassical thought, was that of a world, in which human activity was but a tiny fraction of 

global activity. Human use of resources and production of wastes was considered costless, 

because the regenerative and absorptive capacities of the earth appeared to have no limits. 

Today, evidence, to the contrary, arrives with regularity, to the point that the Royal Society of 

London and the United States National Academy of Sciences, Population Growth, Resources 

Consumption, and Sustainable World (1992) issued an unprecedented joint action statement-

warning (Kysar, 2001):  

 
The future of our planet is in the balance. Sustainable development can be achieved, but only if 
irreversible degradation of the environment can be halted in time. The next 30 years may be 
crucial. The continued dominance within economics of a view of nature as limitless demonstrates 
that macroeconomic theorists also may have committed Whitehead’s antirationalist fallacy: an 
arbitrary halt at a particular set of abstractions. 

 
 

Yet surprisingly, little recognition has been given to the fact that macroeconomics rests on what 

is arguably now a discredited worldview. Among economists, increasing divergence between 

theory and reality is accounted for by increasing recognition of externalities, much like the 

Ptolemaic astronomers, who attempted to save their model of circular planetary motion through 

desperate addition of epicycles.  

However, lest society is to risk growing beyond the biophysical limits of the earth (not to 

mention the point at which marginal costs of macroeconomic growth exceed marginal benefits), 

it seems appropriate to develop a “new macroeconomics”, which is grounded in scientifically 

plausible visions of the “relationship between macroeconomics and sustainability”. Such a new 

macroeconomics can be designated as “sustainability macroeconomics”, “macroeconomic for 

sustainability”, or “macroeconomics of sustainability” (MOS).   

MOS is the eventual and inevitable responsiveness of a group of ecologically and socially 

conscious macroeconomists to the earlier intensive and extensive inducements provided by 

another group of environmentally conscious multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary 
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scholars/thinkers in the form of their writings about the causes, consequences and cures of the 

threat of global unsustainability. In better words, MOS can be seen as the collective, 

collaborative and independent effort of a group of ecologically and socially conscious 

practitioners of macroeconomics to respond to the threat of global unsustainability 

perceived/observed and documented/interpreted by the multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary 

scholars/thinkers in the form of their writings/articles in books and journals.  

Such writings assumed unprecedented proliferation since the worldwide celebration of 

the First Earth Day on 22 April 1970. The First Earth Day can be treated as the “typical turning 

point” in the history of global human society.  That is why all the sustainability-related writings 

can be divided into three different periods: (i) pre-1970 sustainability writings, (ii) 1970 

sustainability writings, and (iii) post-1970 sustainability writings. All these literatures can be 

treated as the roots, inputs or ingredients of a comprehensive MOS. 

If macroeconomics is (re)constructed for realizing the context of sustainability, then 

macroeconomics can be designated as MOS. Unfortunately, up till now, no comprehensive text 

on MOS has been constructed/created. There are only several articles/texts, whose titles are like 

Rethinking, Reconstructing, Reorienting, Reformulating or Rebuilding MOS.  These titles 

indicate that such texts are under (re)construction. Independently, but not simultaneously and 

collectively or collaboratively, many practitioners of macroeconomics are writing only the 

“pieces”, not the “whole” of MOS. Besides, such practitioners come from all over the world. 

Their specific concerns, interests, activities and cultures are diverse. There is hardly any 

coordination and consensus among them. Obviously, there are differences of thought and 

emphasis among them. Hence, their collected writings can constitute the “naïve whole” (naïve 

MOS), but not the “sophisticated whole” (sophisticated MOS). That is why in the Prosperity 

without Growth, Tim Jackson (2009) has rightly disclosed that “There is no macroeconomics for 

sustainability. So there is an urgent need for one. A new macroeconomics for sustainability is not 

only essential, but possible”.  

However, the relevant examples of fractional and fragmented (re)constructions of 

macroeconomics for the realization/restoration of sustainability can be demonstrated by the 

following twenty one literatures: 
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1. Macroeconomics of Sustainability in Ikerd’s (1997) Toward an Economics of 

Sustainability  

2. Bretschger’s (1998) The Sustainability Paradigm: A Macroeconomic Perspective 

3. Macroeconomics of Sustainability in Robertson’s (1999) The New Economics of 

Sustainable Development  

4. Harris’s (2001) Macroeconomic Policy and Sustainability  

5. Kysar’s (2001) Sustainability, Distribution and Macroeconomic Analysis of Law  

6. Brandt 21 Forum’s (2003) The Macroeconomics of Sustainable Development 

7. Jesperson’s (2004) Macroeconomic Stability, Sustainable Development and Full 

Employment  

8. Harris and Goodwin’s (2004) New Thinking in Macroeconomics: Social, Institutional 

and Environmental Perspectives  

9.  Courvisanos’s (2005) A Post Keynesian Innovation Policy for Sustainable Development 

10. Harris’s (2007) Reorienting Macroeconomic Theory towards Environmental Stability 

11.  Goodwin, Nelson and Harris’s (2007) Macroeconomics and Ecological Sustainability   

12. Harris’s (2008) Ecological Macroeconomics: Consumption, Investment and Climate 

Change  

13. Macroeconomics for sustainability in Jackson’s (2009) Prosperity without Growth 

14. Custers’s (2010) The Task of Keynesianism Today: Green New Deals as Transition 

Towards a Zero Growth Economy 

15.  Pollitt et al.’s (2010) A Scoping Study on the Macroeconomic View of Sustainability  

16. Victor’s (2010) Macroeconomics for Sustainability  

17.  Nadal’s (2011) Rethinking Macroeconomics for Sustainability  

18. van der Ploeg’s (2011) Macroeconomics of Sustainability Transitions  

19. Brown et al.’s (2013) Macroecology Meets Macroeconomics: Resource Scarcity and 

Global Sustainability 

20. Antal & van den Bergh’s (2014) Macroeconomics, Financial Crisis and the 

Environment: Strategies for a Sustainable Transition 

21. Venkatesan’s (2015) Sustainability in the Curriculum and Teaching of Economics: 

Transforming Introductory Macroeconomics  
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The construction of MOS is possible, if the preexisting or unreconstructed theoretical 

approaches, frameworks or models of macroeconomics can be reconstructed accordingly, or in 

other words, if the preexisting or unreconstructed theoretical approaches, frameworks or models 

of macroeconomics can be substituted with the new or reconstructed theoretical approaches, 

frameworks or models for sustainability. From neoclassical perspective, there is no need for a 

new macroeconomic framework/model for sustainability (Pollitt et al., 2010). But Victor (2008) 

claims that even in a rather conventional macroeconomic framework/model (e.g. hydraulic 

Keynesian macroeconomic model), a new MOS is not only meaningful, but also possible.    

 

The construction of MOS is still being executed by many practitioners of environmental 

macroeconomics, ecological macroeconomics, social macroeconomics and social ecological 

macroeconomics to reduce/rule out the emerging threat of unsustainability and/or to 

restore/realize the state of sustainability of the “tiny little Titanic of global life amid the 

boundless ocean of lifelessness”.  

Hence, the reconstruction of HK, coined and clarified by Coddington (1976, 1983), for 

restoring/realizing the context of sustainability, can be regarded as one of the complementary 

contributions to MOS. 

Albert Einstein (1879–1955 AD) remarked that “problems cannot be solved at the same 

level of thinking that lead to their creation” (Ikerd, 1997). If so, problems arising from old 

contextual macroeconomic thinking cannot be solved using that thinking. A new contextual 

macroeconomics (e.g. MOS) cannot be derived from the contextual macroeconomics of the old 

belief system. A new belief system is inevitably needed for reconstructing MOS. 

  

2.1.5.1. Need for a MOS 

 

The need for a MOS has been disclosed by Ikerd (1997) in his Toward an Economics of 

Sustainability by an analogy as follows: 

 

We need a new (macro)economics of sustainability, because the old (macro)economics is 
fundamentally incapable of addressing the social and ecological issues of sustainability. The old 
(macro)economics is like an old house that has been fixed up over and over with new paint, new 
siding, new roofs, added rooms, and added stories; but still has the same support structure and 
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foundation. Now, the old beams are rotting and the foundation is crumbling. There is no way to 
fix it without tearing it down and starting over from the foundation up. This necessity should not 
be viewed as any discredit to those who have spent careers painting, roofing, and remodeling the 
old house. They have made due with what they had to work on – there seemed to be no logical 
alternative. We all hate to see the old building come down. But, nothing lasts forever. It simply is 
time to rebuild. 
 
 
2.1.5.2. Crucial Characteristics of MOS 
 

The crucial characteristics of MOS have been described chronologically by the following ten 

authors: 

(1) Indian economist Amlan Datta (1997) said: 

 

There was a time when by the new (macro)economics was meant the Keynesian economics, 
which was notable as a response to the depression of the 1930s. The new (macro)economics that 
is struggling to grow today is something very different. It constitutes our response to a new set of 
problems, which was only dimly perceived earlier, but has steadily grown in urgency over the 
last quarter of this century. It attempts to put forward new ideas about how to organize the 
foundations of a sustainable (macro)economy at this juncture in history when there are clear 
signs that the global economy cannot move much further along the accustomed paths of 
industrial growth without ending up in total disaster. For the true welfare economist, the horizons 
of enquiry are shifting again in a new direction…. The study of wealth and welfare stands at a 

new crossroads.  
 
(2) Ikerd (1997) argues that MOS must be multidimensional – with economic, ecological and 

social dimensions. It must deal with balance among, as well as attainment of, things economic, 

social, and ecological. Thus, MOS must be “holistic”, not just “aggregate”, in nature. It must 

promote the sustainability of communities, nations, and the world. We need a new MOS, because 

the old macroeconomics is fundamentally incapable of addressing the social and ecological 

issues of sustainability.  

(3) According to Robertson (1999), MOS reflects the growing worldwide demand for new ways 

of economic life and thought that will conserve the earth and its resources, and empower people 

to meet their own needs and the needs of others. Robertson (1999) has pointed out the following 

six principles of MOS: 

(a) Systematic empowerment of people (as opposed to making and keeping them dependent), as 

the basis for people-centered development. 
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(b) Systematic conservation of resources and environment, as the basis for environmentally 

sustainable development. 

(c) Evolution from a wealth of nations model of economic life to a one-world model, and from 

today’s inter-national economy to an ecologically sustainable, decentralizing, multi-level one-

world economic system. 

(d) Restoration of political and ethical factors to a central place in economic life and thought. 

(e) Respect for qualitative values, not just quantitative values. 

(f) Respect for feminine values, not just masculine ones. 

 

(4) Harris (2001) points out that there is as yet little work on reforming macroeconomic theory 

and policy to take account of sustainability. Since Herman Daly first called for an environmental 

macroeconomics a decade ago (Daly, 1991), there has been relatively little forward progress on 

this issue – certainly none that has penetrated the mainstream of macroeconomic theory, practice, 

and teaching. A sustainable perspective implies that radical and proactive government policies 

are required to achieve economic development that is both socially just and ecologically sound. 

The fundamental redirection required for sustainable development cannot be achieved without 

reorienting macroeconomic policy. There is an increasing recognition that the achievement of 

social goals is essential to environmental sustainability. Given the urgency of many macro-level 

and global environmental issues together with the clearly inadequate state of current 

macroeconomic theory, it appears that the time is ripe for a reassessment of macroeconomic 

theory and policy.  

(5) Goodwin (2003) emphasizes that macroeconomic theory has not yet come to grips with major 

issues of the 21st century. These include environmental pressures, demographic changes, the size, 

structure, and power of MNCs, and growing economic inequality. Existing macroeconomic 

theory also does not deal adequately with normative issues, focuses excessively on market 

solutions, assumes that a single macroeconomic theory can apply to all situations, and ignores 

issues concerning the scale of economic activity and the speed of change. Macroeconomic theory 

has been left behind by some critical facts and trends that are emerging in the 21st century. One 

large set of discordant facts may be summarized as the limits of earth’s carrying capacity in 

relation to both human demands for resources and anthropogenic emissions of destructive 

pollutants.  
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(6) Harris and Goodwin (2009) have examined the following seven crucial issues of MOS: 

(a) Understanding the challenge of global warming.  

(b) The new climate economics.  

(c) Economics and climate change: Resilience, equity, and sustainability.  

(d) The right to development in a climate-constrained world.  

(e) The economic fundamentals of global warming. 

(f) Macroeconomics and sustainable development: Applying “sustainomics” framework.  

(g) Ecological macroeconomics: Consumption, investment and climate change.  

 

(7) According to Jackson (2009), there is an urgent need to develop a new ecologically literate 

macroeconomics capable of offering meaningful guidance for a lasting prosperity – a prosperity 

that for now at least will have to do without growth, and may eventually be able to replace it 

altogether. It will be essential in understanding how to build a different kind of macroeconomics, 

one in which stability is no longer predicated on increasing consumption growth, but emerges 

through strategic investment in jobs, social infrastructures, sustainable technologies and the 

maintenance and protection of ecosystem. A new macroeconomics for sustainability must 

abandon the presumption of growth in material consumption as the basis for economic stability. 

It will have to be ecologically and socially literate, ending the folly of separating economy from 

society and environment. MOS does not rely for its stability on relentless growth and expanding 

material throughput. Jackson (2009) has prescribed twelve steps to a sustainable economy as 

follows. 

(A) Four Steps for Building a Sustainable Economy 

(A1) Developing macroeconomic capability 

(A2) Investing in public assets and infrastructures 

(A3) Increasing financial and fiscal prudence 

(A4) Reforming macroeconomic accounting 

(B) Five Steps for Protecting Capabilities for Flourishing 

(B1) Sharing the available work and improving the work-life balance 

(B2) Tackling systemic inequality 

(B3) Measuring capabilities and flourishing 

(B4) Strengthening human and social capital 
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(B5) Reversing the culture of consumerism 

(C) Three Steps for Responding Ecological Limits 

(C1) Imposing clearly defined resource/emission caps 

(C2) Implementing fiscal reform for sustainability 

(C3) Promoting technology transfer and international ecosystem protection 

(8) Sachs (2009) remarks that sustained and widespread future prosperity will require basic 

reforms in global macroeconomic governance and in macroeconomic science. Structural 

challenges like energy, climate change, higher education, public health and infrastructure are not 

treated as economic priorities in the conventional macroeconomics. A new strategy of economic 

governance – one that is structural and global – is now needed, and a new science of 

macroeconomics must supersede the stale debates of Keynesian and rational expectation 

theories. The new tools of macroeconomics are quite different from the existing tools.   

Macroeconomics needs an overhaul not only in concepts and tools, but in global cooperation as 

well. Global macroeconomics, as opposed to national macroeconomics, should be reconstituted 

around the global challenges, since solutions to the problems will do more to promote and 

sustain global growth than further fiddling with macroeconomic dials. Yet as important as these 

areas are to our current and future economic wellbeing, we have a surfeit of words and a 

dangerous deficit of real action. We will need, urgently, to strengthen global institutions so that 

they can provide reliable expert guidance, quantification, monitoring, and oversight of global 

cooperative actions. The data matter and we are flying blind. We will do well to start the new 

macroeconomics with three crucial and interconnected challenges: (a) climate and energy 

security, (b) food and nutrition security (including land use, water use and biodiversity), and (c) 

poverty reduction. The world’s macroeconomic challenges are new, because we have hit 

generational roadblocks due to persistent poverty, escalating environmental threats, and 

deepening energy insecurity. Macroeconomic aggregates will not produce the next generation of 

automobiles, the safe worldwide use of nuclear power, the protection of rainforests, or global 

capture and disposal of carbon dioxide at cost-fired plants. The new macroeconomics must be 

structural – concerning itself with poverty, education, food, energy, and climate over CPI – if we 

are to find our way to sustainable recovery and development. 

(9) Goodwin (2010) says that the critical role for macroeconomic theory is no longer simply to 

explain how the existing macroeconomic system works, but also to explore how the 
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macroeconomic system can be changed to become more adaptive and resilient in the face of the 

challenges of the 21st century, and how it can be more directly designed to support human 

wellbeing, in the present and the future. Simultaneous changes are needed, in both the actual 

macroeconomy and also in macroeconomic theory. In short, the major problems with mainstream 

macroeconomic theory begins with its assumption of final ends – most probably, maximizing 

GDP – that are not appropriate to a resource-constrained world. It views the macroeconomy as 

separate from its social and ecological contexts, understanding neither its dependence on these 

contexts nor the impacts of meta-externalities from the macroeconomic system upon them. It 

only counts things that go through the market, and it has a bias against the public sector and in 

favor of the status quo.  

(10) Nadal’s (2011) book Rethinking Macroeconomics for Sustainability reveals the linkages 

between monetary, financial and fiscal policies, and the environmental degradation, which 

threatens the planet’s biosphere. Rebooting the world economic system is simply not enough to 

get us on the road to sustainability. If we do not bring macroeconomics to the discussion of 

sustainability, we will have failed in the endeavor to make this a better world. Nadal’s (2011) 

book is an effort to bring together macroeconomics and the current debates on sustainability. The 

world will never reach sustainability, if we do not redefine macroeconomic theories, policies and 

practices. Nadal (2011) points out that it is a good time to seize the opportunity to go back to 

basics and redefine the object and the role of macroeconomics. It is time to rethink 

macroeconomics for sustainability. 

 
 

2.2. Reconstructions of HK for Sustainability by Previous Literatures for 
Contributing to MOS 

 
 

The pursuit of knowledge is a cooperative endeavor, and will be more successful, if everyone is 
allowed to make a contribution. For each man has something personal to contribute toward the 
truth. 
                                                               -----Aristotle (384-322 BC) [Richman, 2011] 
 
 

A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step. This is an old proverb.  Initiatives to 

integrate the sustainability with macroeconomic theory and policy are a step in the right direction 
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to develop a MOS. The objective of the reconstruction of HK to realize the context of 

sustainability is to lay the foundation for that first step.  

Earlier, it has been stated that the two constituent Keynesian macroeconomic models of 

HK are (i) Simple Keynesian Model and (ii) IS-LM Keynesian Model. Hence, reconstruction of 

HK for sustainability means the reconstruction of both the foregoing two models of HK for 

realizing/restoring sustainability to contribute to MOS. 

  

Chronologically, the following twenty two literatures demonstrate how HK can be reconstructed 

for realizing/restoring “different dimensions” of sustainability: 

(1) Young (1975) argues that in addition to describing short-run functional and causal 

relationships between the main economic aggregates in a capitalist or mixed economy, the 

hydraulic Keynesian model can also be reconstructed in “ecological terms”. This follows from 

the fact that psychosocial, normative, and subjective factors are both explicitly and implicitly 

included in the hydraulic Keynesian system. This system can, therefore, be described in terms 

broader than purely economic ones, and thus the word ecosystem can be utilized in this regard, 

as it seems to cover both the economic and ecological factors involved. 

(2) Daly (1991) pleads for an environmental macroeconomics. The response within the school of 

ecological economics has been limited to the use of the hydraulic Keynesian model (IS-LM 

Keynesian model), because the IS-LM Keynesian model is the “workhorse model” in 

macroeconomics (Daly & Farley, 2004; Lawn, 2003b). It is more accurate to say that the IS-LM 

Keynesian model is the Trojan horse, from which the effort to distort and recover Keynesian 

theory has been launched by the establishment (Nadal, 2011). 

(3) According to Girma (1992), macroeconomic and program policymakers are presently not 

well equipped with analytical methods for examining the environmental effects of their 

recommendations and actions. Girma’s (1992) article proposes a framework for examining 

macropolicy effects on incentives and constraints in the environmental sector and approach for 

adapting policy cost-benefit analysis to incorporate sustainability concerns. A simple Keynesian 

model is constructed, and used to show how the environment may be incorporated as a sector of 

the macroeconomy. Aggregate demand policy, sectoral policy and distributional issues are 

examined within the context of this simple Keynesian model. In short, Girma’s (1992) article 
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starts from a simple Keynesian model and adds an environment sector to examine key 

macroeconomic policies and their impacts on the environment. 

(4) Thampapillai (1995) was the first author to try to assimilate the environment into a 

macroeconomic model by defining an environmental cost function and projecting it on to a 

conventional IS-LM Keynesian model. The model is used to identify how macroeconomic 

policies can be used to alter the IS-LM equilibrium in order to attain a position, which maintains 

the assimilative capacity of the environment. The issue is how macroeconomic policies can be 

used to attain a position of environmental equilibrium. In terms of modified IS-LM Keynesian 

model, Thampapillai (1995) suggests that the restrictive or tighter fiscal and monetary policies 

can reduce the level of macroeconomic activity, and such reduction of the volume of 

macroeconomic activity can return the economy to the level of environmental sustainability. 

(5) The article of Thampapillai and Uhlin (1996) discloses that the depreciation of environmental 

capital is internalized within a simple Keynesian model to permit the determination of 

sustainable national income (SNI). This article includes the simulation of SNI paths and the 

evaluation of wages and technology/management policies for achieving convergence between 

full employment and SNI. The scope for further conceptual development is demonstrated by the 

illustration of aggregate supply in the context of environmental depreciation.  

(6) Building on the basic tenet of environmental accounting, a simple Keynesian model has been 

adapted by Thampapillai and Uhlin (1997) for the determination of SNI. This adaptation 

involves the formulation of linear (See Figure 2, Thampapillai and Uhlin, 1997) as well as 

nonlinear (See Figure 3, Thampapillai and Uhlin, 1997) frameworks of national income 

determination. These frameworks are empirically demonstrated for the US economy by 

integrating standard macroeconomic data with macro-environmental data. The analysis includes 

the derivation of SNI paths and the evaluation of wages and technology/management policies for 

jointly achieving full employment and SNI. The results indicate efficiency improvements in the 

utilization of environmental capital and possible converges between the SNI path and actual NI 

path.  

(7) The article of Ahmed and Mallick (1997) has incorporated environment into a simple 

Keynesian model for estimation of SNI of Pakistan and Bangladesh. It is now widely accepted 

that the indicators of NI accounts do no correctly portray the state of the economy. GDP is the 

widely used measure of economic activity, and is generally used in formulating demand 
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management and stabilization policies. A major shortcoming of relying solely on GDP is that it 

ignores the effects of environmental degradation and depletion of natural resources. Where 

environment is concerned, there is no such thing as a free lunch and the burden of the excessive 

use will have to be borne by the coming generations. In environmental economics, the 

environment is regarded as capital, which is durable and provides services overtime. If managed 

properly, it can provide services indefinitely. As manufactured capital depreciates overtime, the 

environment also deteriorates if not maintained. Thus, the allowance for the depreciation of 

environmental capital has to be deducted from a country’s NI to ensure its proper maintenance, 

that is, to offset the wear and tear of natural endowments. This allowance is called environmental 

capital depreciation and is deducted from the GNP to achieve the SNI. 

(8)  Heyes’s (2000) article has used a modified IS-LM Keynesian model to examine how 

monetary and fiscal policies affect the environment. The method of Heyes (2000) differs from 

that of Thampapillai (1995), because Heyes introduces the environmental restriction directly as 

an environmental equilibrium curve, denoted by EE. Each point of this EE curve corresponds to 

a situation, in which the wear-and-tear effect on the environment is being restored. In the EE 

curve, the rate, at which the economy is using the natural resource base or the environment, is 

equal to its resilience. The EE curve shows that all interest-output combinations are such that the 

rate at which the economy is using environmental services is exactly equal to the natural 

environment’s ability to supply them.  In a nutshell, the EE curve is introduced into the IS-LM 

Keynesian Model to show how monetary and fiscal policies can return the economy to a position 

of environmental equilibrium. Traditional fiscal and monetary policies can set the economy on a 

scale, which is compatible with environmental equilibrium. 

(9) The article of Mallick, Sinden and Thampapillai (2000) shows that the environment is an 

asset that provides essential services. Like any other asset, its services will diminish as it 

depreciates. The environmentally SNI of a nation depends on a sustained flow of these services, 

and can be estimated by including the environment in a macroeconomic framework, with a goal 

to achieve both full employment and sustainability. The relationship of NI to employment is 

estimated at full employment, actual employment and the employment level that is necessary to 

SNI, for the Australian economy. There proved to be a widening gap between actual NI and 

environmentally SNI, and between actual NI and full employment NI. Wage reduction and 

improvement of technology are analyzed as possible ways to meet the goal of an 
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environmentally SNI. In the analysis of the Australian economy, this article suggests that 

reconciliation between the goals of sustainability and employment may be achieved by a real 

wage reduction of approximately 8-10%. This analysis has been structured within the framework 

of a simple Keynesian model of NI determination and a Cobb-Douglas production function. In 

this article, the 8-10% wage reduction has been estimated by recourse to a Cobb-Douglas 

production function for full employment. This wage reduction amounts to the same magnitude as 

the environmental capital depreciation allowance, which can be subtracted from NNP in the 

simple Keynesian model of NI determination in order to achieve sustainability. 

 

(10) Munasinghe (2002) traces the relation between macroeconomics and the environment from 

historical perspective. Then he discusses how environmental considerations can be incorporated 

into more conventional Keynesian macroeconomic models used in policymaking, ranging from 

extensions of the IS-LM Keynesian model used in analyses of comparative statics, to 

sophisticated computable general equilibrium models (CGEMs), which include environmental 

variables. Longer run environmental macroeconomic models for both closed and open 

economies are built around supply side issues like capital accumulation, natural resource 

depletion, long run labour supply, discount rate and the rate of technological progress. Finally, he 

reintroduces the IS-LM-EE Keynesian model of Heyes (2000) briefly in terms of IS-LM-EE 

diagram and its mathematical explanation.  

(11) Lawn (2003a) has given an introduction to Heyes’s (2000) IS-LM-EE Keynesian model in 

order to establish an environmental macroeconomics.  

(12)  Lawn (2003b) has provided an appraisal of Heyes’s (2000) IS-LM-EE Keynesian model for 

the further development of environmental macroeconomics.  

(13) Lawn (2003c) has extended the IS-LM Keynesian model to include an environmental 

equilibrium curve, which is similar to Heyes’s (2000) EE curve. Lawn (2003c) has demonstrated 

that a decade has now passed since Daly made a plea for an environmental macroeconomics. 

Despite an expanding literature on green NI accounting and the efforts of ecological economists 

to measure the sustainable net benefits of a growing macroeconomy, it is only recently that 

Daly’s plea has been adequately answered. This has been achieved with the incorporation by 

Heyes of an environmental equilibrium curve (EE) into the familiar IS-LM Keynesian model. 

However, the IS-LM-EE Keynesian model proposed by Heyes is incomplete. By extending 
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Heyes’s model to include the role of technological progress and the sustainable net benefits of 

economic activity, this article shows that conclusions regarding the desirability of expansionary 

fiscal and monetary policies alter quite radically. Moreover, it sends out a clear message that 

environmental concerns should be incorporated into macroeconomic models. They should not be 

solely confined to microeconomics. 

(14) The article of Daly and Farley (2004) has adopted a different approach to the use of an IS-

LM Keynesian model. First, it assumes that it is possible to calculate the throughput-intensity per 

unit of output. Second, it also assumes that it is possible to estimate the maximum ecologically 

sustainable level of output. This can then be imposed as an external physical constraint. The new 

physical restriction is introduced into the model through a vertical line, which is called 

ecological capacity line and is denoted by EC. Each point on the vertical EC line shows a 

biophysical equilibrium. Given the technology used in the economy, the EC line indicates the 

balance between usage and extraction rates, and the capacity of the environment to replace used 

materials and restore the health of ecosystem. The points on the EC line are ignored by the 

actors, whose behavior is captured in the IS-LM curves. 

(15) Sim (2006) revisits Heyes’s (2000) attempt to incorporate an environmental constraint into 

the IS-LM Keynesian model. Sim’s (2006) article extends the IS-LM-EE Keynesian model of 

Heyes (2000). In Heyes’s (2000) model, exogenous fiscal or monetary shocks are needed so that 

the intersection of all the three curves: IS curve, LM curve and EE curve, is reached. Such 

independent adjustments are circumvented in Sim’s (2006) article, which argues that a naturally 

adjusting process exists and formalizes the mechanism for the IS-LM-EE Keynesian model. 

Sim’s (2006) model arises out of the requirement of overcoming the inadequacies of Heyes’s 

(2000) model. The main inadequacy of Heyes’s (2000) model is that it fails to answer the 

question raised by Sim (2006): Is there a natural adjustment mechanism in the environmental 

Keynesian framework? Sim (2006) claims that Heyes (2000) cannot suggest so. While the 

simplicity and elegance of Heyes’s model deserves merit, nevertheless one difficulty is existent 

in his model. In Heyes’s model, convergence to the macro-environmental equilibrium is not 

automatically guaranteed, but is achieved by exogenous adjustment of IS or LM curve. In this 

respect, Heyes’s model imposes a strong assumption that policy maker has perfect knowledge of 

what the environmental constraint is, and the precise amount of monetary or fiscal policy 

stimulus to attain an environmentally consistent market equilibrium. Sim’s (2006) model offers 
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an adjustment process for the IS-LM-EE Keynesian model of Heyes based on insights from the 

question: Will a level of economic activity, which is excessively polluting, be sustainable in the 

long run? Recent works suggest that the answer is negative. Sim’s (2006) article suggests that in 

the absence of institutional arrangements, the level of economic activity must eventually 

conform to that accommodable by the environment. Through the IS-LM-EE Keynesian model, 

one important lesson emerges: overlooking the environment, when developing an economy, is a 

strategy programmed for serious breakdowns. Eventually, drastic but costly control measures 

have to be initiated, heavily polluting manufacturing and power plants may have to be retired, 

and lifestyles could change. Sustainable economic growth must also be accompanied by 

progressive upgrading of regulatory standards. The objective of Sim’s (2006) article is to offer a 

simple way to improve the workability of the IS-LM-EE Keynesian model so that further 

extensions can be conducted from this point onwards. 

(16) In Morales’s (2007) article, a simple framework extending the IS-LM-EE Keynesian model 

is presented to address the perceived problem of having to balance the twin macro goals of 

economic growth and environmental sustainability. This article shows that unless environmental 

policy is optimal, the policy maker’s decision will lead to unsustainable growth. On the contrary, 

if environmental policy is optimal, there is a: (i) finite period of sustainable growth initially, and 

(ii) gradual adjustment to a stationary sustainable output level due to thermodynamic constraints. 

Social preferences, however, play a crucial role in terms of characterizing the long-run 

adjustment process. The aim of Morales’s (2007) article is to contribute further to Heyes’s 

(2000) original proposal – the greening of textbook macro theory in terms of IS-LM-EE 

Keynesian model. Morales’s (2007) article has been influenced by Daly’s suggestion that 

macroeconomic theory should promote the basic goals of human development and sustainability.  

(17) In terms of simple Keynesian model, Thampapillai, Wu and Sunderaj (2007), in their joint 

article, demonstrate that China has been heralded as the fast growing economy in the world. This 

growth has been achieved significantly at the expense of its environment. Conventional measures 

of economic performance (e.g. GDP) do not take into account environmental damages, and thus 

may be biased towards an unsustainable development path. This article compares China’s 

economic performance as measured by GDP against a measure of sustainable GDP, estimated by 

adjusting GDP for the depreciation of air, soil, and water resources. The results of this article 

indicate that China’s performance may not be as remarkable as commonly perceived, and that its 
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quest for sustainable development may be challenged by political and social considerations. The 

challenge includes the resolution of conflict between the goals of employment and sustainability. 

With the help of several equations and the income-expenditure diagram (See Figure 3, 

Thampapillai, Wu and Sunderaj, 2007) of simple Keynesian model, this article illustrates the 

potential conflicts between sustainability and the pursuit of full employment. This article also 

points out formidable challenges in searching for sustainable development path for the Chinese 

economy. The sustainability-employment conflict shows that the quest for sustainable 

development could severely undermine the government’s ability to maintain social and political 

stability through labour participation. While the concept of sustainable development has gained a 

wide acceptance among the decision-makers in China, its implementation involves difficult 

trade-offs among the various objectives.  

(18) Emmanuel (2008) has transformed the IS-LM Keynesian model into the IS-LM-BP-BE 

Keynesian model to incorporate the problem of pollution. This reconstruction of the IS-LM 

Keynesian model has shown the ecological and economic effects of different monetary and fiscal 

policies depending on the type of small open economy considered (with or without different kind 

of pollution control activities). The introduction of pollution in the form of stock in a dynamic 

IS-LM Keynesian model, has allowed us to analyze the environmental consequences of 

macroeconomic policies. According to this model, an environmental public expenditure, even if 

it leads to increased pollution, is preferable to a usual public expenditure, because it causes 

relatively fewer emissions of pollution than the latter, for an identical increase in national 

income. The environmental effect of an expansionary monetary policy depends on the type of 

economy involved in. In the unusual case, where the bulk of investment activities is dedicated to 

clean up, any change in money supply leads to a variation in the opposite sense in the level of 

pollution, for the reason that a lower interest rate stimulates investment in pollution control that 

compensates the much more adverse effects of investment in usual sector. In the normal case, 

where the private sector pollution is smaller than the usual private sector, any monetary policy 

induced by the decline of interest rates, encourages more the usual investment (with 

environmental standards unchanged), and thereby increases pollution and the income levels. 

Hence, one of the major lessons of this model is that what is important is the expectation in the 

sector of the pollution control and the size of this sector relatively to the rest of the economy. 

Also, a government anxious to make a sustainable economic growth should give priority to try to 
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drive the expectations of these pollution control firms through environmental standards 

increasingly severe as long as the economy did not have a private sector of pollution control at 

least as important in its economic size as the usual private sector. In the meantime, 

environmental public policies should be preferred, from an environmental point of view, to any 

monetary and budgetary policy, provided that public environmental measures are concrete and 

truly effective remediation. Thus, our findings reinforce the arguments of post-Keynesians, who 

recognized the importance of informational constraints in a state of uncertainty, and preferred 

maintaining standards seeking optimality. Moreover, if one takes as relevant the criterion 

proposed by Daly of carrying capacity, i.e., the optimal scale of the economy compared to the 

ecosystem behind it, it can be concluded that the model, except in unusual circumstances, shows 

that any monetary or budgetary policy increases the pollution level and therefore drives the 

economy a little closer to the sustainable limit. If the economy is in an unusual case, one moves 

more and more from this limit, and then there is sustainable development in its fullest sense. 

(19) On the basis of simple Keynesian model, Victor (2008) has invented a notion of LowGrow, 

which is an interactive computerized model of the Canadian economy. This LowGrow model has 

suggested how both ecological sustainability and social sustainability can be achieved.  

(20) Harris (2008/2009) has tried to solve the following three dilemmas by extending the simple 

Keynesian model, in which three modified equilibrium equations are embedded: (i) The 

balancing of consumption and investment while maintaining high employment as well as limits 

on material consumption, (ii) The provision of adequate social and health expenditures, including 

the added expenditures necessary for a graying population with greater longevity, and (iii) The 

sufficient investment in the maintenance of critical natural capital systems including ecosystems 

and atmosphere.  

(21) The remark of Custers (2010) is much relevant to realize the need for reconstructing the 

“ecological Keynesianism”. His argument can be summarized as follows. The world economy 

today is facing the juncture of two simultaneous crises: (i) The deepest recession since the end of 

World War Two, and (ii) An unprecedented world ecological crisis. Does Keynesianism offer 

viable ideas to face this combined crisis, alternative to the neoliberal policymaking, which has 

prevailed during the last thirty years? Historically, if viewed from a longer-term perspective, the 

form of Keynesianism, which has predominated is “military Keynesianism”, defined as 

macroeconomic policymaking by capitalist governments aimed at stimulating aggregate demand 
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for goods. Thus, deficit spending was already applied by the British government, when it 

competed with other European states to gain world hegemony in the late 17th and the 18th 

century. Again, whereas for a limited period of time after World War Two, a “civilian type of 

Keynesianism” has coexisted with “military Keynesianism”, especially in Western Europe, the 

“military form of Keynesianism” has clearly prevailed in the era of globalization, especially in 

the US. Keynesianism offers possibilities for a shift from current policymaking, but only if its 

mode of application is radically different from its historical modes. An “ecological 

Keynesianism” needs to fulfill both a social criterion - promotion of employment - and an 

ecological standard - countering capitalism’s inherent tendency to destroy its natural 

surroundings. Three examples of an “ecological Keynesianism” initially come to mind: (i) The 

state’s use of transfer and investment measures so as to accelerate the shift from reliance on 

fossil fuels towards reliance on renewable energy, (ii) State intervention to discourage 

incineration of waste, and to enhance reliance on recycling, and (iii) Conversion of military 

production facilities into units, which produce for the sustenance of life on earth. While an 

“ecological Keynesianism” does offer ample possibilities to address today’s combined crisis, the 

given policymaking needs to be understood as transitional. A solution to the world’s ecological 

crisis is only possible via the transition towards a stationary state - a zero growth economy at the 

world level, which protects the interests of the global South.  

(22) Konar (2010) argues that Simple Keynesian Model and Hicks-Hansen IS-LM Keynesian 

Model of Coddington’s HK are devoted to explore the causes, consequences and cures of the 

“persistent problem of economic instability” in the capitalist world. But recently the global 

environmental indications are that the “persistent economic instability” is being coupled with the 

“emerging threat of ecological instability” in the world capitalist system. This dual instability – 

the coexistence of persistent economic instability and the emerging ecological instability – 

constitutes the “ecologically unsustainable economic instability” or “ecologically economic 

unsustainability”, which cannot be tackled by conventional HK due its ingrained inadequacies. 

This article shows how the foregoing two models of HK can be “ecologized” to restore 

“ecologically economic sustainability” through the compositional modifications of the 

conventional equilibrium conditions for income determination by incorporating the 

macroecological variables into these equilibrium conditions, and also through the introduction of 

new policy measures and applications. This article suggests that conventional HK shows upward 
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or downward bias with respect to ecological HK in the sense that the values of most of the 

conventional macroeconomic variables (that is, surface values) are significantly different from 

that of ecologically adjusted macroeconomic variables (that is, true or real values). 

 

2.2.1. A Critical Conclusion from Previous Literatures on the Reconstructions 
of HK for Sustainability  

 
 
Serious criticisms and serious replies are both essential parts of science (Daly, 1997).   
 
 

The twenty two previous literatures on the reconstructions of HK for realizing the varied 

versions of sustainability can be classified into two groups. While the first group has attempted 

to reconstruct the Simple Keynesian Model, the second group is devoted to reconstruct the IS-LM 

Keynesian Model.   

The first group includes Young (1975), Girma (1992), Thampapillai and Uhlin (1996), 

Thampapillai and Uhlin (1997), Ahmed and Mallick (1997), Mallick, Sinden and Thampapillai 

(2002), Thampapillai, Wu and Sunderaj (2007), Victor (2008), Harris (2008/2009), Custers 

(2010) and Konar (2010), while the second group contains Daly (1991), Thampapillai (1995), 

Heyes (2000), Munasinghe (2002), Lawn (2003a, 2003b, 2003c), Daly and Farly (2004), Sim 

(2006), Morales (2007), Emmanuel (2008) and Konar (2010). 

 

2.2.2. Common Features of Previous Literatures  

 

The common features of the twenty two previous literatures on the reconstructions of HK for 

realizing the different versions of sustainability can be summarized as follows: 

(1) The previous literatures are based on hydraulic Keynesian methodology, framework, setup, 

model or paradigm.  

(2) They have devised different models, in which different tools of analysis are embedded. 

(3)  While some models have introduced the different new variables, other some models have 

introduced the different new equations, functions or curves. 
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(4) Some models have been designed to tackle the problem of environmental or ecological 

sustainability, while few models have considered social sustainability, ecologically social 

sustainability or ecologically sustainable social stability. 

 
2.2.3. Distinctive Features of the Reconstructed HK for Sustainability  
 
 
The distinctive features of the reconstructed HK for sustainability in the present thesis can be 

summarized in terms of the following two points: 

(1) Reconstructed HK for sustainability consists of different submodels. Each sub-model is 

characterized by its “representative equations”, which are indicated by the “equilibrium 

equations” of the commodity market and/or money market. The nature of the equilibrium 

equations is determined by the nature of the (i) economy (e.g. two-sector closed economy, three-

sector closed economy, four-sector open economy) and (ii) new variables (e.g. economic, 

ecological, social, sub-social) incorporated into the equilibrium equations. 

(2) Though the nature and composition of equilibrium equations in each submodel has been 

transformed through the incorporation of the new variables, yet no new equations, functions or 

curves have been introduced. Because adequate or appropriate reconstitutions of the equilibrium 

equations rule out the necessity of introducing the new equations, functions or curves.  

 

2.2.4. Two Critical Questions 

 

The critics can raise the following two crucial questions: 

(1) What are the missing points or demerits of the previous literatures?  

(2) What is the novelty, newness, originality or merit of the present thesis?  

 

2.2.5. Response to Two Critical Questions 

 

The response to the foregoing two critical questions is based on the most relevant remarks of the 

following three authors: 

(1) According to the American Nobel laureate (1982) economist George J. Stigler, originality has 

the temporal priority in the statement of an idea. Originators usually discover their leading ideas 
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rather than excavate them from the literature. This is an interesting problem, but it makes no 

difference whether the new ideas come from current originality or past originality. Originality 

should be measured against the knowledge of one’s contemporaries. If one opens our eyes to 

new ideas, new perspectives on old ideas, or new errors/inconsistencies, she/he is an originator. 

Originality means difference, not improvement, and one may invent new errors as well as new 

truths (Stigler, 1955).  

(2) Lawrence Boland (1994) argues that those, who actively engage in refuting one theory, are 

doing so only because they have an alternative theory in mind. It is not enough to indicate that 

the researcher’s idea is or was new, but one may want to show that it is a solution to some 

problem. When examining the contribution of an economic thinker, problem orientation always 

involves presuming that the thinker was implicitly or explicitly trying to solve a problem: 

achieving his/her aims by overcoming or dealing with all relevant obstacles. But problem 

orientation is always retrospective. Sometimes, the situational analysis is substituted for problem 

orientation (Boland, 1994).  

(3) The French Nobel laureate (1988) economist Maurice Allais argues that the successful 

scholar is always the one, who adds some marginal improvement to the dominant theories to 

which everyone is accustomed. If, however, a new theory falls outside established paths, it is 

certain to face general opposition whatever its justification. For all these reasons, it is essential to 

subject established truths (which cannot be questioned without confronting the active ostracism 

of the establishment) constantly to a critical analysis without indulgence. All genuine scientific 

progress comes up against the tyranny of the dominant ideas generated by the establishment. The 

true scholar undoubtedly seeks truth for its own sake, but he/she cannot be insensitive to the 

recognition of the value of his/her work. Whatever they may have said, the most eminent 

scholars have never remained completely indifferent to the opinions of others (Allais, 1997).  

By comparison of the present thesis with the previous literatures, it can be emphasized 

that the introduction of the new equations, functions or curves by some of the previous literatures 

indicates not only their “superfluity”, but also the “lack of methodological mechanism” about the 

transformations of the equilibrium equations. Some literatures have used 

ecological/environmental equilibrium curves to indicate ecological/environmental sustainability. 

Surprisingly, none has thought to introduce “similar curves” (e.g. social equilibrium curves or 

subsocial equilibrium curves) in his/her model in order to realize social sustainability or multiple 
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variants of subsocial sustainability. This implies that such literatures have concentrated only on 

ecological or environmental sustainability, not on social sustainability, ecologically social 

sustainability or ecologically sustainable social stability. In better words, social sustainability, 

ecologically social sustainability or ecologically sustainable social stability has been 

(deliberately or decidedly?) “denied” by the previous authors. Hence, it is a matter of 

“denialism”, coined by John Bellamy Foster (2011), who said, “Our worst enemy is denialism”. 

Because the previous literatures have “denied the real truth about sustainability”: social 

sustainability and ecological sustainability are interdependent, neither independent, nor 

dependent at the cost of other (Konar & Chakrabortty, 2011). Moreover, social sustainability 

includes sustainability of multiple subsocials: economic sustainability, political sustainability, 

cultural sustainability, ethical sustainability, moral sustainability, spiritual sustainability, familial 

sustainability, psychological sustainability, religious sustainability, etc.  

On the contrary, the reconstructed HK of the present thesis can ensure the following three 

variants of sustainability: (i) Ecological Sustainability, (ii) Social Sustainability and (iii) 

Ecologically Social Sustainability or Ecologically Sustainable Social Stability without the usage 

of new equations, functions or curves, but by the “rational reconstitutions” of the “conventional 

equilibrium equations” of HK. Hence, the present thesis can be treated as a “protest against such 

denialism”.  

The major missing point of all the previous literatures is their inability/inadequacy to 

transform the “conventional equilibrium equations” into “sustainable equilibrium equations” by: 

 (i) Incorporating the relevant macroeconomic, macroecological, macrosocial and/or macrosub-

social variables into them. 

 (ii) Maintaining the consistency of the national income accounting method suggested by United 

Nations IEEA (1993) and SEEA (1993). 

 (iii) Rationally reconsidering or reconstructing the definitional equations of sustainable national 

income (SNI). 

 (iv) Incorporating the SNI into the consumption or saving function. 
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3. Simple Keynesian Model: An Anatomical Sketch 
 
 
Economics is a science of thinking in terms of models joined to the art of choosing models, 
which are relevant to the contemporary world. It is compelled to be this, because, unlike the 
typical natural science, the material to which it is applied is, in too many respects, not 
homogeneous through time… Progress in economics consists almost entirely in a progressive 

improvement in the choice of model (Keynes, 1938). 
 

Simple Keynesian Model (SKM) is also known as Keynesian Cross Diagram.  It was developed 

by Meade (1937), Samuelson (1948, 1965/1948), Hansen (1953), et al. The appraisal and 

reappraisal of SKM was executed by Fusfeld (1985), Patinkin (1989), Davidson (1989), et al. 

The sole objective of SKM is to explore the causes, consequences and cures of the “secular 

economic stagnation” in the capitalist world. This model suggests that deficiency of effective 

demand or excessive saving over investment is the only cause of secular economic stagnation in 

the capitalist world. As policy prescription, the SKM offers the solution that the increase in 

effective demand or the excessive investment over saving can cure such stagnation. If the 

effective demand is not increased by the increase in private consumption and/or investment, 

government should adopt adequate fiscal policy to stimulate effective demand by the 

“socialization of investment” (Keynes, 1936) to reduce or rule out such stagnation. Noteworthy 

that the equilibrium income of SKM does not necessarily indicate a full employment level of 

equilibrium income, rather it generates involuntary unemployment equilibrium income as 

opposed to Classical full employment level of equilibrium income. As Keynes (1936) said, “The 

outstanding faults of the economic society, in which we live, are its failure to provide for full 

employment and its arbitrary and inequitable distribution of wealth and incomes”. This occurs 

because “there has been a chronic tendency throughout human history for the propensity to save 

to be stronger than the inducement to invest. The weakness of the inducement to invest has been 

all times the key to the economic problem” (Keynes, 1936).  

 

The salient features of the SKM can be summarized in terms of the points indicated by (3.1 – 

3.6). 

 

3.1. Classification of Simple Keynesian Model (SKM) 
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SKM can be classified into the three categories depending upon the nature of the economy as 

follows. Such classification will also be evident from Table 3.1. 

 

(1) SKM for Two-Sector Closed Economy consisting of household sector and firm/business 
sector. 
 
(2) SKM for Three-Sector Closed Economy consisting of household sector, firm/business sector 
and government sector. 
 
(3) SKM for Four-Sector Open Economy consisting of household sector, firm/business sector, 
government sector and foreign sector. 
 

3.2. Approaches to SKM 
 

SKM has two approaches: (i) Income-Expenditure Approach and (ii) Saving-Investment 

Approach. Each approach is basically characterized by the nature of its “equilibrium equations” 

as shown in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1: Equilibrium Equations of SKM 
 

Nature of Economy Saving-Investment 
Approach 

Income-Expenditure 
Approach 

Two-Sector Closed 
Economy 

S(Y) = I                  (3.1a)         Y = C(Y) + I           (3.1b) 
 

Three-Sector Closed 
Economy  

S(Yd) +T = I + G    (3.2a) 
  

Y = C(Yd) + I + G    
                               (3.2b) 
 

Four-Sector Open 
Economy 

S(Yd) + T + M = I + G + 
X                             (3.3a)                                         
 

Y = C(Yd) + I + G + (X- 
M)                          (3.3b)    
                                

 

The notions of the notations/variables used in Table 3.1 are as follows: 

 

C  Consumption expenditure by household sector 

G  Government expenditure (consumption-oriented) 

I  Private investment expenditure in manufactured capital       

M  Import by foreign sector 
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S  Saving by household sector 

T  Net tax = (Tax – Transfer payment) collected by government sector 

X  Export by foreign sector 

Y  Net domestic product (NDP) = (GDP – Dm) = National income (NI), where GDP  Gross 

domestic product, and Dm  Depreciation, depletion or degradation of manufactured capital 

Yd  Disposable NI = (Y – T) 

 
 

3.3. Composition of Equilibrium Equations in SKM 
 

 

The composition of equilibrium equations of the income-expenditure approach and the saving-

investment approach in the SKM depends on the nature of the economy as shown in Table 3.1 

(Konar, 2010). 

 

 

3.4. Determination of Equilibrium in SKM for Two-Sector Closed Economy 
by Saving-Investment Approach with Autonomous Investment (I = Ia) 
 
 
 

The determination of equilibrium income in SKM for two-sector closed economy by saving-

investment approach with autonomous investment can be represented in terms of Figure 3.1. To 

do this, let us reconsider the equation (3.1a) in Table 3.1. The explicit form of such equation can 

be given by equation (3.4).  
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Figure 3.1: Equilibrium in SKM for Two-Sector Closed Economy by Saving-
Investment Approach with Autonomous Investment 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Equilibrium in SKM for Two-Sector Closed Economy by Saving-

Investment Approach with Induced Investment 
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[- Sa + sY] = Ia                                                                                                                            (3.4) 
 

where Sa  autonomous saving, Ia  autonomous investment, s  S'(Y) = MPS 

 

Rearranging equation (3.4), we get equilibrium NI (YE) by equation (3.5). 

 

YE = (Ia + Sa)/s                                                                                                                           (3.5) 
 

The equilibrium NI denoted by YE in Figure 3.1 is statically stable, because the condition for 

static stability of equilibrium income requires that the slope of the excess investment (EI) curve 

will be negative, which implies that MPS > 0. This is evident from equation (3.6).  

 

dEI/dY = d[Ia + Sa – sY] /dY < 0, or s = S'(Y) = MPS > 0                                                       (3.6) 
 

Thus, the point of intersection between S = [- Sa + sY] curve and I = Ia curve in Figure 3.1 

indicates the existence, uniqueness and static stability of YE.  

 

 

3.5. Determination of Equilibrium in SKM for Two-Sector Closed Economy 
by Saving-Investment Approach with Induced Investment [I = Ia + I(Y)] 
 
 

The determination of equilibrium income in SKM for two-sector closed economy by saving-

investment approach with induced investment can be represented in terms of Figure 3.2. To do 

this, let us reconsider the equation (3.1a) in Table 3.1. The explicit form of such equation can be 

given by equation (3.7).  

 

[- Sa + sY] = [Ia + iY]                                                                                                                 (3.7) 
 

where Sa  autonomous saving, Ia  autonomous investment, s  S′(Y) = MPS,  

i  I′(Y) = MPI 

 

Rearranging equation (3.7), we get equilibrium income (YE) by equation (3.8). 

 

YE = (Ia + Sa)/(s- i)                                                                                                                     (3.8) 
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The equilibrium income denoted by YE in Figure 3.2 is statically stable, because the condition for 

static stability of equilibrium income requires that the slope of the excess investment (EI) curve 

will be negative, which implies that MPS > MPI, or s > i. This is evident from equation (3.9). 

 

dEI/dY = d[Ia + iY + Sa – sY]/dY < 0, or s = S'(Y) > i = I'(Y)                                                   (3.9) 
 

Thus, the point of intersection between S = [- Sa + sY] curve and I = [Ia + iY] curve in Figure 3.2 

indicates the existence, uniqueness and static stability of YE.  

 

The condition for static stability or instability of YE depends on the slope of the excess investment 

(EI) curve. If the EI curve is negatively (or positively) sloping, YE will be statically stable (or 

instable), as shown in Figure 3.3.     

 
Figure 3.3: Static Stability of Equilibrium in SKM 
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4. IS-LM Keynesian Model: A Compositional Outline 
 
The  backbone  of  hydraulic Keynesianism  is  the  IS-LM  framework (Snowdon  &  Vane,  
2005).   
 
The IS-LM model emerged as the starting point for the development of “hydraulic 

Keynesianism” (Coddington, 1976), a very fertile research programme (Gerrard, 1995).  
 

While I stands for investment, S stands for saving. Hence, the curve or the locus of various 

combinations of Y and r, which shows the equality between I and S (I = S), is called IS curve. 

Further, L stands for liquidity preference or demand for money, while M stands for supply of 

money. Hence, the curve or the locus of various combinations of Y and r, which shows the 

equality between L and M (L = M), is called LM curve. While I = S indicates the product or 

commodity market equilibrium, the L = M shows the money market equilibrium. 

  

 4.1. Classification of IS-LM Keynesian Model 
 

The IS-LM Keynesian Model is dichotomized into (i) Simple IS-LM Keynesian Model and (ii) 

Generalized IS-LM Keynesian Model. Such dichotomization is determined by whether the IS 

curve is simple or generalized. But the LM curve is devoid of any division/dichotomization and 

it is also independent of the nature of the economy (Konar, 2010). Thus, while IS curve is of two 

types: (i) Simple IS Curve (SISC) and (ii) Generalized IS Curve (GISC), the LM curve is unique. 

 

4.2. Equations of Simple IS Curve (SISC) 
 

The composition of equations of SISC is determined by the nature of the economy as shown in 

Table 4.1. 

 

 4.3. Equations of Generalized IS Curve (GISC) 
 

The composition of equations of the GISC is also determined by the nature of the economy as 

shown in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.1: Composition of Equations of SISC 
 

Nature of the Economy Equations of SISC 
Two-Sector Closed Economy S(Y) = I(r)                                      (4.1) 

 
Three-Sector Closed Economy S(Yd) + T = I(r) + G                       (4.2) 

 
Four-Sector Open Economy S(Yd) + T + M = I (r) + G + X     

                                                        (4.3) 
 

 

Table 4.2: Composition of Equations of GISC 
 

Nature of the Economy Equations of GISC 
Two-Sector Closed Economy S(Y, r) = I(Y, r)                               (4.4) 

 
Three-Sector Closed Economy S(Yd, r) + T = I(Y, r) + G       

                                                        (4.5) 
  

Four-Sector Open Economy S(Yd, r) + T + M = I(Y, r) + G + X      
                                                        (4.6) 
  

 

The notions of the notations used in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 are as follows: 

 

G  Government expenditure 

I  Private investment expenditure in manufactured capital  

M  Import 

r  Rate of interest 

S  Saving 

T  Net tax = (Tax – Transfer payment) 

X  Export 

Y  Net domestic product (NDP) = (GDP – Dm) = National income (NI), where GDP  Gross 

domestic product,   Dm  Depreciation of manufactured capital 

Yd  Disposable NI = (Y – T) 

4.4. Equation of LM Curve  
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The equation of LM curve is given by equation (4.7).  

 

Ma
* = [L1 (Y, P*) + L2 (r)] = L(Y, r, Pa

*)                                                                                   (4.7)  
 

Where L1  Active demand for money = [Transaction demand for money (LT) + Precautionary 

demand for money (LP)], L2  Speculative demand for money, Ma
* Autonomous money supply, 

Pa
*  Autonomous price level, L  Demand for money  Liquidity preference, Y  NI, r  Rate 

of interest 

 

 

4.5. Slope of SISC 
 

 

The equation of the SISC indicated by equation (4.1) in Table 4.1 can be rewritten as equation 

(4.8).  

 

S(Y) = I (r)                                                                                                                                 (4.8) 

 

By total differentiation of equation (4.8) with respect to Y, we get equation (4.9). 

 

[dr/dY]SISC = S'(Y)/I'(r)                                                                                                              (4.9) 

 

= Slope of SISC 

 

The SISC assumes four slopes depending upon the signs of Sʹ(Y) and Iʹ(r) as follows: 

 

a) If S'(Y) = 0 irrespective of I'(r), the SISC is zero sloping.  

b) If I'(r) = ∞ irrespective of S'(Y), the SISC is zero sloping.  

c) If I'(r) = 0 irrespective of S'(Y) > 0, the SISC is infinitely sloping. 

d) If S'(Y) = ∞ irrespective of I'(r), the SISC is infinitely sloping. 

e) If S'(Y) > 0 and I'(r) < 0, the SISC is negatively sloping. 
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f) If S'(Y) < 0 and I'(r) > 0, the SISC is negatively sloping. 

g) If S'(Y) > 0 and I'(r) > 0, the SISC is positively sloping. 

h) If S'(Y) < 0 and I'(r) < 0, the SISC is positively sloping. 

 

The foregoing four slopes of SISC have been shown in Figure 4.1. 

 

4.6. Slope of GISC 
 

The equation of the GISC given by equation (4.4) in Table 4.2 can be rewritten as equation 

(4.10).  

 

S(Y, r) = I(Y, r)                                                                                                                        (4.10) 

 

By total differentiation of equation (4.10) with respect to Y, we get equation (4.11). 

 

[dr/dY]GISC = [IY – SY]/[Sr - Ir]                                                                                                 (4.11) 

 

= Slope of GISC 

 

Like SISC, the GISC also assumes four slopes depending upon the signs of SY, IY, Sr, and Ir. The 

four slopes of SISC and GISC have been shown by ISi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1: Four Slopes of IS Curve 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4.7. Diagrammatic Derivation of SISC 

 

There are two circuits: (i) abce1 and (ii) dmne2 in Figure 4.2. The first circuit starts with r1 rate of 

interest and ends with Y1 income and thereby produces the coordinate (Y1, r1) keeping the 

commodity market in equilibrium (S = I). Similarly, the second circuit starts with r2 rate of 

interest and ends with Y2 income and thereby produces the coordinate (Y2, r2) keeping the 

commodity market in equilibrium (S = I). The line, which connects the two coordinates: (Y1, r1) 

and (Y2, r2), is the resulting SISC. 
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Figure 4.2: Diagrammatic Derivation of SISC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
4.8. Points “Of” IS Curve and Points “Off” IS Curve 
 

Points of the IS curve means the points on the IS curve, which shows I = S ( commodity market 

equilibrium). But points off the IS curve means the points, which lie to the right and left of the IS 

curve. Any point, which lies to the right (or left) of the IS curve represents an excess supply of 

commodity (or excess demand for commodity) in the commodity market. The excess supply of 

commodity [ Y > (C+ I)] and the excess demand for commodity [Y < (C+ I)] can be translated 

into S > I and S < I respectively, both of which indicate disequilibrium in the commodity market. 

In Figure 4.3, while the point A indicates S < I, the point F indicates S > I.   
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Figure 4.3: Points “of” and “Off” IS Curve 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.9. Slope/Shape of LM Curve 
 

The LM curve is devoid any dichotomization/division (e.g. Simple LM Curve and Generalized 

LM Curve). The equation of the LM curve given by equation (4.7) can be rewritten as equation 

(4.12). 

 

Ma
* = [L1 (Y, P*) + L2 (r)] = L(Y, r, Pa

*)                                                                                (4.12)  

 

By differentiation of equation (4.12) with respect to Y, we get equation (4.13). 

 

 [dr/dY]LM  = - LY /Lr                                                                                                                (4.13) 

                                                                                                       

= Slope of LM Curve  
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The slope/shape of LM curve is determined by the slope/shape of L2(r) curve [i.e. on the 

sign/value of Lr] on the assumption that LY > 0.  The slope/shape of L2(r) curve has been shown 

in Figure 4.4, while the slope/shape of LM curve has been shown in Figure 4.5.  

 

From equation (4.13), it is amply clear that when L2(r) curve is vertical, LM curve follows suit, 

when L2(r) curve is horizontal, LM curve follows suit and when L2(r) curve is negatively 

sloping, LM curve does not follow suit, that is, LM curve is positively sloping.  

 

In fine, LM curve is the “mirror image” of L2(r) curve in the sense that if a “mirror” is kept 

vertically to the right of L2(r) curve in Figure 4.4, then its “reflection” will be LM curve in 

Figure 4.5.  

  

 

Figure 4.4: Slope/Shape of L2(r) Curve 
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Figure 4.5: Slope/Shape of LM Curve 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
4.10. Points “Of” and “Off” LM Curve  
 

The kinked shaped LM curve has been shown by LM (Ma
*, Pa

*) in Figure 4.5. Any point, which 

lies to the right (or left) of LM curve, represents an excess demand for money (or excess supply 

of money) in the money market. Both the excess demand for money (L > M) and the excess 

supply of money (L < M) in the money market imply the disequilibrium in the money market. If 

the equilibrium in the money market is to be obtained, then it is only possible along LM curve, 

because LM curve is the locus of various combinations of Y and r along which the equality: L = 

M (the equilibrium condition of the money market) is maintained. Thus, L > M is possible to the 

right of LM curve, while L < M is possible to the left of LM curve (Figure 4.5). 
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4.11. Equilibrium in IS-LM Keynesian Model  
 

If both IS curve and LM curve are brought together in a diagram (Figure 4.6), the point of 

intersection between them determines the equilibrium of both the commodity market and the 

money market simultaneously. Such equilibrium point is denoted by E in Figure 4.6, which 

shows that the point of intersection between IS and LM (Ma
*, Pa

*) determines the equilibrium 

income (YE) and equilibrium rate of interest (rE) simultaneously. This is the “existence” of 

equilibrium in IS-LM Keynesian model.  

 

4.12. Stability of Equilibrium in IS-LM Keynesian Model 
 
 
 

The “stability” of equilibrium in IS-LM Keynesian model can be demonstrated in the following 

way:  

In Figure 4.6, IS curve and LM curve intersect to create four zones indicated by Zone I, Zone II, 

Zone III and Zone IV.  

 

 

The following results can be obtained from the four zones: 

 

 

In Zone I, I < S and L < M, which lead to fall in both Y and r.  

 

In Zone II, I > S and L < M, which lead to rise in Y and fall in r. 

  

In Zone III, I > S and L > M, which lead to rise in both Y and r. 

 

 In Zone IV, I < S and L > M, which lead to fall in Y and rise in r.  

 

The stability condition of equilibrium in IS-LM Keynesian model requires that any departure 

from equilibrium, or deviation of equilibrium, leads market forces to function in such a way that 

the resulting change in Y and r restores the equilibrium point E through a counter clock-wise 
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(circular, rectangular or similar) movement.  Noteworthy that the market forces will continue to 

function to change the Y and r until the equilibrium point E is reached through a counter clock-

wise movement (Figure 4.6). 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Equilibrium in IS-LM Keynesian Model 
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5. Means of Reconstruction of HK for Sustainability 
 
 
The recent events have brought Keynes back to life. The income-expenditure model that is 
conventionally taken to be the core of Keynesian theory was thus the bit of Keynes most suitable 
for the policy maker. The theory of income or employment multiplier showed much extra 
demand needed to be pumped into a depressed economy to bring it back to full employment. We 
do not need a new Keynes. We do need the old Keynes, suitably updated. He will not be our sole 
guide to the economic future, but he remains an indispensable guide (Skidelsky, 2011). 
 
 

The means of reconstruction of HK, which consists of (i) Simple Keynesian Model and (ii) IS-LM 

Keynesian Model, for realizing/restoring sustainability, can be described in terms of the 

following nine points indicated by (5.1. – 5.9). 

 
 

5.1. Introduction of Four Types of Essential Economic Activity 
 
 

In opposition to the preexisting contextual notion, economics, in the present context of 

sustainability, has been redefined as the study of the way people organize themselves or organize 

their efforts to sustain life and enhance its quality (Goodwin, Nelson & Harris, 2009; Goodwin, 

Nelson, Ackerman & Weisskopf, 2009). Hence, economics studies how individuals engage in the 

following four economic activities and how their social coordination is achieved: 

 

(1) Maintenance of Resources, such as, natural resources, manufactured resources, human 

resources and social resources. Maintenance of resources means tending to, preserving, or 

improving the stocks of resources, which form the basis for the preservation and quality of life. 

In other words, maintenance of resources is the management of various capital (e.g. natural 

capital, manufactured capital, human capital, social capital) stocks so that their productivity is 

sustained.  

(2) Production of Goods and Services. Production is the conversion of some of these resources 

into usable products.   

(3) Distribution of Goods and Services. Distribution refers to the sharing of products and 

resources among people.   
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(4) Consumption of Goods and Services. Consumption indicates their final use. 

 

5.2. Introduction of Three Principal Macroeconomic Goals 
 

Conventionally, macroeconomic goals are confined to (i) internal stability, which means 

economic growth with price stability, equitable distribution and full employment, and (ii) 

external stability, which implies equilibrium in balance of payment. In the present context of 

sustainability, the following three principal macroeconomic goals are substituted for the 

foregoing two conventional macroeconomic goals: 

(1) Improvement of people’s living standards so that their lives can be long, healthy, enjoyable, 

and offer them the opportunity to accomplish the things they believe give their lives meaning.  

(2) Achievement of sufficient economic stability to enable individuals and families to enjoy 

economic security and to be able to make reasonable predictions about their future.  

(3) Achievement of sustainability, which consists of “ecological sustainability” and “social 

sustainability”, given the exogenously and spontaneously determined natural stability and natural 

instability. 

 
5.3. Introduction of Four Spheres of Macroeconomic Activity  
 
 

(1) Core Sphere, which consists of households, families and communities. They organize 

resource-management, production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services. 

(2) Public-Purpose Sphere, which consists of governments and their agencies, as well as 

nonprofit organizations, such as, charities and professional associations, and international 

institutions, such as, the World Bank and the United Nations established for some public purpose 

beyond individual or family self-interest, and not operating with the goal of making a profit. The 

economic functions of this sphere can be divided into: (i) regulation, where rules or standards are 

set for the actions of other economic entities, and (ii) direct provision, where public-purpose 

organization itself takes on economic activities.   

(3) Business Sphere, which consists of firms producing goods and services for profitable sale. 

Whereas the core sphere responds to direct needs, and the public-purpose sphere responds to its 

constituents, business firms are responsive to demands for goods and services, as expressed 

through markets by people, who can afford to buy the products produced by the firms.  
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(4) Informal Sphere, which consists of small enterprises operating outside of government 

oversight and regulation. In less developed countries, most people are employed/engaged in 

small-scale agriculture, trade, and services, which often go unaccounted. Most informal activities 

are often ignored in government complied accounts.  

 

5.4. Introduction of Six Sectors into National Income Accounting 
 

In conventional national income accounting, only four sectors such as (i) household sector, (ii) 

business/firm sector, (iii) government sector, and (iv) foreign sector are considered. But 

presently, the following five sectors are incorporated into national income accounting: 

(1) Personal Sector, which consists of households and nonprofit institutions serving households. 

(2) Business Sector, which consists of all entities concerned with producing goods and services 

for profitable sale. 

(3) Government Sector, which consists of central, state and local government entities. 

(4) Foreign Sector, which consists of entities located outside the borders of national countries. 

(5) Natural Sector, which provides diverse natural resources for consumption and production of 

goods and services by the regenerative and absorptive capacities of Only One Earth (Ward & 

Dubos, 1972). 

(6) Social Sector, which creates, conserves and/or control social capital for ensuring social 

cohesion, cooperation, coordination, solidarity, stability, trust, transparency and accountability.  

 
 

5.5. Introduction of Three Types of Capital into National Income Accounting 
 

 

In conventional national income accounting, only one type of capital, such as manufactured 

capital, is used. But the context of sustainability requires at least the following three types of 

capital:  

(1) Natural Capital, which refers to physical assets provided by nature, such as, land that is 

suitable for agriculture or other human uses, fresh water sources, and stocks of mineral and crude 

oil, which are still in the ground.  

(2) Manufactured Capital, which refers to physical assets that are generated by applying human 

productive activities to natural capital.  
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(3) Social Capital, which consists of various sub-social capitals (e.g. cultural capital, political 

capital, moral capital, ethical capital, religious capital, etc). Social capital refers to the 

institutions, relationships, and norms, which shape the quality and quantity of a society’s social 

interactions. Social cohesion is critical for societies to prosper economically and for development 

to be sustainable. Social capital is not just the sum of the institutions, which underpin a society. It 

is the glue that holds them together. Social capital, when enhanced in a positive manner, can 

improve project effectiveness and sustainability by building the community’s capacity to work 

together to address their common needs, fostering greater inclusion and cohesion, and increasing 

transparency and accountability. 

 
 

5.6. Compositional Reconstruction of GDP = [C + I + G + (X – M)] by 
Decomposition of C, I and G  
 
 
 

In conventional national income accounting, the notations C, I and G imply the following 

notions: 

 

 C  Consumption expenditure by household sector 

I  Investment expenditure by private sector firms 

G  Government expenditure on goods and services (consumption-oriented) 

 

But in the context of sustainability, the decomposition/division of the foregoing three notations: 

C, I and G has become inevitable as follows: 

  

C = [(consumption of households) + (consumption of non-profit institutions serving households)] 

  

= [(consumption of non-durable goods and energy-intensive services) + (consumption of human 

capital-intensive services) + (household investment in consumer durables)] 

 

 

I = [(private investment in manufactured capital) + (private investment in natural capital) + 

(private investment in social capital) + (private investment in human capital)] 
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G = [(government consumption) + (government investment)] 
 
 
 

= [{(government consumption of non-durable goods and energy-intensive services) + 

(Government consumption of human capital-intensive services)} + {(government investment in 

manufactured capital) + (government investment in natural capital) + (government investment in 

social capital) + (government investment in human capital)}] 

 

 

5.7. Reconstruction of National Income: From GDP to Sustainable National 
Income (SNI)  
 

 

In 1937, the first set of national accounts was presented to the Congress of USA by the 

economist Simon Kuznets, who was commissioned to develop national accounts by the 

Department of Commerce of USA. Mere environmental consciousness and activities cannot 

resolve the emerging problem of unsustainability. What is urgently needed is an objective, 

scientific and standardized checking system, which is called “environmental accounting system” 

(IEEA, 1993; SEEA, 1993). Environmental accounting is treated as synonymous with green 

accounting and resource accounting. The transition of national income from GDP to SNI can be 

briefly sketched by the following three points indicated by (5.7.1 – 5.7.3). 

 

5.7.1. Conventional Method of National Income Accounting 
 

In 1948, the System of National Accounts (SNA) originated in the United Nations (UN) 

Measurement of National Income and the Construction of Social Accounts, and has been 

developing as a standard system of national accounting. According to the conventional national 

income accounting method of SNA,  

 

NDP = [GDP – Dm] = C + I + G + (X – M)                                                                             (5.1) 
 

where GDP  Gross Domestic Product,  NDP   Net Domestic Product, Dm  Depreciation, 

degradation, depletion or destruction of manufactured capital.  
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5.7.2. Construction of Environmentally Adjusted NDP 
 

 

Ahmad, Serafy and Lutz’s (1989) edited book, entitled,   Environmental Accounting for 

Sustainable Development, is the outcome of the joint workshops organized by the United Nations 

Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Bank to examine the feasibility of physical and 

monetary accounting in the area of natural resources and the environment and to develop 

alternative macro-indicators of environmentally adjusted and sustainable income and product. A 

consensus emerged in the workshops that enough progress had been achieved to develop the 

links between environmental accounting and the SNA. However, according to the United 

Nations System of Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA, 1993) and 

Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting (IEEA, 1993), a measure called 

“Environmentally Adjusted NDP” (EANDP) had been developed as follows: 

 

 

NDP = C + I + G + (X – M)                                                                                                      (5.2) 
 

EANDP = [GDP – (Dm + Dn)]                                                                                                  (5.3) 
 

EANDP = C + (P + N – Dn) + G + (X – M)                                                                              (5.4) 
 

where P  Net capital accumulation in produced (or manufactured)  assets, N  Net capital 

accumulation in non-produced (or non-manufactured)  assets, Dn  Depreciation, degradation, 

depletion or destruction of natural/ecological assets 

 

5.7.3. Construction of Sustainable National Income (SNI) 
 

Empirical attempts to estimate modified national income accounts predate the interests of 

environmental economists in green NNP (Eisner, 1988). In 1989, the first set of national income 

accounts to incorporate environmental depreciation was produced for Indonesia by scholars at 

the World Resources Institute in Washington, DC. Since the World Resources Institute Study 

(1989), several dozen studies of modified national income have been published and reviewed by 

Hamilton and Lutz (1996). The theoretical foundations for modifying the national income 
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accounts have been subsequently set out by Hartwick (1990) and M¨aler (1991). Further, 

Hueting, Bosch and de Boer (1991) developed the Methodology for the Calculation of 

Sustainable National Income.  An extensive guide to new national income accounting theory has 

been offered by Hartwick (2000). 

The concept of sustainable development suggests that a development path is sustainable, 

if and only if the stock of overall capital remains constant or rises over time. There are various 

types of capital. But for our present purpose, only the following three forms of capital will be 

considered: (i) Manufactured Capital, (ii) Natural/Ecological Capital, and (iii) Social Capital. 

Noteworthy that social capital includes various forms of sub-social capital (e.g. political capital, 

economic capital, cultural capital, moral capital, spiritual capital, religious capital, etc.).  

To be  on  a  sustainable  development  path,  then,  a  nation  must  be  living  within  its 

means,  which,  in  this  context,  means  non- decreasing  of its  overall  capital stock.  The  

proper measure  of  national income  corresponding  to  this  idea  of  SD  is  widely  accepted  to  

be  the amount that can be consumed without running the stock of capital down. An indicator of 

SD, then, is a measure of  SNI,  defined  here,  as  the  level  of  national income, which  can  be  

secured  without decreasing the overall level of capital stock.  

As the creation, control and conservation of manufactured capital create no problem, so 

depending upon the nature or classification of capital, SNI can be categorized into: 

(i) Ecologically Sustainable National Income (ESNI) 

(ii) Socially Sustainable National Income (SSNI) 

(iii) Ecologically and Socially Sustainable National Income (ESSNI) 

Following Hueting, Bosch and de Boer (1991), Lutz (1993), United Nations Handbook of 

National Accounting (1993), United Nations IEEA (1993) and United Nations SEEA (1993), the 

definitional equations of the foregoing three types of SNI can be stated in terms of equations 

(5.5) - (5.7) on the assumption that government sector is non-existent: 

 

ESNI = [NDP – Dn]                                                                                                                   (5.5)  

 

SSNI = [NDP – Ds]                                                                                                                    (5.6)  

 

ESSNI = [NDP – (Dn + Ds)]                                                                                                      (5.7) 
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where Ds  Depreciation of Social Capital and Dn  Depreciation of natural or ecological capital 

 

But in the presence of government sector, the definitional equations of the foregoing three types 

of SNI can be modified in terms of equations (5.8) - (5.10). 

 

ESNI = [Yd – Dn]                                                                                                                        (5.8)  

 

SSNI = [Yd – Ds]                                                                                                                        (5.9)  

 

ESSNI = [Yd – (Dn + Ds)]                                                                                                         (5.10) 

 

where Yd  Disposable NI = [NDP – Net Tax] = [NDP – (Tax – Transfer Payments)] 

 

Noteworthy that GDP and NDP can be substituted with GNP and NNP respectively. Further, in 

the absence of government sector, the definitional equations of ESNI, SSNI and ESSNI can be 

modified through the incorporation of the following three elements: (i) Restorative Expenditure 

(Er), (ii) Defensive or Aversive Expenditure (Ea) and (iii) Overstatement due to Non-optimal Use 

of Natural Resources (On) in terms of equations (5.11) - (5.13). 

 

ESNI = [NDP – (Dn + Er + Ea + On)]                                                                                     (5.11) 

 

SSNI = [NDP – (Ds + Er + Ea + On)]                                                                                      (5.12) 

 

ESSNI = [NDP – (Dn + Ds + Er + Ea + On)]                                                                           (5.13) 

 

But in the presence of government sector, the definitional equations of the foregoing three types 

of SNI can be modified in terms of equations (5.14) - (5.16). 

 

ESNI = [Yd – (Dn + Er + Ea + On)]                                                                                          (5.14) 
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SSNI = [Yd – (Ds + Er + Ea + On)]                                                                                         (5.15) 

 

ESSNI = [Yd – (Dn + Ds + Er + Ea + On)]                                                                              (5.16) 

 
 

5.8. Incorporation of SNI into Consumption or Saving Function 
 
 

By any criterion, consumption plans of the people are determined by their net income and not by 

their earned income. At the micro level, net income of an individual means total income earned 

minus total deductions. But conventionally, at the macro level, net income implies NDP or Yd. 

But in the context of sustainability, net income, at the macro level, implies SNI, not NDP or Yd. 

Hence, while conventional macro consumption function can be written as (i) C = C(Y) such that 

C'(Y) = MPC > 0, where Y  NDP, and (ii) C = C(Yd) such that C'(Yd) = MPC > 0, the 

sustainable macro consumption function can be represented by C = C(y) such that C'(y) = MPC 

> 0, where y  SNI. By definition, S = [Y – C]. So the sustainable macro saving function can be 

represented by S = S(y) such that S'(y) = MPS > 0, where y  SNI. The clear-cut distinction 

between the conventional consumption or saving function and the sustainable consumption or 

saving function is inevitable, because the latter will be incorporated into the next sub-section 

(5.9). The distinction between the conventional consumption or saving function and the 

sustainable consumption or saving function will be amply clear from Figure 5.1. and Figure 5.2.  

In Figure 5.1, three consumption functions are existent, such as, C(Y), C(Yd) and  C(y). 

The C = C(Y) function is called conventional consumption function when government sector is 

non-existent. The C = C(Yd) = C(Y – T)  function is also called conventional consumption 

function when government sector is existent. But C = C(Y – T – D) = C(Yd – D) = C(y) function 

is called sustainable consumption function when government sector, natural sector and social 

sector  are existent, where D = (Dn + Ds).  Similarly, in Figure 5.2, the S = S(Y) function is called 

conventional saving function when government sector is non-existent. The S = S(Y – T) = S(Yd) 

function is also called conventional saving function when government sector is existent. But S = 

S(Y – T – D) = S(Yd – D) = S(y) function is called sustainable saving function when government 

sector, natural sector and social sector  are existent. Thus, as Y is substituted successively with Yd 

and y in the C(…) and S(…) functions, these functions shift successively in the downward 

direction. This means that with such substitution, both C and S fall consecutively. In 
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consequence, sustainable consumption and saving will be lower than conventional consumption 

and saving. 

  

 

Figure 5.1: Conventional vis-à-vis Sustainable Consumption Function 
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Figure 5.2: Conventional vis-à-vis Sustainable Saving Function 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
5.9. Contextual Reconstruction of Equilibrium Equations of Two Models of 
HK by (i) Incorporating Relevant Macroeconomic, Macroecological, 
Macrosocial and/or Macrosub-Social Variables into Equilibrium Equations 
and (ii) Maintaining the Consistency of the NI Accounting Method Suggested 
by IEEA (1993) and SEEA (1993) of UN  
 
 

To satisfy the end of the thesis, context has been divided into three categories: (i) ecological 

context, (ii) social context and (iii) ecological context coupled with social context.  

But social context includes various sub-social contexts, such as, economic context, 

political context, cultural context, philosophical context, religious context, moral context, ethical 

context, spiritual context, familial context, gender context, etc. 

Economics is a science of thinking in terms of ‘models’ joined to the art of choosing 
models, which are relevant to the contemporary world (Keynes, 1938).   
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The reconstruction of a model may be complete or partial. Complete reconstruction of a model 

means the perfect substitution of a new model for an old one. But the partial reconstruction of a 

model implies that some elements of the old model still constitute a part of the new model. The 

partial reconstruction of a model “should not be a matter of tearing up roots, but of slowly 

training a plant to grow in a different direction” (Keynes, 1933).  

This thesis is a partial reconstruction of the two constituent models (Simple Keynesian 

Model and IS-LM Keynesian Model) of HK with respect to the three contexts: (i) ecological 

context, (ii) social context, and (iii) both ecological and social context for making a contribution 

to MOS.  

Model is characterized by its representative equations. The reconstruction of a model 

means the reconstruction of its “representative equations”. The representative equations of 

Simple Keynesian Model and IS-LM Keynesian Model are indicated by their respective 

“equilibrium equations”. 

   Hence, the reconstruction of HK for sustainability implies the reconstruction of the 

equilibrium equations of the foregoing two models for sustainability.  

The reconstruction of the equilibrium equations of each Keynesian model requires the 

“rational reconstitution” of the composition of the “equilibrium equations” through the 

incorporation of contextually relevant macroeconomic, macroecological, macrosocial and/or 

macrosub-social variables into those equilibrium equations and by maintaining the consistency 

of the national income accounting method suggested by United Nations IEEA (1993) and SEEA 

(1993).  

 

If it is true that philosophers have only interpreted the world differently, whereas what matters is 
to change it, then it is also true that moral philosophers have only interpreted nature in different 
ways, whereas what matters is to sustain it.  
 
From a phenomenological perspective, the sustainability crisis consists in the fact that human 
beings consume nature without being aware of the fact that they constitute it. 
 
                                                                             -------George Heffernan (2010)  
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6. Reconstruction of Simple Keynesian Models for Sustainability 

 
 
The necessary means of reconstruction of the two constituent models of HK for sustainability 

have been indicated by section 5.9 in chapter 5. The reconstruction of SKM means the 

reconstruction of its “representative equations”, which are shown by its “equilibrium equations”. 

They have been shown in Table 3.1. These equilibrium equations can be reconstructed into the 

equilibrium equations of the following three new sets of models.  

 

(1) Set of Ecologically Sustainable Simple Keynesian Models (Table 6.1) 

 

(2) Set of Socially Sustainable Simple Keynesian Models (Table 6.2) 

 

(3) Set of Ecologically and Socially Sustainable Simple Keynesian Models (Table 6.3) 

 
 
 
 

Table 6.1: Equilibrium Equations of Ecologically Sustainable Simple 
Keynesian Models 

 
Nature of Economy Saving-Investment 

Approach 
Income-Expenditure 
Approach 

Two-Sector Closed 
Economy 

S(yes) + Dn = Im + In   
                               (6.1a)         

Y = C(yes) + Im + In  
                              (6.1b)    
            

Three-Sector Closed 
Economy  

S(yes) + Dn + T = Im + In 

+ G                         (6.2a)                              
                                

Y = C(yes) + Im + In + G                                              
                               (6.2b)  
                                                           

Four-Sector Open 
Economy 

S(yes) + Dn + T + M = Im 
+ In + G + X   
                              (6.3a)        
                              

Y = C(yes) + Im + In + G + 
(X-M)                    (6.3b)    
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Table 6.2: Equilibrium Equations of Socially Sustainable Simple Keynesian 
Models 

 
Nature of Economy Saving-Investment 

Approach 
Income-Expenditure 
Approach 

Two-Sector Closed 
Economy 

S(yss) + Ds = Im + Is   
                                    
                                 (6.4a) 

Y = C(yss) + Im + Is      
                                   
                                (6.4b) 

Three-Sector Closed 
Economy  

S(yss) + Ds + T = Im + Is  + 
G                               (6.5a)                        
                                   

Y = C(yss) + Im + Is  + G                                
                                 (6.5b) 
 

Four-Sector Open 
Economy 

S(yss) + Ds + T + M = Im + 
Is + G + X                 (6.6a)                 

Y = C(yss) + Im + Is + G + 
(X - M)                    (6.6b)             
 

 
 

Table 6.3: Equilibrium Equations of Ecologically and Socially Sustainable 
Simple Keynesian Models 

 
Nature of Economy Saving-Investment 

Approach 
Income-Expenditure 
Approach 

Two-Sector Closed 
Economy 

S(yess) + Dn + Ds = Im + 
In + Is                      (6.7a)                    

Y = C(yess) + Im + In + Is                        
                              (6.7b)   
                                

Three-Sector Closed 
Economy  

S(yess) + Dn + Ds + T = Im 
+ In + Is  + G              
                               (6.8a) 

Y = C(yess) + Im + In + Is 
+ G                        (6.8b)                           

Four-Sector Open 
Economy 

S(yess) + Dn + Ds +T + M 
= Im + In + Is + G + X                        
                               (6.9a) 

Y = C(yess) + Im + In + Is 
+ G + (X - M)                
                               (6.9b) 
 

 
 
The notions of the notations used in Table 6.1, Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 are as follows:  
 
C(yes)  Ecologically sustainable consumption function 

C(yss)  Socially sustainable consumption function 

C(yess)  Ecologically and socially sustainable consumption function 

Dm  Depreciation, depletion or degradation of manufactured capital 

Dn  Depreciation, depletion or degradation of natural/ecological capital 

Ds  Depreciation, depletion or degradation of social capital 
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G  Government expenditure  

G = [GC + GI] = [GC + (GI
n + GI

m)] 

GC  Government consumption expenditure 

GI  Government investment expenditure 

GI
n  Government investment in natural capital  

GI
m  Government investment in manufactured capital 

GDP  Gross domestic product 

Im  Private investment in manufactured capital  

In   Private investment in natural capital 

Is   Private investment in social capital 

M  Import 

NDP   Net domestic product 

NI  National income 

S(yes)  Ecologically sustainable saving function 

S(yss)  Socially sustainable saving function 

S(yess)  Ecologically and socially sustainable saving function 

T  Net tax = (Tax – Transfer payments) 

X  Export 

Y  NI = NDP = (GDP – Dm) 

Yd  Disposable NI = (Y – T) 

yes  Ecologically sustainable NI = (Y – Dn)[when government sector is non-existent] =  (Yd - 

Dn)[ when government sector is existent] 

yss  Socially sustainable NI = (Y – Ds)[when government sector is non-existent] =  (Yd – Ds)[ 

when government sector is existent] 

yess  Ecologically and socially sustainable NI = [Y – (Dn + Ds)][when government sector is non-

existent] =  [Yd - (Dn + Ds)][ when government sector is existent] 

The foregoing nine different equilibrium equations given by equations (6.1a) – (6.9a) or (6.1b) – 

(6.9b) embedded in the three tables (Table 6.1, Table 6.2, and Table 6.3) imply nine different 

variants of sustainable SKM. But deliberately bypassing other eight equilibrium equations, only 

one equilibrium equation indicated by (6.7a) or (6.7b) in Table 6.3 will be considered in order to 
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determine the equilibrium of ecologically and socially sustainable SKM for two-sector closed 

economy. 

 
 

6.1. Determination of Equilibrium in Sustainable Simple Keynesian Model for 
Two-Sector Closed Economy 
 
 

If the methodology for the mathematical and diagrammatical representation of the determination 

of equilibrium can be disclosed in terms of any one model of the foregoing three sets of 

sustainable SKMs, then such methodology can easily be applied to the remaining sustainable 

SKMs.  

In order to realize the “ecologically social sustainability” or “ecologically sustainable 

social stability”, the Ecologically and Socially Sustainable Simple Keynesian Model for Two-

Sector Closed Economy, which has been indicated by equation (6.7a) or (6.7b), will be extracted 

from Table 6.3.  

The Saving-Investment Approach is preferred to the Income-Expenditure Approach that is 

why only the equation (6.7a) will be taken from Table 6.3. The sustainable equilibrium equation 

(6.7a) can be rewritten as equation (6.10). 

 

[S(yess) + (Dn + Ds)] = [Im + (In + Is)]                                                                                      (6.10) 

 

Equation (6.10) can be transformed into its “reduced form” given by equation (6.11) on the basis 

of the assumptions that (i) y = yess, (ii) D = (Dn + Ds), (iii) P = Im and (iv) N = (In + Is).  

  

S(y) + D = P + N                                                                                                                      (6.11) 

 

The sustainable equilibrium equation (6.11) may assume “more explicit forms” indicated by 

equations (6.12) – (6.19) depending upon whether the variables D, P and N are autonomous or 

induced, because S = [Sa + S(y)] function is always induced. 

 

[Sa + S(y)] + Da = Pa + Na                                                                                                        (6.12) 
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[Sa + S(y)] + Da = [Pa + P(Y)] + Na                                                                                         (6.13) 

  

[Sa + S(y)] + Da = Pa + [Na + N(Y)]                                                                                         (6.14) 

 

[Sa + S(y)] + Da = [Pa + P(Y)] + [Na + N(Y)]                                                                          (6.15) 

 

[Sa + S(y)] + [Da + D(Y)] = Pa + Na                                                                                         (6.16) 

 

[Sa + S(y)] + [Da + D(Y)] = [Pa + P(Y)] + Na                                                                          (6.17) 

 

[Sa + S(y)] + [Da + D(Y)] = Pa + [Na + N(Y)]                                                                          (6.18) 

 

[Sa + S(y)] + [Da + D(Y)] = [Pa + P(Y)] + [Na + N(Y)]                                                           (6.19) 

 

 

where a  autonomous part and i(j)  induced part of the i function given by i = ia + i(j). 

 

Now, we will proceed with only equation (6.12) deliberately bypassing other equations (6.13) – 

(6.19). By substitution of the “most explicit form” of S(y) function: [- Sa + sy] for the “more 

explicit form” of S(y) function: [- Sa + S(y)] in equation (6.12), we get equation (6.20).   

 

[- Sa + sy] + Da = Pa + Na or, [- Sa + s(Y – Da)] + Da = Pa + Na                                             (6.20) 

 

Rearranging equation (6.20), we get the ecologically and socially sustainable equilibrium NI 

(Yess) by equation (6.21). 

 

Yess = (Pa + Sa)/s + Na/s – Da(1– s)/s                                                                                        (6.21) 

In equation (6.21), if we put P = Pa = Ia = I and N = Na = 0, then Yess can be given by equation 

(6.22). 

 

Yess = [(Ia + Sa)/s] – [Da(1– s)/s]                                                                                              (6.22) 
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Further, in equation (6.22), if we put D = Da = 0, we get the conventional equilibrium NI (Yc) by 

equation (6.23). 

 

Yc = [(Ia + Sa)/s]                                                                                                                       (6.23) 

  

Comparing equation (6.22) and equation (6.23), we get the inequality (6.24). 

 

 Yess < Yc                                                                                                                                   (6.24) 

 

as [Da(1– s)/s] > 0 due to the assumption that 0 < s < 1  and Da > 0. 

 

The results of the three equations given by (6.22), (6.23) and (6.24) have been shown in Figure 

6.1.  

 

But if N = Na > 0, then the three possibilities may occur: 

  

(i)       Yess < Yc  

(ii)       Yess = Yc  

(iii)     Yess > Yc 

 

These three possibilities depend on the amount of N = Na. The greater the amount of N = Na, the 

greater is the possibility of Yess (i) to approach to Yc , or (ii) to exceed Yc. Such phenomena have 

been shown in Figure 6.1.  

The same or similar result can be obtained from the remaining equations given by (6.13) 

– (6.19) and the remaining equations in Table 6.1, Table 6.2 and Table 6.3.                                                        
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Figure 6.1: Determination of Equilibrium in Sustainable Simple Keynesian 

Model 
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7. Reconstruction of Simple IS-LM Keynesian Models 
for Sustainability  
 

 

The conventional simple IS-LM Keynesian model for the two-sector closed economy can be 

represented in terms of two equations (7.1) and (7.2). 

 

 

S(Y) = I (r)  Conventional Simple IS Curve (ISc)                                                                  (7.1)  

Ma
* = L(Y, r, Pa

*),   LM Curve (LM),                                                                                    (7.2) 

 

 

The conventional generalized IS-LM Keynesian model has been deliberately bypassed in order 

to avoid complication.  

 

 

7.1. Construction of Sustainable Simple IS Curves 
 

 

The equations of conventional simple IS curves displayed in Table 4.1 can be reconstructed into 

the equations of the three new sets of sustainable simple IS curves as follows: 

 

(1) Set of Ecologically Sustainable Simple IS Curves (Table 7.1). 

 

(2) Set of Socially Sustainable Simple IS Curves (Table 7.2). 

 

(3) Set of Ecologically and Socially Sustainable Simple IS Curves (Table 7.3).  

 

The reconstructions of the conventional simple IS curves have been executed through the 

incorporation of newly relevant macroeconomic, macroecological, macrosocial and/or macrosub-

social variables into the equations of conventional simple IS curves shown in Table 4.1. 
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Table 7.1: Equations of Ecologically Sustainable Simple IS Curves 
 

Nature of the Economy Equations of Ecologically Sustainable  
Simple IS Curve 

Two-Sector Closed Economy S(yes) + Dn = Im(r) + In                   (7.3) 
 

Three-Sector Closed Economy S(yes) + Dn + T = Im(r) + In + G   
                                                        (7.4) 
 

Four-Sector Open Economy S(yes) + Dn +T + M = Im(r) + In + G + 
X                                                     (7.5) 
                                                   

 
 

Table 7.2: Equations of Socially Sustainable Simple IS Curves 
 

Nature of the Economy Equations of Socially Sustainable  
Simple IS Curve 

Two-Sector Closed Economy S(yss) + Ds = Im(r) + Is                    (7.6) 
 

Three-Sector Closed Economy S(yss) + Ds + T = Im(r) + Is + G    
                                                      (7.7) 
 

Four-Sector Open Economy S(yss) + Ds +T + M = Im(r) + Is + G + X                                             
                                                      (7.8)     
 

 
 

Table 7.3: Equations of Ecologically and Socially Sustainable Simple IS 
Curves 

 

Nature of the Economy Equations of  Ecologically and Socially 
Sustainable Simple IS Curve 

Two-Sector Closed Economy 
 

S(yess) + Dn + Ds = Im(r) + In + Is     
                                                            (7.9)  

Three-Sector Closed Economy 
 

S(yess) + Dn + Ds + T = Im(r) + In + Is + G                                                      
                                                             (7.10) 

Four-Sector Open Economy S(yess) + Dn + Ds +T + M = Im(r) + In  + Is + 
G + X                                                   (7.11)                                                                              

 
The notions of the notations/variables used in Table 7.1, Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 are as follows:  
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Dm  Depreciation, depletion or degradation of manufactured capital, 

Dn  Depreciation, depletion or degradation of natural capital 

Ds  Depreciation, depletion or degradation of social capital 

G  Government expenditure 

G = [GC + GI] = [GC + (GI
m + GI

n + GI
s)] 

GC  Government consumption expenditure 

GI  Government investment expenditure 

GI
m  Government investment in manufactured capital  

GI
n  Government investment in natural capital  

GI
s  Government investment in social capital 

GDP  Gross domestic product 

Im  Private investment in manufactured capital 

In   Private investment in natural capital 

Is   Private investment in social capital 

M  Import 

NDP   Net domestic product 

NI  National income 

r  Rate of interest 

S(yes)  Ecologically sustainable saving function 

S(yss)  Socially sustainable saving function 

S(yess)  Ecologically and socially sustainable saving function 

T  Net tax = (Tax – Transfer payments) 

X  Export 

Y  NI = NDP = (GDP – Dm)  

Yd  Disposable NI = (Y – T) 

yes  Ecologically sustainable NI = (Y – Dn)[when government sector is non-existent] =  (Yd - 

Dn)[ when government sector is existent] 

yss  Socially sustainable NI = (Y – Ds)[when government sector is non-existent] =  (Yd – Ds)[ 

when government sector is existent] 
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yess  Ecologically and socially sustainable NI = [Y – (Dn + Ds)][when government sector is non-

existent] =  [Yd - (Dn + Ds)][ when government sector is existent] 

 
 

7.2. Diagrammatic Derivation of Sustainable vis-à-vis Conventional Simple IS 
Curve 
 
 
The equations of Ecologically and Socially Sustainable Simple IS Curve for different economies 

have been displayed by the equations (7.9), (7.10) and (7.11) in Table 7.3. But for the sake of 

simplicity, only the equation of Ecologically and Socially Sustainable Simple IS Curve for the 

Two-Sector Closed Economy will be considered. That is why equation (7.9) will be extracted 

from Table 7.3. The equation (7.9) can be rewritten as an equation (7.12).  

 

S(yess) + [Dn + Ds] = Im(r) + [In  + Is]                                                                                       (7.12)  

 

On the basis of the following Simplifying Assumptions, equation (7.12) can be transformed into 

the equation (7.13). 

 

S(y) + Da = I(r)                                                                                                                         (7.13)                                                       

  

 Ecologically and Socially Sustainable Simple IS Curve (ISess)  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Simplifying Assumptions 
 

 

(1) S(Y) is the conventional saving function. 

(2) I(r) is the conventional investment function. 

(3) y is substituted for yess, that is, y = yess = [Y – (Dn + Ds)].  

(4) S(y) is the ecologically and socially sustainable saving function. 

(5) D consists of Dn and Ds, that is, D = (Dn + Ds). 

(6) P function is substituted for Im function and N function is substituted for (In + Is), that is, P = 

Im and N = (In + Is). 
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(7) D function is autonomous, that is, D = Da.   

(8) P = I = I(r) and N = 0.  

 

Figure 7.1, which is self-explanatory, shows the derivation of both the conventional simple IS 

curve (ISc) and the ecologically and socially sustainable simple IS curve (ISess) for making a 

comparison between them. The intrinsic mechanism of Figure 7.1 indicates that ISess must lie 

below the ISc.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 7.1: Simple IS Curve: Conventional vis-à-vis Sustainable 
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7.3. Simple IS Curve: Conventional Vs. Sustainable: A Mathematical Analysis 
 

 
The slope of the conventional simple IS curve (ISc) denoted by: [S(Y) = I(r)]  

 

= (dr/dY)c = S'(Y)/I'(r) < 0,                                                                                                     (7.14) 

 

since  S'(Y) > 0, I '(r) < 0, where c  conventional 

 

The slope of the ecologically and socially sustainable simple IS curve (ISess) denoted by: S(y) + 

Da = I(r) (under the foregoing simplifying assumptions) 

 

= (dr/dY)ess = S'(y)/I'(r) < 0,                                                                                                    (7.15) 

 

since   S'(y) > 0, I'(r) < 0, where ess  ecologically and socially sustainable 

 

By definition, y = (Y – Da). So by its differentiation with respect to Y, we get: 

 

 dy/dY = 1, or dy = dY                                                                                                              (7.16)                                                                                                

 

Further, by total differentiation of S(y) = S(Y – Da), we get:  

 

S'(y)dy = S'(Y)dY                                                                                                                     (7.17) 

 

From equations (7.16) and (7.17), we get:  

 

S'(y) = S'(Y)                                                                                                                             (7.18) 

 

Thus from equations (7.14) – (7.18), what we get is: 

 

(dr/dY)ess = [S'(y)/I'(r)] = [S'(Y)/I'(r)] = (dr/dY)c                                                                   (7.19) 
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Equation (7.19) indicates that no difference exists between the slope of ISc and the slope of ISess.   

 

Despite the validity of the equation (7.19), the following inequality (7.20) holds.  

 

|ErY|ess < |ErY|c                                                                                                                           (7.20) 

 

where |ErY|  

 

= |(dr/r)/(dY/Y)| 

  

= |(dr/dY)|/(r/Y)  

 

 Absolute elasticity of r with respect to Y at a given r on the IS curve,  

 

|ErY|ess  Absolute elasticity of r with respect to Y at a given r on the ISess curve  

 

|ErY|c  Absolute elasticity of r with respect to Y at a given r on the ISc curve 

 

The inequality denoted by (7.20) implies that the ISess curve must lie below the ISc curve.  

 

 

7.4. Equilibrium in IS-LM Keynesian Model: Conventional Vs. Sustainable  
 

 

 

If both ISc and ISess are brought together with the LMc in Figure 7.2, it is amply clear that Yess < 

Yc and ress < rc, which occur because the ISess lies below the ISc.  
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Figure 7.2: Equilibrium: Conventional Vs. Sustainable in IS-LM Keynesian 
Model 
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8. Reconstructed HK for Sustainability: Results and Roles  
 

 
All theory depends on assumptions, which are not quite true. That is what makes it theory. The 
art of successful theorizing is to make the inevitable simplifying assumptions in such a way that 
the final results are not very sensitive. A crucial assumption is one, on which the conclusions do 
depend sensitively, and it is important that crucial assumptions be reasonably realistic. When the 
results of a theory seem to flow specifically from a special crucial assumption, then if the 
assumption is dubious, the results are suspect (Solow, 1956). 

 
 

8.1. Results of Reconstructed HK 
 

The results, realized/derived from the reconstructed hydraulic Keynesianism for sustainability, 

can be discussed in terms of the points indicated by (8.1.1) – (8.1.5).  

 

 

8.1.1. Conventional Vs. Sustainable Equilibrium NI  
 

 

From Figure 6.1 and Figure 7.2, it is evident that ecologically and socially sustainable 

equilibrium NI (Yess) is less than the conventional equilibrium NI (Yc), that is, symbolically, Yess < 

Yc. While the proximate determinant of the inequality: Yess < Yc is S(y), the remote one is D. The 

paradoxical inequality: Yess < Yc implies that Yc shows upward bias. That is why Yc is treated as 

superficial equilibrium NI, while Yess as real or true equilibrium NI. Further, both Yess and Yc 

cannot guarantee that they are equal to the full employment equilibrium NI (Yf). Rather there is 

every possibility that Yess < Yc < Yf.. Given that P = Pa = I = Ia and N = Na = 0, only the 

difference between the S(Y) and the S(y) functions caused by D can generate the inequality: Yess 

< Yc provided that the slope of the S(Y) or S(y) function is greater than that of P and N functions. 

If P = [Pa + P(Y)] and N = [Na + N(Y)] are respectively substituted for P = Pa = I = Ia and N = 

Na = 0, then also the inequality: Yess < Yc holds. 

 

 

8.1.2. Dual Stagnation 
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If the macro production function is denoted by Y = F (L) such that F′(L) > 0 and F″(L) < 0, the  

income inequality: Yess < Yc < Yf can be translated into the employment inequality: Less < Lc < Lf, 

which means that [true involuntary unemployment (Lf - Less)] = [{conventional involuntary 

unemployment (Lf - Lc)} + {latent involuntary unemployment (Lc - Less)}]. The gap: (Yc - Yess) or 

(Lc - Less) measures the ecological and social cost inflicted to, or borne by the capitalist world, or 

alternatively, this gap measures the cost of capitalism’s self-defeatism. Thus, the gap: (Yf - Yess) or 

(Lf - Less) shows how the secular social stagnation measured by the gap: (Yf  - Yc) or (Lf - Lc) is 

coupled with the secular ecological stagnation measured by the gap: (Yc -Yess) or (Lc - Less) in the 

capitalist world. The coupling of the secular social stagnation with the secular ecological 

stagnation gives rise to dual stagnation. Such dual stagnation can be reduced or ruled out by the 

development of dual capitalism (social capitalism coupled with ecological capitalism) gradually 

over a period of time. Theoretically, this dual stagnation can be reduced or ruled out if a new 

ecologically and socially sustainable equilibrium condition: [S(y) = Ia = Pa] can be substituted 

for the conventional one: [S(Y) = Ia = Pa] in Figure 6.1, in which not only is Yess greater than Yc, 

but also Yess approximates to Yf. In Figure 6.1, this new ecologically and socially sustainable 

equilibrium condition is denoted by Eness. 

 

 

8.1.3. Policy Prescription via Multiplier Method 
 

 

The relevance of Keynesian multiplier process after sixty years has been disclosed by Dalziel 

(1996). Gnos and Rochon (2009) have pointed out that the multiplier is a central concept in 

Keynesian and Post-Keynesian economics. It is largely what justifies activist full-employment 

fiscal policy. Nallari and Mba (2010) emphasize the importance of multipliers in a globalized 

world. Syed, Tahir and Sahibzada (2011) have measured the impact of Keynesian four sector 

open economy multiplier model in the context of Pakistan’s economy and suggested to the 

government how the size of multiplier could be increased.   

 

In the conventional equilibrium equation of SKM for two-sector closed economy: S(Y) = I, if 

S(Y) > I, which is the “chronic tendency throughout human history”, then according to Keynes 

(1936), “economic instability” (which is one of the multiple sub-social instabilities) emerges. But 
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in the equilibrium equation of ecologically and socially sustainable SKM for two-sector closed 

economy: [S(y) + D = P + N], if [S(y) + D] > [P + N], then the coexistence of “social 

instability” and “ecological instability” leads to the emergence of “ecologically unsustainable 

social instability” or “ecologically social unsustainability”, which is renamed as simply 

“unsustainability”.    

 

Hence, the task of the policy scientists is to adopt such measures so that [P + N] can be raised 

and/or [S(y) + D] can be reduced to fill the gap between [S(y) + D]  and [P + N] in order to 

realize/restore “ecologically social sustainability” or “ecologically sustainable social stability”, 

which is renamed as simply “sustainability”.  

 

For the operationalization of this stabilization policy, the adequate measures are the manipulation 

of different Keynesian multipliers, which can be categorized into conventional multipliers and 

sustainable multipliers. dY/dX  conventional X–multiplier and dy/dX  sustainable X-multiplier.  

 

Further, both conventional multipliers and sustainable multipliers can also be classified into 

dyadic multipliers, triadic multipliers, quadratic multipliers, etc.  

If any two parameters of the equilibrium equation, which have the opposite or conflicting effects 

on equilibrium NI (conventional or sustainable), are changed at equal or unequal rate and in the 

same direction, then their combined effect on equilibrium NI is designated as dyadic multiplier. 

Analogously, if three or four parameters of the equilibrium equation, which have conflicting 

effects on equilibrium NI (conventional or sustainable), are changed in the same direction, their 

combined effect on equilibrium NI is called triadic multiplier or quadratic multiplier. 

 

The significance of the foregoing Keynesian multipliers is that they suggest the policy scientists 

how to realize/restore “ecologically social sustainability” or “ecologically sustainable social 

stability” through the manipulation or adjustment of different parameters of the equilibrium 

equations simultaneously.  

 

8.1.3.1. Examples of Conventional and Sustainable Multipliers in Sustainable 
SKM for Two-Sector Closed Economy  
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From equation (6.12), we get the different conventional and sustainable multipliers, which have 

been encapsulated in equations (8.1) - (8.3). 

 

dY/dDa = (S' – 1)/S' < 0                                                                                                          (8.1) 

 

dy/dDa = dY/dSa = dy/dSa = – 1/S' < 0                                                                                    (8.2) 
 

dY/dPa = dy/dPa = dY/dNa = dy/dNa = 1/S' > 0                                                                      (8.3) 
 

where 0 < S' < 1. 

 

(2) From equation (6.13), we get the different conventional and sustainable multipliers, which 

have been encapsulated in equations (8.4) - (8.7). 

 

dY/dDa = (S' – 1)/(S' – P') < 0                                                                                                 (8.4) 
 

dy/dDa = (P' – 1)/(S' – P') < 0                                                                                                 (8.5) 
 

dY/dPa = dy/dPa = dY/dNa = dy/dNa = 1/(S' – P') > 0                                                             (8.6) 
 

dY/dSa = dy/dSa = – 1/(S' – P') < 0                                                                                          (8.7) 
 

where 1 > S' > P'. 

 

(3) From equation (6.19), we get the different conventional and sustainable multipliers, which 

have been encapsulated in equations (8.8) - (8.13). 

 

dY/dDa = (S' – 1)/Z < 0                                                                                                            (8.8) 
 

dy/dDa = [(P' + N') – 1]/Z < 0                                                                                                 (8.9) 
 

dY/dPa = dY/dNa = 1/Z > 0                                                                                                      (8.10) 

dy/dPa = dy/dNa = (1 – D')/Z > 0                                                                                             (8.11) 
 

dY/dSa = – 1/Z < 0                                                                                                                    (8.12) 
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dy/dSa = – (1 – D')/Z < 0                                                                                                          (8.13) 
 

where Z = [S' + D' (1 – S') – (P' + N')] > 0, as 

S' < 1, D' < 1 and [S' + D' (1 – S')] > (P' + N'). 

 

8.1.3.2. Examples of Conventional and Sustainable Multipliers in Sustainable 
Simple IS-LM Keynesian Model for Two-Sector Closed Economy  

 

The equations of sustainable simple IS-LM Keynesian model for two-sector closed economy can 

be written as equations (8.14) and (8.15).  

 

[Sa + S(y)] + Da = [Pa + P(r)] + Na  ISs                                                                               (8.14) 

 

Ma
* = L(Y, r)   LM                                                                                                               (8.15) 

 

where ISs  Sustainable simple IS curve and  0 < S'(y) < 1, P'(r) < 0, L'(Y) > 0, L'(r) < 0.1 

From equations (8.14) and (8.15), we get the different conventional and sustainable multipliers, 

which have been represented by equations (8.16) - (8.19). 

 

dY/dDa = L'(r) [S'(y) – 1]/Δ < 0                                                                                               (8.16) 

 

dy/dDa = – [L'(r) + P'(r) L'(Y)]/Δ < 0                                                                                     (8.17) 

 

dY/dNa = dy/dNa = dY/dPa = dy/dPa = L'(r)/Δ > 0                                                                  (8.18) 

 

dY/dSa = dy/dSa = – L'(r)/Δ < 0                                                                                               (8.19) 

 

where the determinant Δ = [S'(y)L'(r) + P'(r)L'(Y)] < 0. 

 
8.1.3.3. Examples of Conventional and Sustainable Dyadic, Triadic and 
Quadratic Multipliers in Sustainable HK for Two-Sector Closed Economy  
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(1) From equation (6.12), we can get one conventional dyadic multiplier given by equation 

(8.20) and one sustainable dyadic multiplier given by equation (8.21). 

 

(dY/dDa + dY/dPa) = 1                                                                                                              (8.20) 

 

(dy/dDa + dy/dPa) = 0                                                                                                               (8.21) 

 

(2) From equations (8.14) and (8.15), we can get the conventional triadic and quadratic 

multipliers given by equations (8.22) and (8.23) respectively and the sustainable quadratic 

multiplier given by equation (8.24).  

 

(dY/dDa + dY/dSa + dY/dPa) = [L'(r){S'(y) – 1}/Δ] < 0                                                           (8.22) 

 

where the determinant Δ = [S'(y)L'(r) + P'(r)L'(Y)] < 0 

 

(dY/dDa + dY/dSa + dY/dPa + dY/dNa)  

 

= 1/[1 + {P'(r)L'(Y)}/{S'(y)L'(r)}] > 0                                                                             (8.23)                    

                                                                                       

(dy/dDa + dy/dSa + dy/dPa + dy/dNa) = – 1/[{S'(y) L'(r)}/{P'(r) L'(Y)} + 1] < 0                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                  (8.24) 

 
 

8.1.4. Growth: Conventional Vs. Sustainable                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
 

The growth, we are talking about, is the expansion of the overall size of the economy … and of 

the quantities of energy and material goods flowing through it (Heinberg, 2011a). 
 

 

By definition, y = (Y – D).                                                                                                        (8.25) 

 

By differentiation of equation (8.25) with respect to t, we get equation (8.26). 
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dy/dt = [dY/dt - dD/dt]                                                                                                              (8.26) 

 

If it is assumed that dD/dt = 0 in equation (8.26), we get equation (8.27).  

 

[(dY/dt)/Y] = [(dy/dt)/Y] < [(dy/dt)/y]                                                                                       (8.27) 

 

 Equation (8.27) implies that the rate of change in sustainable equilibrium NI (y) exceeds that of 

conventional equilibrium NI (Y). But if it is assumed that D = uY in equation (8.25), where u > 0, 

and then by its differentiation with respect to t, we get equation (8.28). 

 

 [(dY/dt)/Y] = [(dy/dt)/y] = [(dD/dt)/D]                                                                                 (8.28) 

 

Equation (8.28) implies that Y, y and D change at the same rate. This is the condition of steady 

state rate of growth.  

 

8.1.5. Reconstruction of Degrowth by the “Inequation of Sustainability”  
 
 

Economic growth, as we have known it, is over and done with. The economic crisis that began in 
2007-2008….. marks a permanent fundamental break from past decades – a period during which 
most economists adopted the unrealistic view that perpetual economic growth is necessary and 
also possible to achieve. There are now fundamental barriers to ongoing economic expansion, 
and the world is colliding with those barriers (Heinberg, 2011a). 
 

Degrowth simply means negative growth. It is different from zero growth, which means 

stationary state of John Stuart Mill (1846). The stationary state is a non-growing, non-declining, 

and it is synonymous with the “steady-state” of Herman Daly (1973) in ecological economics. 

Steady-state refers to the condition of an economy with a constant level of consumption of 

material and energy resources over time. According to Alejandro Nadal (2010, 2011), degrowth 

refers to a reduction of production and consumption in physical terms through downscaling and 

not through efficiency improvements. Degrowth is a smooth, voluntary and equitable 

downscaling of production and consumption, which ensures “social sustainability” and 

“ecological sustainability” locally as well as globally on the short and long term. Thus, degrowth 
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is not limited to a technological dimension. Growth is not a cultural phenomenon or a feature of 

a maniac mentality. It is the direct consequence of how capitalist economies operate. It is not 

possible to have capitalism without growth. In the words of Richard Smith, “We either save 

capitalism, or save ourselves, we cannot do both” (Nadal, 2010, 2011).  

 

Following Joachim H. Spangenberg (2008), the concept of degrowth can be reconstructed on the 

basis of the following seven notations and their notions:  

 

(1) Y  Size of the economy  GDP  

(2) dY  Change or growth of Y  

(3) L  Number of employed persons  

(4) L/Y  Labor-intensity of the economy   

(5) Y/L  Per capita productivity 

(6) y = (Y - D)  SNI and hence, Y = (y + D) 

(7) D = (Dn + Ds)  

 

The number of jobs can only increase, if the economy grows faster (or declines slower) than the 

production per capita. In consequence, more workers are needed to do the job. Symbolically, this 

condition can be written by the inequality given by (8.29). 

 

d(Y/L) < dY ↔ dL > 0     Conventional First Inequality                                                      (8.29) 

                                                              

The Conventional First Inequality can alternatively be written as (8.30). 

 

d(y + D)/L < d(y + D)  Reconstructed First Inequality                                                        (8.30) 

 

Now let us consider the following three new notations and their notions: 
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(8) R  Use or consumption of resource 

(9) R/Y  Resource intensity 

(10) Y/R  Resource productivity of the economy 

 

If (Y/R) grows faster or declines slower than the Y, the total consumption of resources decreases. 

Symbolically, this condition can be written by the inequality given by (8.31), which can be 

converted into an alternative inequality given by (8.32). 

 

 d(Y/R) > dY ↔ dR < 0   Conventional Second Inequality                                                  (8.31)                           

  

d(y + D)/R > d(y + D)  Reconstructed  Second Inequality                                                   (8.32) 

                                                              

Combining the two sets of inequalities given by [(8.29), (8.31)] and [(8.30), (8.32)], we get the 

resulting set of inequalities given by [(8.33), (8.34)], which includes Conventional Inequation of 

Sustainability (Spangenberg, Omann & Hinterberger, 2002) and Reconstructed Inequation of 

Sustainability.  Either of the Inequations of Sustainability is a minimum condition for a 

potentially sustainable pattern of economic growth. Noteworthy that jobs, growth, and the 

environment are reconciled, if either of the Inequations of Sustainability given by (8.33) and 

(8.34) is valid: 

  

d(Y/L) < dY < d(Y/R) ↔ dR < 0 < dL  Conventional Inequation of Sustainability             (8.33)                                                                                                                   

                                                                                                                                                     

 

d(y + D)/L < d(y + D) < d(y + D)/R   Reconstructed Inequation of Sustainability              (8.34)                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

 

If either of the foregoing two Inequations of Sustainability is fulfilled, growth may be 

sustainable. If it is not, growth is definitely unsustainable. Either of the Inequations of 

Sustainability clearly indicates that “social sustainability” defines a necessary minimum of 

“economic growth”, while “ecological sustainability” defines an upper “threshold”. Thus, 
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sustainable development has to be based on a balanced approach between social demands and 

ecological limits. According to Peter Custers (2010), “The survival of humans and of other 

species living on planet earth, in my view, can only be guaranteed via a timely transition towards 

a ‘stationary state’, a world economy without growth”. That is why John Bellamy Foster wrote 

an article, entitled, Degrow or Die? which was published in December-January 2011 issue of the 

UK Journal Red Pepper. 

 

Against the earlier degrowth discussion, it can be emphasized that the “dictum/doctrine of 

degrowth” should be imposed only on the North, while the South should be allowed to “gain 

from growth” so that “global growth-equity” can be maintained. 

 

Victor (2010) has classified degrowth into: Green Degrowth and Black Degrowth on the basis of 

the (i) trend in GDP and (ii) trend in GHG emissions as follows. Green degrowth indicates the 

decline in both GDP and GHG emissions, while black degrowth implies decline in GDP, but 

increase in GHG emissions-intensity is so fast that total emissions rise.  

  

In The Meaning of Sustainability, Albert Bartlett (2012) has differentiated between the Dumb 

Growth and the Smart Growth as well as their eventual consequences in terms of the following 

lines: 

Dumb growth destroys the environment. 
Smart growth destroys the environment. 

The difference is that smart growth 
destroys the environment with good taste. 

 So it’s like buying a ticket on the TITANIC.  
If you’re smart, you go first class. 
If you’re dumb, you go steerage. 
Either way the result is the same. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://monthlyreview.org/author/johnbellamyfoster
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8.2. Roles of Reconstructed HK 
 
 

The newly introduced variables and/or functions in the reconstructed HK for sustainability can 

be incorporated into different conventional macroeconomic models/theories for realizing the 

different roles of the reconstructed HK for sustainability. The following examples may be 

relevant. 

 

8.2.1. Construction of Harrod-Domar Model of Sustainable Growth  
 

The conventional Harrod (1939, 1948)–Domar (1957) growth model can be transformed into the 

sustainable Harrod - Domar growth model in the following way. The conventional Harrod – 

Domar growth model is based on the three equations given by (8.35) - (8.37).  

 

S = S(Y) = sY,                                                                                                                          (8.35) 

 

where s  MPS = APS  

 

I = [vdY/dt],                                                                                                                              (8.36) 

 

where v  Capital-output ratio = (K/Y)   

 

S(Y) = I,                                                                                                                                    (8.37) 

 Conventional equilibrium equation of the commodity market 

 

Combining equations (8.35) - (8.37), we get equation (8.38): 

 

[(dY/dt)/Y]c = gc = [s/v]                                                                                                            (8.38) 

 

= Rate of change in conventional equilibrium NI, where c  conventional  
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The conventional Harrod - Domar growth model can be transformed into a sustainable Harrod - 

Domar growth model on the basis of the five equations indicated by (8.39) - (8.43).  

 

S = S(y) = sy = s(Y – D),                                                                                                          (8.39) 

 

 Sustainable saving function, where s  MPS = APS 

 

D = uY,                                                                                                                                     (8.40) 

 

where u = (D/Y)  

  

P = [pdY/dt],                                                                                                                             (8.41) 

 

where p = (P/Y)  

 

N = [ndY/dt],                                                                                                                            (8.42) 
 
 
where u > 0, p > 0, n = (N/Y) > 0 
 

 

[S(y) + D = P + N]                                                                                                                   (8.43)   

 

 Sustainable equilibrium equation of SKM for two-sector closed economy 

 

Combining equations (8.39) - (8.43), we get equation (8.44). 

  

[(dY/dt)/Y]ess = gess = [s – sD + u]/[p + n]                                                                                (8.44) 

 

= Rate of change in sustainable equilibrium NI. 

 

If D = 0 = n and p = v in equation (8.44), we get equation (8.45). 
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gess = [(s/v) + (u/v)],                                                                                                                 (8.45) 

 

which means  gess > gc 

 

If u = 0 in equation (8.45), we get equation (8.46).  

 

gess = gc = (s/v).                                                                                                                        (8.46) 
 

8.2.2. Construction of Solow’s Model of Sustainable Growth  
 

In conventional Solow’s (1956) model of growth, the condition of steady state rate of change in 

conventional equilibrium NI (Yc) is given by equation (8.47): 

  

[sf(k) – qk] = 0,                                                                                                                        (8.47) 
 

where s = [S(Y)/Y], f(k) = Y/L = APL, q = [(dL/dt)/L] and  k = K/L  

 

But if conventional saving function: S = S(Y) is substituted with sustainable saving function: S = 

S(y) = sy = s(Y – D), the condition of steady state rate of change in ecologically and socially 

sustainable equilibrium NI (Yess) is given by equation (8.48). 

 

 [{sf(k) – qk} – sD/L] = 0 or, [sf(k)w – qk] = 0,                                                                       (8.48) 
 

where w = (1- u) and u = D/Y > 0.   

 

Comparing equations (8.47) and (8.48), we get the inequality indicated by (8.49). 

 

kc > kess                                                                                                                                     (8.49) 
 

The inequality indicated by (8.49) means that the conventional steady state equilibrium k (kc) is 

greater than the ecologically and socially sustainable steady state equilibrium k (kess), which 

involves upward bias. But if D = 0 in equation (8.48), we get equation (8.50).  
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kc = kess                                                                                                                                     (8.50) 

 

Further, in Solow’s growth model, the ecologically and socially sustainable golden rule s is less 

than the conventional golden rule s, because the condition of the conventional golden rule s is 

given by equation (8.47), while the condition of the ecologically and socially sustainable golden 

rule s is given by equation (8.48). Noteworthy that “golden rule s” is defined as that “steady state 

equilibrium s” (say, s*), at which per capita consumption (C/L) is maximized, which is possible 

if s*f(k) curve, which is concave to the horizontal axis, intersects the qk line, which is a 

positively sloping straight line through the origin.   

 

 

8.2.3. Construction of Swan’s Model of Sustainable Growth 
 

 

The Swan’s (1956) conventional model of growth is based on the four equations given by (8.51) 

- (8.54). 

 

Y = KaLb                                                                                                                                   (8.51) 

 

 Macro production function, where (a+b) = 1  CRS 

 

S = sY                                                                                                                                       (8.52) 

 

 Macro conventional saving function, where s  APS = MPS 

 

L = Loent                                                                                                                                   (8.53) 

 

 Macro labour supply function 

dK/dt = I = S                                                                                                                            (8.54) 

 

 Equilibrium equation of the commodity market for two sector closed economy.  
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From equations (8.52) and (8.54), we get equation (8.55). 

  

[(dK/dt)/K] = s(Y/K),                                                                                                                (8.55) 

 

which is called rate of change in capital (K). It is a positively sloping straight line through the 

origin in a diagram where (Y/K) is measured along the horizontal axis. By differentiation of 

equation (8.51) with respect to t, we get equation (8.56). 

 

[(dY/dt)/Y] = [a (dK/dt)/K] +  [b (dL/dt)/L],                                                                            (8.56) 

 

which is called the rate of change in NI (Y). 

 

By differentiation of equation (8.53) with respect to t, we get equation (8.57). 

 

[(dL/dt)/L] = n,                                                                                                                         (8.57) 

 

which is parallel to the horizontal axis, along which (Y/K) is measured. It is called the rate of 

change in labour (L). Combining equations (8.55) - (8.57), we get equation (8.58). 

 

[(dY/dt)/Y] = [as(Y/K) + bn],                                                                                                  (8.58) 

 

which is a positively sloping straight line with a positive vertical intercept amounting to bn. This 

line is flatter than the [(dK/dt)/K] = s(Y/K) line indicated by equation (8.55).  

 

In conventional Swan’s model of growth, the conventional steady state equilibrium is achieved 

at that (Y/K), say (Y/Kc), where the three functions indicated by equations (8.55), (8.57) and 

(8.58) intersect simultaneously. At the conventional steady state equilibrium (Y/K), we get 

equation (8.59). 

 

[(dY/dt)/Y] = [(dK/dt)/K] = [(dL/dt)/L] = n,                                                                           (8.59) 
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since (a + b) = 1. This conventional steady state equilibrium is also stable.  

 

Swan’s conventional model of growth can be transformed into the sustainable model of growth 

by the substitution of “sustainable saving function” for “conventional saving function” ceteris 

paribus. While the conventional saving function is given by equation (8.52), the sustainable 

saving function is indicated by equation (8.60). 

 

S = sy = s(Y – D)                                                                                                                      (8.60)   

 

From equations (8.54) and (8.60), we get equation (8.61). 

 

[(DK/dt)/K] = [sY/K – sD/K],                                                                                                   (8.61) 

 

which means that sustainable [(DK/dt)/K] function lies below the conventional [(DK/dt)/K] 

function indicated by equation (8.55), since 0 < s < 1 and (D/K) > 0. Combining equations 

(8.56), (8.57) and (8.61), we get equation (8.62). 

 

[(dY/dt)/Y] = [{as(Y/K) + bn} – as(D/K)],                                                                                (8.62) 

 

which means that the sustainable [(DY/dt)/Y] function lies below the conventional [(DY/dt)/Y] 

function indicated by equation (8.58), since 0 < s < 1, 0 < a < 1 and (D/K) > 0. At steady state 

equilibrium, we get equation (8.63).  

 

 [(DK/dt)/K] = [s(Y/K) – s(D/K)] = [(dL/dt)/L] = n                                                                 (8.63) 

 

Hence, from equations (8.62) and (8.63), we get equation (8.64). 

 

[(dY/dt)/Y] = [{as(Y/K) + bn} – as(D/K)]  

 

= a[s(Y/K) – s(D/K)] + bn  

= (an + bn) = n(a + b) = n,                                                                                                     (8.64)                                                                                                                       
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since (a + b) = 1.  

 

The sustainable steady state equilibrium is achieved at that (Y/K), say (Y/Ks), where the three 

functions indicated by equations (8.57), (8.61) and (8.62) intersect simultaneously. Hence, the 

sustainable steady state equilibrium (Y/K) must be greater than the conventional steady state 

equilibrium (Y/K), which is shown by the inequality (8.65). 

  

(Y/Ks) > (Y/Kc)                                                                                                                         (8.65)  

 

Since y = (Y – D), so Y = (y + D). In consequence, (Y/K) = [(y/K) + (D/K)]. Thus, we get the 

inequality indicated by (8.66) as (D/K) > 0                                                                                  

 

(y/K) < (Y/K)                                                                                                                            (8.66) 

 

The inequality given by (8.66) implies that sustainable NI produced by one unit of capital is less 

than the conventional NI produced by one unit of capital. 

 

 

8.2.4. Construction of Global Hydraulic Keynesianism by Analogy of Kohler 
(1999) 
 
 
The unreconstructed HK is confined to “nation states”. That is why it may be renamed as 

“unreconstructed national HK”. But “contextually reconstructed HK” can be applied to the 

“global level” also to give rise to “Contextually Reconstructed Global HK” by analogy of 

Kohler’s (1999) Global Keynesianism. 

 

8.2.5. Reconstruction of Simple Keynesian Model for Sustainability by 
Analogy of Harris (2008/2009, 2013) 
 

 

By analogy of Harris (2008/2009, 2013), Simple Keynesian Model of HK can be remodeled to 

realize “some dimensions of sustainability” through the decomposition of conventional 
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macroeconomic variables: C, I, G, etc., and thereby transforming the “conventional equilibrium 

equations” of Simple Keynesian Model. Harris’s (2013) reconstructed Simple Keynesian Model 

explores the possibilities for “Green Keynesianism” in theory and practice, and suggests that 

“Green Keynesianism” offers a solution to both “economic stagnation” and “global 

environmental threats”. 

 

8.2.6. Securing Sub-Social Sustainability 

 

HK can also be used to realize various variants of “sub-social sustainability”. To do this, the only 

precondition is the “rational reconstitutions” of “conventional equilibrium equations” of HK by 

the incorporation of relevant macrosubsocial variables into such equilibrium equations and by 

maintaining/keeping the consistency of the national income accounting method suggested by 

IEEA (1993) and SEEA (1993) of UN.  

Living within our planet’s natural boundaries is essential, but taking into consideration social 

boundaries, such as, access to fresh water, education, health care, and other basic needs is as 
important. Between the social foundation of human rights and the environmental ceiling of 
planetary boundaries lies a space that is both environmentally safe and socially just, and we must 
work to move in to that space. 

                                                               ----World Watch Institute’s State of the World 2013 
                                                                        (http://www.worldwatch.org)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://www.worldwatch.org/
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9. Concluding Comments 

 
 

Conclusion is claimed to be true, whenever all of the assumptions are true. In other words, the 
conclusion is true, whenever one accepts the assumptions as true. In one sense, it can be claimed 
that the conjunction of the assumptions forms a justification of truth of the conclusive statement. 
But the justification is conditional on the actual truth of the assumptions. Thus such a 
justification is always open to question. If one accepts all the assumptions as true, then one 
cannot at the same time accept statements, which contradict any valid conclusion based on those 
assumptions (Boland, 1994).  

 
 

“When states of knowledge are of the essence, it is best to acknowledge the reality by clearly and 

consistently theorizing about the consequences of partial ignorance” (Fitzgibbons, 2000).  

 

A famous Bengali writer, Lila Majumdar, said, “An animal can be lifted from the forest, but the 

forest cannot be lifted from the mind of that animal”. By analogy, it can be stated that an 

economics practitioner can be lifted from HK, but HK cannot be lifted from the mind of that 

economics practitioner. Even if HK is radically rejected, “X Keynesianism” will be substituted 

for HK.  

There is no end of proliferation of criticism against HK about its adequacy for tackling 

the economic and non-economic problems. This means that HK is inadequate to tackle the 

problems of economic and extra-economic instabilities. The answer to such an allegation is that 

HK is not inadequate, rather it is used or applied inadequately.  

HK can be likened to language, which, in turn, can be likened to dress. Variation of dress 

is needed to suit the occasion. For example, one does not appear at a friend’s silver wedding 

anniversary in gardening clothes, nor does one punting on the river in a dinner-jacket. As 

variation of dress becomes necessary to suit the occasion, similarly variation in the “composition 

of equilibrium equations” of the constituent models of HK becomes inevitable to suit the context. 

That is why the significance of the nomenclature of the title of this thesis is justified.   

Mesarovic (1982) emphasizes that the objective of the models of sustainability should be 

to “separate the realm of possible paths into the future from the realm of impossible ones”. 

According to Costanza, et al. (1993), “models are analogous to maps…they have many possible 

purposes and uses, and no one map or model is right for the entire range of uses”. Against the 
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remark of Costanza, et al. (1993), it is worthy to recall what Strawson (1959) said: “We do not 

use a different scheme, a different framework, on each occasion. It is the essence of the matter 

that we use the same framework on different occasions”. Thus, following Strawson (1959), it can 

be argued that through the incorporation of the relevant macro variables (e.g. macroeconomic, 

macroecological, macrosocial or macrosub-social variables) into the “equilibrium equations” of 

HK, it can easily be reconstructed to fit the contemporary context.   

However, it can be admitted that the contextually reconstructed HK is not free from 

limitations. The most important limitation of it is that up till now, no adequate, appropriate or 

apposite method or measure has been discovered to execute the valuation of the new macro 

variables (e.g. natural capital, social capital, various sub-social capitals, human capital, etc.), 

which have been incorporated into the “equilibrium equations” of hydraulic Keynesian models.  

Thinking about a sustainable world is pointless, unless an adequate, appropriate or 

apposite “way” can be discovered to get there. The nature of sustainable world can be imagined 

easily, but whether and how human population can continue to survive indefinitely on this “tiny 

little islet of life amid the boundless ocean of lifelessness” (Rebrov, 1989) without threatening 

the survival of all other biological populations, may not be so easy. The reasons lie in the 

remarks of the following three authors: 

(1) Baba Dioum stated that “In the end, we conserve only what we love. We will love only what 

we understand. We will understand only what we are taught” (Cunningham & Cunningham, 

2009).  

(2) Mollie Beatty pointed out that “What a country chooses to save is what a country chooses to 

say about itself” (Cunningham & Cunningham, 2009).  

(3) Lynn Lands asserted that “We are living in a false economy, where the price of goods and 

services does not include the cost of waste and pollution” (Cunningham & Cunningham, 2009).  

That is why Wangari Meathai, the Nobel laureate in Peace in 2004, argued: “Today we 

are faced with a challenge that calls for a shift in our thinking, so that humanity stops threatening 

its life-support system” (Cunningham & Cunningham, 2009). But historical evidence reveals that 

neither ecological system nor social system can continue forever.  

 

Can life possibly be sustained on forever? Given our limited knowledge, we cannot conceive of 

being able to sustain life on earth without a continuing inflow of “solar energy”. Thus, solar-
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based systems of production represent the current limit to our thinking with respect to means of 

ensuring sustainability. Perhaps the “post-solar phase” will be spiritual, rather than physical in 

nature. If this is so, this may explain why spirituality is coming into discussions of “physical 

sustainability” to prepare humanity for “post-solar sustainability” (Ikerd, 1997).  

Sustainability is neither a macroeconomic issue, nor a nature-conservation issue. Rather 

sustainability synchronizes and harmonizes social process and ecological process. An adequate 

model of sustainability cannot be built on the existing understanding of society and nature. 

Humans have also created what can be described as “second nature”, that is, the human-made 

material world, which by size and importance, has become comparable to the global natural 

world. It not only acts as a buffer between humans and nature, but has also become the main 

objective of human development. Following its own developmental logic and laws, this “second 

nature” ironically is now threatening the planet’s nature.  

In an article Economic Strategies for Sustainability, what Wayne Hayes (2005) speaks of 

sustainability is as follows:  

 

Sustainability must not be confounded with parochialism, isolationism, or xenophobia. 
Sustainability demands a cosmopolitan outlook, negotiating and integrating levels of social 
organization ranging from the local through the regional and the national into the global order of 
things. Sustainability, like ecology, thrives on diversity. Indeed, sustainability presents a 
daunting conceptual challenge that must be worked out in practice, not given to pre-ordained or 
ideologically driven preconceptions. The practice of sustainability presumes an illuminating 
public discourse built on a vibrant civic culture, from your neighborhood to the global village we 
all share. The level of human development evoked by sustainability poses an imposing challenge 
of societal evolution that can only be conceived in intergenerational context although we don’t 

know how much time we have available until catastrophe (profwork.org/eee/ess).  
  
  

The heuristic, theoretical and practical value of this thesis can be described in terms of the 

following two remarks:  

 

(1) “You don’t see those, who stand in the dark”. 

             ----Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Julian Weil (1928) in The Three Penny Opera 
 
(2) “But those, in the dark, could use some effective help from the presently living 
intelligentsia”. 
                                ----Gernot Kohler (1999) in Global Keynesianism and Beyond 
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Borrowing the relevant words from Keynes’s (1933) remark, as stated below, it is worthy to 

admit that the completeness of this thesis has been executed “not by tearing up roots, but by 

slowly training a plant like HK to grow in a different direction”.  

 
It should not be a matter of tearing up roots, but of slowly training a plant to grow in 
a different direction (Keynes, 1933).  

      
 
Foster (2011) points out that “All of us here today along with countless others around the world 

are currently engaged in the collective struggle to save the planet as a place of habitation for 

humanity and innumerable other species”.  

 

But, on 16 April 2013, World Watch Institute launched the latest edition of its Annual Flagship 

Report State of the World 2013, in which fifty coauthors (Adamson, et al., 2013) devised and 

devoted their articles to answer the critical question:  

 

Is Sustainability Still Possible? 
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